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SYNOPSIS
River and streams and submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) are considered as
important pathways for material transport to the marine environment from land. SGD is
considered as any flow of water from the seabed to the coastal ocean, regardless of fluid
composition or driving force. The inflow of the freshwater and desorption from freshwater
particle enrich coastal water with various pollutants and radionuclides. The SGD has a smaller
water flow rate compared to surface water flow rate but the associated chemical fluxes are
comparable to surface chemical fluxes. Groundwater seepage is patchy, diffuse, temporally
variable, slow, persistence through sediments and may involve multiple aquifers. SGD can occur
at almost all coastal zones where an aquifer with a positive head relative to sea level is
hydraulically connected to a surface water body. The SGD into the near-shore marine ecosystem
may have a significant impact, as groundwater in many areas is contaminated with a variety of
substances like nutrients, heavy metals, radionuclides and organic compounds. The input of
different pollutants in the coastal marine ecosystem is leading to eutrophication, harmful algal
bloom and alarming level of contamination in coastal water.
Rapid urbanization, large-scale industrialization and uncontrolled sprawling settlements
around many coastal and harbour cities of the world brought an alarming level of pollution to the
surrounding aquatic ecosystem due to various anthropogenic discharges. It becomes all the more
critical in case of creek/bay ecosystem due to its landlocked and relatively stagnant nature. The
distributions of the naturally occurring radionuclide, nutrients, trace and toxic elements are
subjected to chemical differences between coastal and offshore water. The distributions of
pollutants also depend on how fast the sea water in the creek is transported to open sea. The
removal or circulation of creek water can provide insights into mobility of contaminants in the
ix

creek. The flushing rate, residence time and apparent age of water are used to describe how long
the water remains in an ecosystem.
Mumbai city is one of the heavily populated and industrialized cities of India. The creek
known as Thane creek is part of Mumbai Harbour bay that separate mainland from Mumbai city.
The Thane Creek industrial area houses a number of majors, medium and small scale industrial
units largely involved in the manufacture, storage and use of chemicals, petrochemicals,
pharmaceuticals and fine chemical products, pesticide formulation, etc. Thane Creek is the
ultimate recipient of all the liquid discharges from these industries. Therefore understanding and
monitoring of water quality in the Thane Creek is important for an accurate and systematic
environmental assessment. There is various literature on the release of pollutants through surface
but the input of pollutants via submarine groundwater discharge is not studied for the Mumbai
Harbour Bay. This was one of the motives/reason to choose this study area for the present study.
Scope of Present Work:
The objective of the present study was;
1. Development and standardization of method for the estimation of short-lived radium
isotopes (224Ra and 223Ra) in water samples using delayed coincidence counting.
2. Application of radium isotopes as a geochemical tracer to study the apparent water age,
flushing rate and mixing process of water in the present study area.
3. Application of radium balance Model for the quantification of submarine groundwater
discharge in the present study area.
4. Development and standardization of method for the estimation of trace and toxic
elements in seawater and sediment using TXRF.
5. Study of status and fate of inorganic pollutants in the present study area.

x

Briefly, thesis describes the estimation of different inorganic pollutants in the study area
using TXRF and study of transport and mixing using short-lived radium isotopes as geochemical
tracer. The thesis is divided into seven chapters as described below;

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The chapter discusses the various pathways for the input of pollutants in the marine
ecosystem like surface discharge and influx through the land. The basic details about submarine
groundwater discharges (SGD), significance and the method (viz. seepage meter, piezometer,
natural tracers, infrared imaging, hydrologic approach, hydrograph separation techniques and
mathematical models) used for the measurement of SGD is discussed. The published literature
pertaining also summarised in this chapter. The four naturally occurring radium isotopes (223Ra,
T1/2 = 11.4 days; 224Ra, T1/2 = 3.6 days; 226Ra, T1/2 = 1,600 years and 228Ra, T1/2 = 5.75 years) are
used as geochemical tracers for variety of environmental processes; like groundwater discharge,
residence time, flushing rate and coastal water circulation pattern etc. The abundance, behaviour
of radium in different environments and methods for measurement of radium are discussed
briefly. The chapter also discusses the importance of study in present study area and objective of
the work.
CHAPTER 2:
Analytical Techniques and Experimental Methods
The chapter discusses the different methods and techniques developed and used during
present work. The chapter is categorized in the two parts.
The first part of the chapter discusses the details of delayed coincidence counting
technique, its standardization and calibration. The technique is an alpha scintillation counter that
xi

distinguishes decay events of short-lived radium daughter products based on their contrasting
half-lives using a delayed coincidence counter and mainly used for measurement of
224

223

Ra and

Ra in the water sample. The chapter describes the optimization of the flow rate of carrier gas,

selection of better carrier gas, estimation of efficiency and other parameter required for the
quantification. The chapter also describes the use of delayed coincidence counter for the
estimation of 226Ra and 228Ra in the water samples.
The second part of the chapter gives the theory, principle and instrumentation involved in
TXRF spectrometry. Since the discovery in the year 1895, X-rays have played a very crucial role
in the field of analytical sciences for material characterization. In past few years, TXRF (based
on the principle of total reflection of X-rays) has become one of the well-known methods of
spectrochemical analysis. In TXRF sample in thin film form on the support is excited with
primary X-ray at glancing angle. The secondary (characteristic) X-ray emitted from the element
present in the sample is detected using energy dispersive detector and quantification is done
using internal standard. In this part of the chapter the details of instrument GNR Slr. TXRF
instrument (TX-2000) is also discussed.
CHAPTER 3:
Study Area “Mumbai Harbour Bay (MHB)” and Sampling
The chapter describes an overview of the study area including, water movement, tidal
flow patterns, industrial and domestic discharges etc. The present study carried out in Mumbai
Harbour bay which separates the mainland from Mumbai city. Mumbai Harbor Bay (MHB) is
located on the west coast of India. The funnel-shaped bay is a land-locked mass of water broad at
the southern end and receives tidal waters from the Arabian Sea. The bay opens to the Arabian
Sea to the south and influenced by dominant semi-diurnal tides with a period of 12 hrs 40 min.
xii

The study area, extensively exploited for multifarious activities and recipient of industrial
discharges. The bay is characterized by abundant mudflats and exhibits good coverage of
mangroves. The average area of water surface of the bay is about 215 km2 at high tide level and
about 160 km2 at low tide level. The total volume of water at mean sea-level as calculated from
surrounding area is 9.1 x 1011 litres. The average tidal volume is 4.8 x 1011 litres. Bay receives
water from rivers (Ulhas and Panvel) discharges and tidal input. Of these rivers contribute a
small fraction towards the movement of water in the bay as compared to the factor caused by the
volume of tidal water moving in or out of the bay. Discharges during the monsoon do not affect
the tidal curves, as these are small compared to the tidal volume. The study focused mainly on
creek known as Thane creek which is part of Mumbai Harbour bay. The Thane Creek waterway
lies between the city of Thane and the Arabian Sea at Trombay before the Gharapuri islands. The
creek receives effluents from various industries containing trace and toxic elements and acts as
sinks for most of the pollutants. The chapter also discusses the details of sampling in the study
area for the measurement of radium isotopes and other pollutants.
CHAPTER 4:
Estimation of Apparent Water Age and Mixing Process in the Creek Ecosystem of
Mumbai harbour Bay, India
The chapter IV covers application of short-lived radium isotope for the study of the
apparent water age and mixing process in the creek ecosystem of Mumbai Bay. The chapter
comprised of three parts.
The first part discusses the application of Radium Age Model for the estimation of
apparent water age for different sampling trips (April 2016, March 2017 and December 2017) in
the creek and water age was found to be 3.65±1.22 days, 3.75±1.10 days and 4.51±1.51 days
xiii

respectively. The overall range varied from 1.56 to 7.53 days with an average of 4.06±1.20 days
from the three sampling trips. Result of sampling at various time intervals showed steady state in
study area with respect to radium. To support the result by Radium Age Model in the study
system, Radium Balance Approach was also used to estimate the apparent age of creek water
which gives water age as 6.51±1.27 days. It was observed that in our study area both the model
gives a similar result. The previous study in the Mumbai harbour bay shown that for 90% of
renewal of bay water, 6 tidal-cycles are required. Thus the present study give higher value (4.1
days and 6.5 days) compare to previous study (3.2 days) which may be attributed to return flow
factor, not considered in the previous study.
In second part longitudinal variation of the radium isotopes in middle of the creek against
the distance was discussed to find the net movement of water towards the open sea. Also, the
flushing rate of water within the creek was estimated using the variation of the apparent age of
water at the middle of the creek with distance. The net flow of water was found toward open sea
and the flushing rate of water within the creek was estimated to be 9.09 km.d-1.
The third part of the chapter describes mixing and flushing rate of the creek water to the
Arabian Sea, as one of the objectives of the study was to understand, how a pollutant will be
mixed to open seawater and flush out of creek if released from shore. The average activity
concentration in the creek was taken as source value and apparent age at the different location in
the open mouth of the bay and open sea was calculated. Variation of apparent age with distance
resulted flushing rate to be 6.67 ± 0.89 km.d-1. The present study system was in steady state and
variation of

223

Ra with distance showed dispersion is dominant process for mixing. Therefore,

using 1-dimensional advection-dispersion model, the horizontal dispersion coefficient was
estimated to be 800±107 m2.s-1
xiv

CHAPTER 5:
Estimation of Submarine Groundwater discharge using radium mass balance in the
Mumbai Harbour Bay
The chapter describes different pathways of radium input sources (viz. input from the
ocean during the high tide, river, sediment and wastewater discharge), losses (viz. mixing and
radioactive decay) and estimation of SGD in the Mumbai Harbour Bay. The total flux of

223

Ra

and 224Ra in the bay was estimated to be 6.4 x 109 dpm.d-1 and 106.1 x 109 dpm.d-1 respectively.
The contribution of radium flux was negligible (about 0.01% of total radium flux in the bay)
from each river. The contribution from surface sediment through diffusion was found about 1.7
% and 2.7 % for

223

Ra and

224

about 0.7 % and 0.4 % for

Ra respectively. The suspended sediment contribution was found

223

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The contribution from wastewater

discharge was found about 0.1 % and 0.4 % for 223Ra and 224Ra respectively. The tidal input for
223

Ra and

224

Ra was found was found as 44.1 % and 25.2 % of total radium flux respectively.

Total fluxes out of the system via ocean exchange and decay was found to be 7.3 x 109 dpm.d-1
and 268.5 x 109 dpm.d-1 for

223

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The SGD in the bay was estimated

based on the imbalance between input and losses contribution of radium. The volume of SGD
based on

223

Ra and

224

Ra mass balance was found to be 33.4 x 109 L.d-1 and 64.9 x 109 L.d-1

respectively. The SGD contribution of

223

Ra and 224Ra flux in the bay was found as 53.4 % and

71.7 % respectively.
CHAPTER 6:
Status of Trace and Toxic Elements in Creek Ecosystem using TXRF method
The first part of the chapter describes the study carried out in the creek ecosystem of
Mumbai to understand the current status of trace and ultra-trace elements and also to check the
xv

effect of effluents from industrial and urban settlements. The chapter describes a method for
seawater analysis using Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry (TXRF) and online
removal of Chloride from seawater samples. It was found that the concentration of P, Ca, Mn,
Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Pb and As was found higher in the industrial side of the creek whereas V, Cr and
Ni concentration were found higher in the samples collected from the side receiving city effluent.
The second part of the chapter deals with the simultaneous determination of trace metals
in seawater using dithiocarbamate pre-concentration and Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence
Spectrometry. Briefly, the procedure involve a double extraction of acidified seawater using
chloroform

and

combined

ammonium

tetramethylene

dithiocarbamate

(APDC)-

diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate (DDDC) followed by back-extraction of the metal
carbamates into nitric acid and analysis using TXRF. Using this procedure seawater samples
were analysed for the trace elements Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Pb. The result was found
similar to previously reported value.
The third part of chapter deals with the standardization of method for the measurement
of trace elements in sediment samples using TXRF technique associated with slurry sample
preparation method. 1% Triton X-100 aqueous solution associated with ultra-sonication was used
for the preparation of the slurry. Average relative error in the measurement of reference material
(IAEA-Soil-7) was found to be 13%. Core sediment samples collected from Mumbai Harbour
Bay were processed and analysed for K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb, Rb and Sr.
Calculation of Pollution Load Index (PLI) shows that there is also a significant anthropogenic
contribution to the surface sediment sample.
The fourth part of chapter describes the result of Fe Ca, Mn, K, Ti, V, Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn,
Pb, Rb, Sr, Al and Si in suspended sediment collected from Mumbai harbour bay. The chapter
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also describes estimation of trace element flushing out, once we have suspended sediment load
and flushing rate of the water.
CHAPTER 7:
Conclusions and future prospects
This chapter summarises the main results from the thesis and proposed future work that
can be carried out. The thesis describes the method for the analysis of trace and toxic element in
seawater and sediment using TXRF technique. The TXRF technique is used for analysis of
seawater and sediment samples from the study area to study the status of trace and toxic
elements. The thesis discuss the method for the measurement of short-lived radium isotopes and
their application for the estimation of apparent water age, flushing rate, dispersion coefficient
and submarine groundwater discharge in the Mumbai Harbour Bay.
The method can be used to study input of different nutrients and pollutants via
groundwater discharge in the MHB as we have estimate of SGD. This technique and approach
can be applied to study the apparent water age, flushing rate, dispersion coefficient and
submarine groundwater discharge in the other coastal area. The information obtained could be
used to help the developing management strategies for controlling the supply of terrestrial
nutrients and contaminants to offshore areas and protect the environment in the study area.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Costal water includes estuaries, coastal wetlands, seagrass, coral reef, intertidal zones,
mangrove, coastal ocean and upwelling areas. Estuaries are bodies of water that receive freshwater and sediment influx from rivers and tidal influx from ocean, providing transition zones
between the fresh water of a river and the saline environment of the sea. Coastal processes
become relatively more significant than open-ocean processes because mankind is most closely
associated with coastal environments, through fishing, recreational pursuits, transportation
routing, mineral extraction, oil & gas production, and dumping of wastes.
1.1. Radium
Radium, linked to the discovery of radioactivity, in form of radium chloride, was
discovered by Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898. They extracted the radium compound from
uraninite. There are four Ra isotopes naturally present in the environment;
days),

224

Ra (T1/2 = 3.6 days),

part of the

238

part of the

235

U decay series,

226

Ra (T1/2 = 1600 years) and

228

Ra and

224

228

Ra are a part of the

223

Ra (T1/2 = 11.4

Ra, (T1/2 = 5.75 years).226Ra is a

232

Th decay series and

223

Ra is a

U decay series Figure 1.1. Each Ra isotope produces a chain of daughters that are

short lived and contributes to the terrestrial radiation exposure. The daughter isotopes of
and

224

223

Ra

Ra, are very short half-lived, and will quickly attain secular equilibrium with the parent.

For 226Ra, the immediate decay product is the noble gas 222Rn, which may readily escape prior to
decay from non-retentive materials.
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Figure 1.1: 238U, 235U and 232Th Decay series
Table 1.1: Radium isotopes and their mode of decay
Isotope

Half-life

Parent Series Decay mode

223

Ra

11.43 d

235

224

Ra

3.63 d

232

226

Ra

1600 y

238

228

Ra

5.75y

232

Specific activity

U

α

1.89 x 1015

Th

α

5.92 x 1015

U

α

3.66

Th

β

1.0 x 1013
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However, in minerals or large organisms, the
equilibrium can be attained with daughter radionuclides.

222

Rn may not escape and secular

228

Ra, in

232

found to be in secular equilibrium with it’s the immediate daughter

Th decay series generally

228

Ac. Table 1.1 shows the

mode of decay of the different isotopes of Ra with their specific activity.
Among the four naturally occurring Ra isotopes,

226

Ra and

228

Ra have relatively long

half-lives (1600 and 5.75 years, respectively), and the majority of the published work confine to
these two isotopes. However, both

223

Ra and

224

Ra, which have half-lives of few days, have

several applications, particularly as environmental tracers in coastal area. All Ra isotopes exhibit
similar behaviour in the environment may provide useful information on the coastal process.
1.1.1. Radium in Seawater
Radium concentration in seawater governed by, Th content of sediments, rocks in contact
with marine waters, Bioturbation and physical mixing. Uranium present in seawater (3ppb)
produces Th which is scavenged and transported to deep sea by sediment particles.

226

Ra decay

product of terrigenous 230Th gets mixed throughout water column. This U-Th-Ra dis-equilibrium
was applied in earlier study of marine bioturbation and mixing process [1]. Minor sources of
226

Ra include hydrothermal fluids, rivers, dust deposition and fine grained continental margin

sediments.

226

Ra is distributed throughout the water column as its half life is on the order of the

mixing time of the ocean circulation pattern. But its variation within the ocean may be found due
to particle scavenging superimposed on the mixing pattern of the world ocean [2] .
The inventories of

228

Ra are controlled by the decay of

232

Th in deep-sea sediments and

processes that mix the sediments. Because of shorter half life compare to vertical ocean mixing
time 228Ra derived from continents is only spread throughout the surface ocean and near bottom
water. The source of short lived 223Ra and 224Ra to coastal water are SGD, fine grained sediments
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and surface discharges (rivers and streams). Their fluxes generally exceed those of their parents
as these isotopes are recoil products. Because of their (223Ra and

224

Ra) short half-lives they are

not able to penetrate into ocean.
Ra input in the estuaries and coastal waters can be due to rivers, sediments and
submarine groundwater discharge (SGD). Apart from these sources, phosphate industry may also
add significant Ra to coastal water in form of phosphogypsum that contains nearly all of the
226

Ra,

210

Pb and

210

Po present in the ore and smaller quantities of U and Th isotopes [3]..

Generally Ra in estuaries is enriched by over an order of magnitude relative to the surface ocean.
1.1.2. Radium in Groundwater
Radium in groundwater can arise from natural sources, resulting from the interaction of
groundwater with Ra bearing materials such as rocks, soil, ore bodies and other source materials.
Radium concentration in groundwater depends on availability and solubility of the nuclides in
the rocks, ionic strength, the acidity of the medium, etc. All of these parameters are highly
variable and explain variation of

226

Ra and

238

U concentrations in groundwater by three to five

orders of magnitude [4]. Geothermal springs and geothermal energy production are another
source of
226

226

Ra to groundwater [4]. The most abundant Ra isotope reported in groundwater is

Ra. Concentrations of

226

Ra in groundwater vary widely. Groundwater generally have Ra

concentrations that broadly correlate with salinity or total dissolved solids (TDS) [5].
1.1.2.1. Natural sources of Ra in groundwater
1.1.2.1.1. Weathering
Breakdown of minerals (Weathering) containing Ra can provide a continuing subsurface
supply throughout an aquifer. Primary minerals containing U and Th have Ra isotopes in secular

4

equilibrium with the decay series parents.
aquifer phases along with their daughters

238

226

U and

235

Ra and

223

U will be similarly distributed within

Ra whereas

232

Th may be in different

phases along with its daughter 224Ra and 228Ra. Depending upon physico-chemical parameter Ra
isotopes in the different decay chains may be released at different rates.
1.1.2.1.2. Recoil
Another important source for U/Th series nuclides in aquifers is alpha Recoil [6]. Each
alpha decay occurs with sufficient energy to propelled daughter radionuclides in a random
direction for a distance of ~20 nm in most U/Th bearing minerals. The recoil radionuclide can
migrate to water phase from damaged lattice through mineral water interface. This is a purely
physical process, unaffected by groundwater chemistry.
1.1.2.1.3. Decay of adsorbed and dissolved parent Th isotopes
Decay of parent Th isotopes that are in solution will supply Ra directly to groundwater.
Th is highly particle reactive it is highly depleted in groundwater and is largely adsorbed onto
aquifer surfaces. Decay of adsorbed Th will recoil Ra directly into the surrounding water or into
the underlying mineral, from which it is likely to be readily leached.
1.1.2.2. Factors affecting groundwater radium concentrations
Barite co-precipitates radium from groundwater and commonly controls the groundwater Ra
concentrations [7]. Adsorption onto aquifer surfaces is also a dominant controlling factor for Ra
behaviour in many groundwater. Fe and Mn oxyhydroxide and clays are the most important
phases for Ra adsorption. Time scale for Ra adsorption and desorption very rapidly, over
timescales of seconds to hours [8, 9], Colloids and suspended particulates that have strong
affinity for Ra also affect the radium in groundwater.
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Radium is not directly affected by changes in aquifer redox state as it is present in only one
(Ra2+) oxidation state. However, other species (e.g. Sulphate ions, Fe oxyhydroxide etc.) can
have an impact on Ra behaviour. Kraemer [10, 11] has observed that saline waters are highly
enriched in radium which is due to negligible scavenging process of Ra rather than to increased
supply of Ra. The behaviour of Ra in saline waters has generally been explained by sorption
processes in secondary mineral phases [12] due to:


Competition by other, more abundant cations for adsorption sites [11,13].



Dissolution of Fe and Mn phases in anoxic brines, thereby decreasing the availability of
adsorption sites[14] .



Increases in mineral surface charge [15] due to decreases in pH



Increases in stabilities of inorganic complexes such as chloride complexes [14]



Increased solubility of sulphate minerals [16] releasing recently incorporated Ra or
limiting removal by precipitation



The presence of strong dissolved organic complexes [17]

Gonneea et al. [18] observed that adsorption decreased with increased salinity within an
aquifer where saltwater intrusion occurs, although it was not possible to separate the effects of
ion exchange from those due to Mn and Fe cycling due to redox changes.
1.1.3. Radium in earth crust Soil, Freshwater, River Water and Air
Isotopes of Ra are progeny of the U and Th natural radioactive decay series of radioactive
elements and are therefore widely distributed in the Earth’s crust. The estimated average

238

U

concentration in the continental crust is 32.9 Bq/kg [19] and, assuming radioactive equilibrium
with

238

U, the crustal

226

Ra activity is expected to be of same order. Although it can be
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anticipated that in most igneous rocks Ra isotopes are present in equilibrium concentrations with
their precursors, the impact of some environmental factors, such as weathering, can change ratios
between 226Ra or 228Ra and their precursors
In soil radium concentration depends to a large extent on the parent rock. Change in
environmental condition such as temperature, water, flora and fauna etc. causes weathering of
rocks. Migration of Ra in soil is similar to Ba due to its similar ionic radii. Radium dissolved in
groundwater (or surface water) is transferred with the water flow until it becomes adsorbed in the
soil [4]. The average worldwide population weighted value for 226Ra concentration in soil of 32
Bq/kg, ranging 3.7 to 126 Bq/kg was reported in UNSCEAR[20].
Radium in freshwater can arise from natural sources such as groundwater inflow,
sediment re-suspension, re-solubilisation of sediment bound radionuclides and from air through
precipitation and particle deposition. While

226

Ra and

228

Ra activity concentrations have a wide

range in groundwater, depending upon the source characteristics and the ionic strength of the
groundwater, 226Ra and 228Ra activities in surface water are low and lie within a relatively narrow
range of concentrations [4, 21–27].
Radium in river water generally ranges between 0.5 and 20 mBq/L for
enhanced concentrations (about 300mBq/L) have been reported [4]. For
but the range is similar to that for

226

226

Ra, though

228

Ra, data are scarce

Ra [28]. For other surface areas, such as lakes,

226

Ra

concentrations are also within a narrow range (0.5–15 mBq/L), similar to that observed for river
water [28].
Radium in air is contributed by re-suspended soil particles, coal ash and fly ash.
Considering dust concentration in 50μg/m3 assumed for inhalation and the worldwide
concentration of 32 Bq/kg for

226

Ra in soil, the concentrations in air was estimated to be 1.5
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μBq/m3. In particular, UNSCEAR 2000 [29] the reported, representative values of 0.6 μBq/m3,
1.2–3.3 and 0.8–32 μBq/m3 for the United States of America, Germany and Poland, respectively.
However, these values are presented only for temperate environments, and

226

Ra concentrations

in air can vary according to climate and to location within a given climate. For example,

226

Ra

concentration can be substantially higher in areas with a dry climate., and concentrations of Ra in
sea air may be an order of magnitude lower at coastal locations than in continental or
industrialized areas [30] .
1.2. Chemical Properties of Ra
1.2.1. Basic Characteristics:
Radium is an alkaline earth metal, present in nature in the +2 oxidation state. The
behaviour of Ra is similar to that of Ba due to the similarity of their ionic radii. Radium can be
readily separated through chemical processes from its parent. Thorium is highly insoluble in
natural waters, and strongly adsorbs onto mineral surfaces. Due to strong affinity to humic acids
and other organic ligands, it can concentrate in organic deposits or transported in organic
colloids [31]. In contrast, U is highly soluble under oxidizing conditions. It is readily adsorbed
onto mineral surfaces, though to a lesser degree than Th and Ra, and can be complexed by
organic ligands.
1.2.2. Aqueous Characteristics:
The aqueous speciation of Ra

reviewed in detail

by Dickson [4]. In low salinity

solutions, Ra can be as un-complexed Ra2+. The thermodynamic data for Ra complexes was
calculated from data of other alkaline earths metals [17, 32]. In waters with high sulphate
concentrations, a significant fraction of Ra2+ would be in the sulphate form; for a sulphate
8

concentration of 70 mg L–1, half of the Ra would be found as RaSO4. In the water with high
chloride and salinity only 10% would be in the form RaCl–. A significant fraction of Ra would be
complexed as RaCO3 only at high pH (>10.25) and high carbonate concentrations (>60 mg/L)
[32].
In waters with high carbonate concentrations, the alkali earths can be precipitated as
carbonates. Due to the very low molar concentrations of Ra in the environment, precipitation of
Ra phases is rarely important. Ra removal from waters can occur by co-precipitation of phases in
which it forms a solid solution. Barium is typically present in natural waters [33] and in
groundwater [34] 108 times greater molar concentrations than Ra. In the presence of sulphate the
Ba concentrations may be controlled by the precipitation of barite (BaSO4), as typical Ba
concentrations are generally near saturation levels. Barite can incorporate Ra in solid solution as
(Ba,Ra)SO4.
1.2.3. Adsorption and desorption
The mobility of Ra in the environment is controlled by interaction with solid phase by
adsorption through ion exchange. This is commonly described by a partition coefficient (Kd),
which is defined as:
ℎ

=

The concentration in the solid phase is expressed as the amount of adsorbent in a total
mass of solid (in e.g. moles/kg), while the concentration in solution is expressed in moles L–1.
Data on Kd values for Ra are limited compared to many other contaminants. The studies
indicated, Ra is readily adsorbed to clays and mineral oxides present in soils, especially at near
neutral and alkaline pH conditions. Sorption studies generally confirm the adsorption behaviour
9

expected for Ra2+ as a function of pH, with negligible adsorption at very acidic pH values and
increasing adsorption with increasing pH. The pH range at which adsorption of cations begins to
increase on mineral surfaces depends on the values of the point of zero charge (PZC) i.e. when
the electrical charge density on a surface is zero [35]. At pH values greater than the PZC, the
surface strongly adsorbs dissolved cations. Radium competes with other alkaline earth cations
for sorption sites. In comparison to other alkaline earth elements, the relative affinity of this
group of elements for ion exchange is in order: Ra2+ > Ba2+ > Sr2+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+ [36]. The
adsorption of Ra depends on ionic strength and other competing ions.
Manganese oxide has strongly scavenging properties for Ra and used for preconcentrating from bulk water samples. Manganese oxides commonly occur in sediments as
coatings and fine aggregates with large surface areas and controlling Ra behaviour. Although
many Mn minerals are known, its oxides are typically fine-grained and poorly crystalline and
often remain uncharacterized [37]. Koulouris have [38] investigated the sorption of Ra on MnO2
is independent of initial Ra concentrations, chemical species and pH at values greater than 3.5.
1.3. Measurement of Radium isotopes:
There are several methods reported for the estimation of Ra via its decay products using
alpha, beta and gamma spectrometry. Alpha spectrometry is performed using radium-barium coprecipitate. For beta spectrometry liquid scintillation counting is performed. Gamma
spectrometry is performed for active samples using gamma peaks of daughter products. Gross
counting of the Ra carried out by co-precipitation after appropriate chemical separation
procedure. Most widely used procedure for 226Ra estimation is Emanometry, which is based on
the deemanation and isolation of the activity of the radon ingrown from radium in solution and
measurement of radon and its decay products.
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The concentration of Ra in environmental water samples is extremely low, thus before
measurement using any suitable technique, the radium from water sample must be concentrated
by:


Evaporation



Sorption of Ra on cationic exchange resin



Manganese-oxide impregnated acrylic fibers



Co-precipitation flowed by dissolution

Manganese dioxide (MnO2) effectively removes a variety of radionuclides (including Ra,
Th, U, Po, Ac and Pb) which are assumed to be in dissolved phase [39]. Mn fibres can be used
to pre-concentrate Ra isotopes from high volume up to 1000 L of seawater [40, 41]. The MnO2
resin consists of an inert macro porous carrier substrate on which the manganese dioxide is
precipitated in finely divided form by reduction.
1.3.1. Alpha Spectrometry
The Ra isotopes

226

Ra,

223

Ra and

224

Ra are alpha particle emitters and can be directly

measured by alpha spectrometry using radiochemical separation. The beta emitting Ra isotope
228

Ra can be indirectly measured by alpha spectrometry via its progeny

long half-life of

228

(depending on the

228

Th or

224

Ra. Due to

Th (T1/2 = 1.9 y) the equilibrium period ranges between 3 and 18 months

228

Ra activity and required sensitivity). For routine analysis of

228

Ra alpha

spectrometry is not considered as practical measurement method. A prime disadvantage of alpha
spectrometry is the necessity for time consuming chemical dissolution and Ra separations for
preparation of the thin source.
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Alpha emitting radionuclides other than Ra can be present in the sample; can interfere in
the alpha spectrometric determination, if not separated completely. For example, interferences
with the alpha energy of 226Ra could be caused by 230Th, 229Th, 231Pa and 234U. Interferences with
the alpha energies of
222

Rn,

218

Po,

213

223

Bi and

Ra and

210

224

Ra can occur by

243+244

Cm,

241

Am,

238

Pu,

228

Th,

227

Th,

225

Ac,

Po. Involving radiochemical separations, the number of radionuclides

possibly emerging at the measurement is rather limited, and such interferences are minimized. A
more common difficulty arises from the separation of the contributions due to the other alpha
emitters.
1.3.2. Gamma Spectrometry
An attractive feature of gamma spectrometry is its ability to use bulk samples without any
radiochemical separation. For solid materials including soils and sediments, the sample can be
placed directly into the sample holder or container. In gamma spectrometry basic preparation e.g.
drying, ashing, sieving and homogenization required. Another advantage of gamma spectrometry
is the ability to determine 224Ra and also 228Ra by measurement of the gamma rays of its progeny
(228Ac). Sample matrix effects (including self-attenuation) and paired coincidence decays need to
be considered in quantification by gamma spectrometry [42]. There are two basic approaches to
the determination of 226Ra by gamma spectrometry [43]. The first is by measurement of the 226Ra
peak at 186.2 keV. However, the emission probability of this gamma photo peak is quite weak
(3.6%), and associated with interference from the primary gamma emission of

235

U (at 185.7

keV), with emission probability of 57%. Hence, this approach requires an independent estimate
of

235

U to estimate interference [44]. A more sensitive approach to estimate

strong gamma lines of the

222

Rn progeny

214

Pb (295 and 352 keV) and

12

214

226

Ra based on

Bi (609 keV). The

application of this approach requires an ingrowths period (generally of approximately 3–4
weeks) for 222Rn equilibrium with its progeny.
1.3.3. Liquid Scintillation Counting (LSC)
Ra determination using LSC can be divided into two general groups:


Where no sample preparation is required



Where radiochemical methods may be used prior to measurement.

Measurements in the first category are performed directly either without a cocktail
(Cerenkov counting), with a water immiscible cocktail (as a two phase sample). Such methods
can only be used for samples with relatively high activity; otherwise the counting time needs to
be rather long. The second method can be applied not only for the determination of

222

Rn but

also for the determination of 226Ra in water samples. In this method, radon is extracted from the
water phase into an organic phase (containing the scintillation cocktail, leaving Ra and other
interfering radionuclides in the aqueous phase). A method of direct Ra determination is a simple
mixing of the water sample with a water miscible cocktail. In this method, the cocktail forms a
homogeneous mixture with the sample [45]. The interference of other radionuclides is, however,
a limiting factor for the determination of Ra isotopes. Co-precipitation with a Ba carrier is the
most popular technique for reduction of sample volume and removal of the interfering
radionuclides for LSC applications.
1.3.4. Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is a more sensitive method for the determination of

226

Ra and

228

Ra

and their isotope ratio. Three types of mass spectrometry have been used for the determination of
226

Ra and 228Ra: thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS), inductively coupled plasma mass
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spectrometry (ICP-MS) and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). TIMS is one of the most
sensitive and most accurate mass spectrometric techniques. The major disadvantage is the
complicated radiochemical separation procedure necessary to; concentrate the Ra in the small
source volume, separation of the matrix components, removal of possible interferences and
preparation of source on the filament. The detection limit for

226

Ra is about 40 μBq [46], better

than the sensitivity of alpha spectrometry. The detection limit of 12 mBq for 228Ra is comparable
to that of beta counting. ICP-MS is the most frequently used mass spectrometric technique for
the determination of 226Ra concentration and the 228Ra/226Ra isotope ratio. The detection limit of
ICP-MS varies from 10–15 g to 10–18 g, and the precision varies between 0.1 and 0.5 %. Better
precision of isotope ratio measurements can be achieved by using multi-ion collector devices in
sector field ICP-MS [47]. AMS is an expensive technique known for its sensitivity towards
elements that form negative ions. Many of the interferences are suppressed or eliminated during
the combined ionization, acceleration and mass analysis steps. A detection limit of 0.1 mBq for
226

Ra and 40 mBq for

228

spectrometric method for

Ra has been reported[48]. This sensitivity is comparable to the alpha
226

Ra and to LSC and beta counting methods for

228

Ra. The major

advantage of AMS for Ra measurements is its ability to measure both isotopes within a short
time.
1.3.5. Method for 223Ra and 224Ra
The short half life and very low concentration (in environment) of 223Ra and 224Ra restrict
the applicability of various methods for their estimation.

Generally, low level Gamma

spectrometry and delayed coincidence counting method are used for the measurement of these
short-lived isotopes. In present study, estimation of

224

Ra and

223

Ra in seawater was carried out

by pre-concentration of Ra from seawater on MnO2-fiber. The gaseous daughter product (Rn) of
14

Ra adsorbed on MnO2-fiber, were flushed and re-circulated into scintillation cell by carrier gas.
The alpha particle from decay of corresponding Rn and Po isotopes is recorded by
photomultiplier tube.
1.4. Application of Radium:
Ra has four naturally occurring isotopes with half-lives ranging from 3.7 d to 1600 y,
having applicability as a powerful tracer of environmental processes.

226

Ra and

228

Ra have long

half-lives (1600 and 5.75 years, respectively), and the majority of the published literature on Ra
as tracer in marine process relates to these two isotopes. However, both

223

Ra and

224

Ra, with a

half-life of few days, have several applications, particularly as environmental tracer in coastal
areas. The signature pattern arises due to distributions of Ra isotopes reveal important
information about the environment. Ra is known for radiological significance and also as tool for
solving marine issues. The four naturally occurring radium isotopes (223Ra, T1/2 = 11.4 days;
224

Ra, T1/2 = 3.6 days; 226Ra, T1/2 = 1,600 years and 228Ra, T1/2 = 5.75 years) can be used as tracers

of a variety of environmental processes; like groundwater discharge and coastal water circulation
pattern.
1.5. Definitions and Drivers of SGD
There are various pathways for water discharge from land to ocean viz. Surface water
(River and streams) and groundwater flow. These water discharges are important pathway for
material transport to the marine environment from land. The surface water discharge, an input
source for material discharge to the ocean is well documented. Groundwater discharge has a
smaller water flow rate compared to surface flow rate but the associated chemical fluxes are
comparable to river chemical fluxes [49].
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Figure 1.2
2: Description of different pathways
hways of SGD [51].
The groundwater discharge associated with nutrients, heavy metals, radionuclides and
organic compounds have significant impact in the near-shore
shore marine ecosystem [50]. Usually
coastal aquifers consist of complicated confined, semi-confined
confined and unconfined system as shown
in Figure 1.2.. Groundwater located in the shallow, unconfined aquifer can discharge
discharge directly to
the coastal water or can mix with seawater.
seawater Freshwater flows through an aquifer driv
driven by
hydraulic head and intrudes seawater.
seawater Seawater percolates through the seabed driven by a variety
of forces. The zone of intermediate salinity extended
extended between fresh water and seawater is called
subterranean estuary.
There are various driving forces for groundwater flow to the coastal ecosystem and a
number of them including terrestrial and marine forces [49].. The hydraulic gradient is the
primary terrestrial driving force of fluid flow through coastal aquifers. Groundwater from the
upland region of a watershed flows to unconfined
unconf
or semi-confined
confined aquifers on the coast and can
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mix with salty pore water that has infiltrated from the ocean [51]. The main driving forces
influencing the SGD are; water level differences across a permeable barrier, tidal pumping, wave
setup [52–54] mars-storms, current induced pressure gradients in the coastal zone; upland
recharge causing seasonal inflow and outflow of seawater into the aquifer [55] and geothermal
heating.
Some reported literature consider only the discharge of terrestrial groundwater and refer
groundwater as rainwater which has infiltrated and percolated to the water table [51]. Others
consider SGD as “any flow of water from seabed to the coastal ocean, regardless of fluid
composition or driving force”[53] and include fresh SGD, saline SGD and brackish SGD. The
latter being a mixture of groundwater and seawater end-members.
Water flow (SGD) occurring on the continental shelf (coming from deeper aquifers),
driven by buoyancy and pressure gradients, called as deep pore water upwelling (DPU) [49, 56].
Also the flow of water driven by an inland hydraulic head through highly permeable aquifers or
by large-scale cyclic movement of water caused by thermal heating, called as offshore submarine
springs [49]. In sandy coastal areas ripples created by seafloor currents also drive the pore water
exchange when waves generate pressure gradient. The water percolates through the sediments in
ripples and flows on a curved path towards crests and released as SGD.
The most general and cited definition of groundwater is “water residing within the
saturated zone of geologic material” [49, 51]. Therefore pore water filling space among
sediments grains and making sediments saturated like submerged, porous materials, is
synonymous with groundwater [49]. There is some doubt for groundwater discharge definition,
as it occurs as a slow diffuse flow or seepage through sediment and characterized by substantial
temporal and spatial variability [51]. We thus consider “submarine groundwater discharge” to be
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any flow of water out across the sea floor. The advantage of defining groundwater discharge as a
flow of water from the seabed to the marine environment (including fresh, saline and brackish
SGD) takes into account discharges of both: terrestrial groundwater and re-circulated seawater. It
is obvious that in the coastal ecosystem the seawater intrusion into the sediment is a common
process [54].
1.6. Significance of SGD:
Submarine groundwater discharges recognised as an important pathway of dissolved
chemical substances to the coastal ecosystems that is deteriorating coastal environment. SGD
makes a larger contribution to the flux of dissolved chemical compounds than river run-off due
to contamination of groundwater in many areas with various chemical substances like nutrients,
metals, organic compounds etc. Groundwater seepage is patchy, diffuse, temporally variable,
slow, persistence seepage through sediments and may involve multiple aquifers. Groundwater
seepage can occur at almost all coastal zones where an aquifer with a positive head relative to
sea level is hydraulically connected to a surface water body [ 61–66].
The subterranean non-point or groundwater discharge is very important pathways of
material transport in coastal areas and in some areas even of greater ecological significance than
surface runoff [63]. The studies [64–66] has specific examples of the ecological impact of
groundwater flow into coastal zones and concluded that groundwater inputs of nitrogen are
critical to the overall nutrient economy of salt marshes. The groundwater nutrient inputs were
found to be approximately equal to nutrient inputs via surface freshwater runoff in eastern
Florida Bay [67, 68]. Studies [69, 70] showed that groundwater discharge accounts for greater
than 20% of the freshwater input into the Great South Bay, New York. Capone and Bautista
(1985) and Capone and Slater (1990) latter found that groundwater is a significant source
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(~50%) of nitrate to the Great South Bay. Study [71] concluded that higher flux of nutrients than
that derived from all South Carolina Rivers, is supplied from SGD to salt marshes on the South
Carolina coast. Significant groundwater inputs of nitrogen and dissolved organic phosphorus to
canals and surface waters in the Florida Keys may be a major factor for initiating the
phytoplankton blooms observed in that area [72]. It was studies that Harmful Algal Blooms
(HABs) in some areas were also related to nutrient supply via SGD [50, 73, 74]. It was studied
that, a large nutrient flux via SGD is the reason for not only to eutrophication but also to the
occurrence of red tides in Masan Bay, Korea [75].
Various studies indicated that SGD is generally a significant source for fluxes of trace
elements and metals to the marine environment. Jeong et al. (2012) determined fluxes of some
trace elements viz. aluminium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel and via SGD and concluded that
SGD was the source for unusually higher concentrations of some trace elements in coastal
seawater of the volcanic island Jeju during summer. Similar to radium, barium and strontium
also have higher abundance in coastal seawater. Fluxes of barium via SGD were found equal or
higher than that of via river [76–78] Strontium fluxes via SGD were found to be comparable to
its river flux [79].
Various studies [63, 80, 81] concluded that some metal behaves non-conservatively in
groundwater upon mixing with seawater. For example Beck et al. [80] showed that dissolved
cobalt and nickel behaves non-conservatively as oppose to the conservative behaviour of salinity
upon the mixing of groundwater and seawater end-members [80].
Mineralization of organic matter, manganese oxidation-reduction cycle, forming or
dissolution of colloids and organo-metallic complexes are the some of the process affecting
conservative behaviour of the selected metal [82, 83]. On the other hand dissolved copper, lead,
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silver, aluminium and manganese, did not show clear dependences in relation to salinity changes.
Several studies have been carried out for the estimation of

mercury concentrations in

groundwater and mercury flux associated with SGD [84–89]. The studies indicate that mercury
flux via SGD is one order of magnitude greater than its atmospheric flux in the Waquoit Bay
[85].
Various studies also concluded that SGD is an important source of both dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) to the marine environment [78, 90–93].
Using multiple measurement technique (thermal infrared aerial remote sensing, geophysical and
geological data, geochemical characterization and radium isotopes), the role of groundwater for
dissolved nutrients, carbon, and trace gases source in Okatee River estuary, South Carolina, was
studied. The higher

226

Ra activity correlated to higher concentrations of organics dissolved

inorganic carbon, nutrients, and trace gases to the Okatee system.
1.7. Methods Used to Measure SGD
Determination of groundwater discharge is a difficult task considering temporal and
spatial variability of groundwater flow, hydrogeological conditions, weather parameters shifts
and human management of the coastal ecosystem [75]. Zektser have [94] showed that submarine
groundwater discharge is a part of a complex hydrological and hydrogeological problem of water
exchange between land and sea. There are two inter-related processes involved in subsurface
water exchange between land and ocean involves: (1) submarine discharge into seas and oceans
(2) seawater intrusion into the shore.
Groundwater discharge to the coastal ecosystem can be estimated by a number of
methods. However, each technique has certain limitations because of generalized assumptions
and natural variability. The most popular methods used to quantify SGD are: hydrodynamic
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method for calculating lateral groundwater flow [94]; methods based on investigation of the
coastal drainage area [95]); methods based on investigation of the sea [95]; modeling [49, 51];
direct measurements [49, 51] and tracer techniques [49, 51]. A brief description of important
technique used for measurement of SGD is given below:
1.7.1. Seepage Meter
Groundwater seepage rates can be directly measured using manual “seepage meter”. Israelsen
and Reeve [96] had developed first seepage meter to measure water loss from irrigation canals.
Lee in 1977 [97] designed a seepage meter that consist a 55-gallon (208 L) steel drum, fitted
with a sample port and plastic collection bag. The open end of chamber shaped drum is inserted
down into the sediment. Groundwater seeping through the sediment displaces water trapped in
the chamber and forces it up through the port into the plastic bag. The actual volume of
groundwater can be calculated using the end-member approach [51, 98]. The change in volume
of water in the plastic bag over a measured time interval is used to find flux of SGD [51, 99].
There are several requirement and precaution to be taken while using the seepage meter method.


In order to estimate the average groundwater seepage rate installation of several seepage
meters is necessary because of temporal and spatial variability [100, 101]. The resistance
of the tube and bag have to be minimized to prevent artifacts [102–104].



In order to decrease the effects of surface water movements due to waves, currents or
other activities the plastic bag may be covered [105].



To determine the positive and negative seepage measured volume of water can be filled
initially in the bag.
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Artifacts occasionally exist from pressure gradients developed by uni-directional currents
passing over the meter [106].
Many types of automated seepage meters using different methods of water sensing were

constructed [107] as seepage meters measurement are very labour intensive and time consuming.
Boyle [108] installed remote device from the surface of various water bodies. Others used:
hydrothermal vents [109] ultrasonic measurements

[110], heat-pulse devices [111, 112],

continuous heat type automated seepage meters based dye-dilution seepage meters [113] for
measurement of SGD.
A serious limitation of seepage meters is the requirement of their deployed in a relatively
calm environment. Breaking waves and strong currents induce flow through the seabed dislodge
seepage meter [114].
1.7.2. Piezometer
The principle of the method is based on measurements of hydraulic conductivity and
gradient of pore water combined with the Darcy's Law. Piezometer (usually multi-level
piezometer nest) is inserted into the sediment and groundwater potential can be measured at
several depths [115, 116]. Using observations or estimates of the aquifer hydraulic conductivity,
the groundwater discharge rate into the ocean can be calculated using a one-dimensional form of
Darcy's Law:
q = -K(dh/dL)
Where q: Darcian flux (groundwater discharge volume per unit area per unit time)
K: Hydraulic conductivity (here assumed constant)
dh/dL: Hydraulic gradient in which h is hydraulic head and L is distance.
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The limitation of the method is the natural variability in seepage rates due to
heterogeneity in the local geology. Because of that obtaining the representative hydraulic
conductivity is difficult which often varies over several orders of magnitude within an aquifer.
The piezometer nests combined with seepage meters were used to estimate the hydraulic
conductivity from observed seepage rates and the hydraulic gradient [117, 118]
1.7.3. Natural tracers
The naturally occurring geochemical tracers have been used for local to regional-scale
estimation of groundwater inputs into the ocean. The use of naturally occurring geochemical
tracers have advantageous over seepage meters or piezometers as they present an integrated
signal since they enter the marine water column via various pathways in the aquifer. Thus small
spatial scale variations, a serious drawback for the use of seepage meters or piezometers, tend to
be smoothed out over time and space in the case of tracer methods.
There are two ways to evaluate groundwater discharge rates into the ocean using natural
geochemical tracers. First is the use of enriched geochemical tracers in the groundwater relative
to the seawater [40, 119–121] and second the use of vertical profiles of the geochemical
compositions in sediment pore waters [122, 123]. The second approach, applicable to
homogeneous media is based on the assumption that natural tracer’s distribution can be
described by a vertical, one dimensional advection–diffusion model.
In order to use geochemical tracer for SGD determination, several criteria must be
defined, including concentrations of the tracer, conservative behaviour of tracer, boundary
conditions (i.e., area, volume), water and tracer sources and sinks and residence times of the
surface water body. Sources may include groundwater, river water, ocean water, precipitation, in
situ production, horizontal water column transport and sediment re-suspension, or sediment
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diffusion. Sinks may include horizontal or vertical eddy diffusivity, horizontal water column
transport, in situ decay or consumption and atmospheric evasion. After defining the conditions,
simple mass balances or box models for the system can be constructed for the determination of
SGD.
Thus an ideal tracer to provide a detectable signal, should be greatly enriched in
the discharging groundwater relative to coastal marine waters, behave conservative and easy to
measure. Since past few years several researchers have used radium isotopes (223Ra, 224Ra, 226Ra,
228

Ra) and 222Rn to estimate groundwater discharge into the ocean as they are highly enriched in

coastal water and shown conservative mixing [53, 61, 126–135, 62, 67, 68, 71, 119, 120, 124,
125]
Luo et al. (2014) [136] have used

224

Ra and

223

Ra to qualify submarine groundwater

discharge (SGD) in Tolo Harbour, a highly urbanized embayment in Hong Kong. SGD was
estimated to be 1.2–3.0 cm d−1, lateral SGD was 5.7–7.9 cm d−1 and bottom SGD was 0.3–2.0
cm d−1. Fresh SGD was estimated to be (2.1–5.5) × 105 m3 d−1 in the study area. The results
showed that total SGD in this area represents about 1–2.4 % of the total sea water in the harbour
and that fresh groundwater discharge is about 1.5–4 times larger than the total river discharge in
the area.
Hawang et al. [74] have developed a geochemical model for local-scale estimation of
SGD for system under steady state. In steady state addition of radium fluxes from sediment,
river, and groundwater are balance by losses due to mixing and, in the case of

223

radioactive decay. A steady-state mass balance approach may also be used for
exception that atmospheric evasion must also be taken into account [137].
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Ra and

222

224

Ra,

Rn with the

The method based on radon and radium isotopes have some limitations. Radium isotopes,
for example, may not be enriched in freshwater discharges such as from submarine springs. Also
222

Rn may exchange with the atmosphere which may be difficult to model under some

circumstances (e.g., sudden large changes in wind speeds, waves breaking along a shoreline).
The combination of tracers can be used to avoid these limitations.
There are several other tracer like Methane (CH4), natural radioactive isotopes (3H,14C,
U) and stable isotopes (2H, 3He,4He,13C,15N,) that have also been used as geochemical tracers for
estimation of SGD [49]. Cable in 1996 [119] has showed that SGD can be an important source of
CH4 to coastal waters and showed that

222

Rn and CH4 concentrations not only have positive

correlation with seepage meters measurements but are also inversely related with salinity. Basu
et al. in 2001 [79] studied Sr and

87

Sr/86Sr in the Bengal basin and concluded SGD as an

important source of strontium to global oceans. Using Sr,

87

Sr/86Sr and an inverse model

Rahaman and Singh (2012) [138] characterised SGD (combined freshwater and recycled
seawater) in estuaries of western India.
Salinity anomalies are also used for estimation of freshwater fluxes in SGD. However
isotopes have an added advantage over chemical techniques where the estimation of brackish and
saline fluxes (have more impact on the coastal environment) is required. Combination of stable,
long-lived, and short-lived isotopes along with other complementary techniques can be used for
the studying the detailed aspects of coastal hydrology.
1.7.4. Infrared Imaging
The groundwater temperature can also be used as a tracer to detect the location and
spatial variability of groundwater discharge rates. There are two basic methods used: (1)
Temperature–depth profiles assuming conservative heat conduction–advection transport [139];
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(2) temperature differences in the groundwater and surface water system [140–142].

The

groundwater temperature can be measured using techniques such as infrared sensors or other
remote sensing methods like satellite images.
1.7.5. Hydrologic Approach
The hydrologic approach can be used for determining SGD by mass balance method [95,
107] and the Darcy’s law calculation. Simple water balance approach has been also used to
determine the fresh SGD in some basin and described as;
P = E + D + D + dS
Where P is precipitation, ET is evapotranspiration, DS is surface discharge, DG is fresh
groundwater discharge, and dS is the change in water storage. dS is usually considered over
extended period (i.e. years) to be negligible. Therefore, accurate quantification of DG by this
approach requires precise measurement of the precipitation, evapotranspiration and surface
runoff. There are certain things to be considered before using the method; (1) precise
measurement of precipitation, evapotranspiration, surface discharge, and the change in water
storage; (2) the aquifer should be isolated by impermeable layers and discharging directly to the
sea [95]; (3) This method is only applicable to formations, where the value of deep infiltration
exceeds the accuracy of other components of the water balance equation [143]. Moore in 2010
have [49] concluded that water balance method is suitable to estimate the fresh groundwater
discharge. Several studies using water balance method have been performed in many places for
basin-scale determinations of fresh SGD [144–146].
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1.7.6. Hydrograph separation techniques
This technique is based on the assumption that the fresh groundwater component entering
streams can be estimated via a hydrograph separation and the result may be extrapolated to the
coastal zone. The method used by various authors for global-scale estimation of fresh SGD for
the Pacific Ocean rim [147], eastern Russia [148] and in the local coastal plain stream in South
Carolina [143].
Two different approaches were used to separate the hydrograph for estimating the fresh
groundwater flow component. The first approach is to assign a base flow due to the shape of the
hydrograph. The baseline changes depending on time, space, and prevailing hydrological is the
limitation of this method. This technique is applicable to only coastal areas with well-developed
stream networks and to zones of relatively shallow, mainly freshwater aquifers. The second
approach of hydrograph separation uses geochemical end-member concentrations. The water and
geochemical mass balances in a river can be represented as follows;
D = D + D
C D = C D + C D
Where D and C are the discharge rate and geochemical concentration respectively, the
subscripts T, S and G represent the total, surface water and groundwater components. Using
above two equations, measured DT, CT, CS, and CG, one can calculate for the DS and DG values.
1.7.7. Mathematical Models
Over the past few years various kinds of model have been developed for understanding
subsurface flow in coastal aquifers [60, 75]. The mathematical and numerical simulations
represent a form of differential equation for both: the flux and the transport phenomena.
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Analytical solution of these equations can be implemented where aquifers are both homogenous
and isotropic and boundary conditions are simple. Whereas numerical models can be used in
heterogeneous and anisotropic aquifers [95]. These numerical models allow simplifying key
features in aquifer systems for the analysis of groundwater and saltwater movement under
varying conditions (pre-pumping, pumping, future) which are not possible to estimate by other
methods. These models must be validated periodically by other independent methods as they are
limited by the availability of data (e.g. groundwater pumping, hydraulic head, hydrostratigraphic,
and transmissivity). Several study have been reported using mathematical model in literature e.g.
[51, 54]
1.8. History of SGD Research and Work Done
The undersea discharge of fresh groundwater was known for many centuries. According
to the Roman geographer, Strabo, who lived from 63 BC to AD 21, mentioned a submarine
spring (fresh groundwater) 2.5 miles offshore from Latakia, Syria (Mediterranean), near the
island of Aradus [149]. Water from this spring was collected from a boat, utilizing a lead funnel
and leather tube, and transported to the city as a source of fresh water. Other historical accounts
tell of water vendors in Bahrain collecting potable water from offshore submarine springs for
shipboard and land use [150], Etruscan citizens using coastal springs for ‘hot baths’ (Pausanius,
ca 2nd century AD), and submarine ‘springs bubbling fresh water as if from pipes’ along the
Black Sea (Pliny the Elder, ca 1st century AD). Offshore discharge of fresh water has been used
in a number of cases for water resource purposes. One particularly spectacular example of such
use involved the construction of dams in the sea near the southeastern coast of Greece. The
resulting ‘fence’ allowed the formation of a fresh water lake in the sea, which was then used for
irrigation on the adjacent coastal lands [151].
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The existence of submarine springs has been known for many years, but no scientific
information was available. SGD has been neglected scientifically because of the difficulty in
assessment and wide spread perception that the process is not significant. Therefore, direct
discharge of the groundwater into the ocean has not been quantified in terms of the global water
and material cycle on the Earth.
Later in 1980 it was recognition that in some cases, groundwater discharge into the sea
may be both volumetrically and chemically important [57, 152]. Considering the importance of
and increased interest in the field, the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)
formed two working groups to study


Magnitude of Submarine Groundwater Discharge and its Influence on Coastal
Oceanographic Processes



Transport and Reaction in Permeable Marine Sediments

Global estimates of SGD vary widely (approximately 0.2–10% of river flow; [153, 154].
Studies on SGD have been reviewed upto 1970 [143]. study [40] suggested that SGD could
contribute roughly 40% of the water supplied by rivers to the coastal ocean between Cape Fear,
NC and Savannah, GA. Many studies of SGD in near shore coastal ocean environments have
been conducted.
Taniguchi [52] have reviewed all available studies up to 2002 and indicated that SGD in
the area studied was significant. This compilation was limited to literature citations of discharge
estimates using seepage meters, piezometers, and/or geochemical/geophysical tracers.
Many independent studies have been performed on the east coast of the United States,
Europe, Japan, and Oceania [52] for the estimation of SGD. Fewer studies carried out on the
west coast of the US, South America, and Hawaii. Till the year 2002, no information is available
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on SGD quantitative data from India though indications of groundwater discharge have been
reported for Bangladesh [76]and Kenya [155]. Various estimates about role of SGD in the global
water balance were carried out and estimated contribution range was about three orders of
magnitude (approximately 0.01 to 10% of total river flow) as shown in Table 1.2.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and UNESCO in 2000 has initiated and
Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on Nuclear and Isotopic Techniques for the
Characterization of Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) in Coastal Zones”. CRP carried
out jointly by IAEA's Isotope Hydrology Section in Vienna and the Marine Environment
Laboratory in Monaco, together with nine laboratories from eight countries. They have used
several methods of SGD assessment and carried out a series of five inter-comparison
experiments in different hydrogeologic environments (coastal plain, karst, glacial till, fractured
crystalline rock, and volcanic terrains). It was conclude that while the process is essentially
ubiquitous in coastal areas, the assessment of SGD magnitude at any one location is subject to
enough variability. The study also pointed that measurements should be made by a variety of
techniques and over large enough spatial and temporal scales to capture the majority of these
changing conditions.
McCoy in 2009 [75] has review the highlighted findings from SGD studies on three
hydro geologically different continental margins (Onslow Bay, NC, southern Florida, and the
Louisiana margin), provided the background on the common methods of assessing SGD, and
suggests a regional management plan for coastal groundwater resources that should be
incorporated in the development of new monitoring networks. A radium-based approach for
estimating SGD to the marsh yielded a summer average of 3900 m3 day-1 [162]. Valiela [163]
reported a SGD range of 600–23,000 m3 day-1 using Darcy’s Law. Lee [164] using the same
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approach, estimated SGD at 2800 m3 day-1. Two independent field-based approaches yielded
similar SGD values for Sippewissett Marsh: 13,000 m3 day-1 [64] and 9000 m3 day-1 [165].
Charette [162] used a radium-based approach for estimating SGD to the marsh yielded a summer
average of 3900 m3 day−1 in Great Sippewissett Marsh, West Falmouth, MA.
Table 1.2: Global studies on contribution of SGD
Amount of SGD

Study Area

Method

Reference

3% of total water flux

Great Sippewissett

Chemical budget

[64]

Hydrograph

[156]

Marsh, MA, USA
6% of the total water

Global estimates

flux
31% of the total water

separation
Global estimates

Water balance

[157]

Great South Bay,

Seepage meter

[158]

Rn, Ra

[61]

flux
20% of total water flux

NY,USA
10% of total water flux

Chesapeake Bay,
Virginia, USA

29% of total water flux

Adriatic Sea

Water balance

[159]

87% of total water flux

Buttermilk Bay,

Nutrient balance

[160]

MA, USA

0.01–10% of surface

Global estimates

Literature

runoff

0.3% of surface runoff

[161]

Global estimates

Hydrological

[154]

assumptions
10% of surface runoff

Global estimates

Water balance

[153]

10% of surface runoff

Global estimates

Water balance

[143]
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1.8.1. SGD in the Indian Costal Areas
In last few decades, SGD has been known as a important source of water and neutrient
discharge on the coastal region. India has a coastaline of 7517 km and groundwater discharge is
continuously taking place along the coast and within the coastal zone hydrological system. It was
reported that more than 50% of the discharge were in the bay of bengal. It has been reported that
in Indian hydrological system more than 50% of the annually hydrological input (>4000 billion
m3) are losing due to various unaccounted process, including escape flow path by SGD to ocean
[166]. Therefore, it very important to understand the various pathways of SGD along with its
environmental impact.
In indian conntext there is a lack of available literature on coastal hydrology and the
interaction of groundwater discharge with seawater. Most of the studies and published literatures
focus on degradation of groundwater qualites by seawater intrusion, its geochemical aspect and
management. There are very few SGD studies or related studies that have been reported in the
indian coastsal areas. The notable studies in the Indian Coastal areas are mentioned discuused
below:
1.8.1.1. Studies related to existance of SGD
Among the notable studies, Mukharjee et al. have reported enhancement of SGD
intrusion in the most of the coastal aquifiers in the south west bengal [167]. Chidambaram and
Ramanathan carried out for coastal water management pupose in Cuddalore, India [168]. Jacobe
et al. have used 222Rn monitoring to study the existance of SGD in the coastal area of Vizhinjam
Tiruvanantppuram, India [169]. Chawla et al. [170] have reported the distribution of short lived
radium isotope to study the presence of SGD in the Cuddalore coast,Tamil Nadu, location in the
East Coast of India.
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1.8.1.2. Studies related to quantification of SGD
Debnath et al. [171] have used high resolution thermal mapping and chemical profiling
of porewater to identify the zones of SGD in Bay of Bengal (BOB).The total SGD to BOB was
reported to be 1.16 x 107 m3 m-1 year-1. Debnath and Mukherjee [172] have reported the quantity
and seasonal variation of SGD towards BOB through high resolution spatiotemporal lunar-tidal
cycle scale seepage meter experiment and total annual SGD to the BOB was estimated as 8.98 x
108 m3 year-1. Ravindran and Ramanujam [173] has used in-situ electrical resistivity imaging
study to coastal zone at Manapad, Tuticorin, India for the Detection of submarine groundwater
discharge. Variation in the resistivity values were used to demarcates the freshwater discharge in
the subsurface condition in the coastal zone. Krishan et al. [174], using in-situ

222

Rn and

electrical conductivity (EC) monitoring, showed that there is considerable submarine
groundwater discharge on the coast of West Bengal, India. Rengarajan et al. [175] used multiple
tracers: salinity, Si,

223

Ra,

224

Ra,

228

Ra and

226

Ra to estimate the submarine groundwater

discharge to the coastal zone of the Godavari estuary, India. The SGD fluxes in Gautami
Godavari estuary, Vasishta Godavari estuary and Kakinada bay was estimated to be 5 x 106 m3
day-1, 20-43 106 m3 day-1 and about 300 x 106 m3 day-1 respectively. Prakash et al. [176] have
used mass balance of Radon (222Rn) isotope to quantify SGD in Coleroon river estuary, India.
The Radon mass balance quantifies SGD flux ranges between 7.47, 4.56 and 2.37 m days−1.
1.9. Scope of Present Work:
Discharges of water from land to ocean viz. surface water (river and streams) and
submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) are important pathways for material transport to the
marine environment from land. These discharges enrich the coastal area with variety of nutrients,
radionuclides, trace and heavy metals etc. The SGD has lower flow rate but the associated fluxes
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with SGD are comparable to that of surface discharge since the ground water is heavily polluted
in many areas. The impact of these elements in marine system also depends on their residence
time along with their concentration level and physico-chemical properties. The impact of these
elements in creek or bay system is more because these systems are land locked and relatively
stagnant in nature. The concentration level, input flux and the time spend in the system is
required to study the impact of discharged elements in any system.
In the present study the seawater and sediment is taken as indicator for the concentration
level of the pollutants. The SGD was estimated to understand the input of elements from land.
The apparent water age, flushing rate and mixing was estimated to understand the time spend by
the discharged elements in the system. The objective of the present study is given below:
 Development and standardization of method for the estimation of short-lived radium
isotopes (224Ra and 223Ra) in water samples using delayed coincidence counting.
 Study of temporal and longitudinal variation of 224Ra and 223Ra.
 Application of radium isotopes as a geochemical tracer to study the apparent water age,
flushing rate and horizontal mixing (dispersion constant).
 Measurement of Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) in Mumbai Harbour Bay
using radium mass balance.
 Development and standardization of method for the estimation of trace and toxic
elements in seawater and sediment using TXRF.
 The study of trace and toxic elements status in the creek ecosystem of Mumbai Harbour
Bay using TXRF.
 Estimation of flux of trace and heavy metals elements from MHB.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS
2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Ra concentration in marine environment
The four naturally occurring Ra isotopes
226

223

Ra (T1/2 = 11.4 days),

224

Ra (T1/2 = 3.6 days),

Ra (T1/2 = 1600 years) and 228Ra, (T1/2 = 5.75 years) in the environment has been used as tracer

to study various environmental process (e.g. SGD, residence time, flushing rate etc.) due to their
conservative behaviour in the saline water. Their conservative behaviour also helps in
understanding the fate and behaviour of pollutants from source to sink. The different decay series
includes a number of isotopes with wide range of half-lives and number of elements with
different characteristics. 226Ra is a part of the 238U decay series, 228Ra and 224Ra are a part of the
232

Th decay series and

223

Ra is a part of the

235

U decay series Figure 1.1. The concentration of

each isotope is controlled by that of the parent and the amount of time since fractionation
between the isotope and its parent has occurred. For a decay series in radioactive (secular)
equilibrium the activity of each isotope (the decay rate) is the same as that of its parent. For 232Th
series:
(232Th) = (228Ra) = (228Th) = (224Ra) = ………

(2.1)

Where, isotopes in parenthesis denote the activity of that isotope. In the secular equilibrium
the activity of each daughter product is controlled by the long lived parent isotope.
The activities of all daughters are equal but the molar abundances are directly
proportional to half-life (inversely proportional to the decay constants), therefore the
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concentrations of short lived nuclides are low compare to long lived nuclides. In 232Th series, the
molar ratio at secular equilibrium is:
228

Ra

228

λ232Th
=

232

Rat1/2

=

Th

232

λ228Ra

= 4.0 x 10-9

Tht1/2

Table 2.1: Molar ratio daughter and parent radionuclide in decay series
Sr. No.

Description

Molar Ratio

1

228

Ra/232Th

2

224

Ra/232Th, in 232Th decay series

7.1 x 10-13

3

226

Ra/238U, in 238U decay series

3.6 x 10-7

4

223

Ra/235U, in 235U decay series

3.1 x 10-8

5

238

U/235U, in natural uranium

137.5

6

Th/U, in continental crust

, in 232Th decay series 4.0 x 10-9

3.8

Table 2.1 gives the molar ratio of the different Ra isotopes with their respective initial
parent in the decay series. Thorium produced from U present in seawater (15nM in seawater) is
scavenged by sediment particles and the Ra isotopes are produced from respective Th parents.
For all natural uranium, moral ratio [238U/235U] and activity ratio [(238U) / (235U)] is 137.5 and
21.8 respectively. Similarly for Th/U moral ratio and activity ratio is 3.8 and 1.2 for continental
crust. Therefore, Ra isotopes have extremely low molar concentrations, even where U and Th are
strongly enriched. In natural samples

226

Ra is predominantly present, even activity

concentrations due to 224Ra and 228Ra are comparable. 223Ra is a minor constituent, present in the
natural samples. In the costal water average activity of

224

mBq/l). Using the specific activity, 5.92 x 1015 Bq/g of
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Ra reported is about 30 dpm/100L(5

224

Ra, corresponding concentration of

(2.2)

224

Ra in coastal water is about 8.5 x 10-19 g/l. Similarly 3 dpm/100L (0.5 mBq/l) activity

concentration of

223

Ra (Specific activity: 1.89 x 1015 Bq/g) correspond to concentration as 2.6 x

10-19 g/l. Thus estimation of extremely low concentration of Ra, present in the marine
environment, requires the pre-concentration from seawater and technique with extremely low
detection limit.
2.1.2. Analytical Method for Ra Measurement
There are several methods reported for the estimation of Ra via its decay products using
alpha, beta and gamma spectrometry. Alpha spectrometry is performed using radium-barium coprecipitate. For beta spectrometry liquid scintillation counting is performed. Gamma
spectrometry is performed for active samples using gamma peaks of daughter products. Gross
counting of the Ra is done by co-precipitation after appropriate chemical separation procedure.
Most widely used procedure for

226

Ra estimation is emanometry, which is based on the

deemanation and isolation of the activity of the radon ingrown from radium in solution in known
time, and measurement of the activity of radon and its short-lived decay products.
The concentration of Ra in environmental water samples is extremely low, thus before
measurement using any suitable technique, the radium from water sample must be concentrated
by:
 Evaporation
 Sorption of Ra on cationic exchange resin
 Manganese-oxide impregnated acrylic fibers
 Co-precipitation flowed by dissolution
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In present study Ra from seawater was pre-concentration on MnO2-fiber. The gaseous
daughter product (Rn) of Ra adsorbed on MnO2-fiber, were flushed and re-circulated into
scintillation cell by carrier gas. The alpha particle from decay of corresponding Rn and Po
isotopes is recorded by photomultiplier tube. The alpha scintillation counter coupled with
delayed coincidence circuit distinguishes decay events of short-lived radium daughter products
based on their contrasting half-lives.
2.1.3. Coincidence and Delayed Coincidence Counting
Coincidence and anti-coincidence are detection modes (or techniques) used to produce a simplified
spectrum from certain types of detector systems. These systems consist of two (or more) detectors, a
segmented detector, or a combination of these produces separate signals. The use of coincidence or

anti-coincidence counting improves the signal to noise ratio in the detection system. In anticoincidence, the signals produced simultaneously in at least two of the detectors or segments
cancel or veto each other, leaving the non-coincident signals to be counted. Generally, in
coincidence, only those signals produced simultaneously in at least two of the detectors or
segments are counted. The coincidence counting can also be done when two or more events
occur within a short interval of time. This type of counting is called delayed coincidence
counting. Thus delayed coincidence counting is the detection of two or more event/particles at
separate detectors within a short interval of time.
The degree of inequilibrium in the decay series of 238U and 235U has been used to estimate
the age of geological material with great sensitivity and accuracy. The age was estimated using
ratio

231

Pa to

235

U,

230

Th to

238

U and

231

Pa to

230

Th [177–180]. In 1963 Giffin et al. [181]

described a very sensitive technique for the determination of 231Pa in geological materials which
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simplified and improved compared previous studies [178, 179].. The same system could also be
used for the estimation of 228Th using one of its daughter 220Rn (t1/2= 55 sec).
Giffin et al. [181] used a closed circulation system to sweep radon gas from an acid
solution containing the radioactive parents into a scintillation cell where the alpha particle
activity
tivity was monitored. The gaseous product
220

Rn (thoron, daughter product of

from both the

219

Rn-215Po and

232

219

Rn (actinon, the daughter product of

231

Pa) and

Th) were swept into scintillation cell and alpha particle

220

Rn-216Po pair counted and the electronic signal was produced

from PMT for actinon and thoron respectively. The electronic signals from PMT were routed to
three channels, total counter (b.c. recording before coincidence), one recording actinon after
coincidence (referred as a.c.A) and one
one recording thoron after coincidence (referred as a.c.T) as
shown in the Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the electronic component of the electronic circuit [181]
The electronic signal activates a gate circuit turning on the a.c. register for a predetermined
gate time (tG). The initiating pulse itself is eliminated by delaying the opening of the a.c. circuit
for a delay time (tD). Thus any pulse; in the gate time, i.e. between tD and (tD + tG), passing the
mixer circuit is registered in the a.c. register. Any single count would open the gate in the a.c.
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channel but, unless a second count was recorded within tG, the gate would remain closed and no
event would be recorded in this channel. For the 219Rn channel tD and tG was 0.025 ms and 11 ms
(6 times of

215

Po half-life) respectively. For

times the half-life of
gate of the

210

215

Po), allowing all

215

220

Rn channel the delay time was taken 21 ms (12

Po from

219

Rn to decay, before the opening of the

Rn channel. During this tD about 9% of thoron is not recorded but the actinon is

totally decayed thus elimination the chances of contribution in thoron channel from actinon
decay.
The short time of gate opening, the background in the

219

Rn and

220

Rn channel was found

as 0.01 cpm and 0.15 cpm respectively in the 2-L scintillation chamber. The total background
was found as 3.5 cpm. Based on total count rate and gate time, the expression for the chance
coincidence events that can occur in each channel was derived as described below;
If x is count rate of random single pulses recorded in the “before-coincidence” (b.c. or
Total) register and y is the count rate of chance coincidence events, i.e. events that occur within
the time constant (tG) of the circuit and record in the “after-coincidence” (a.c.) register, then
x – y = rate at which the window opens
Since a.c. events do not open the window.
(x - y)*tG = fraction of “on” time.
This is equal to the fraction of window openings that result in a pulse recording in the a.c.
register. y/x will be a fraction of random single pulses that record in the a.c. register. This must
equal the fraction of “on” time i.e.
(x - y)*tG = y/x

(2.3)

Solving for y we get;
=

(2.4)
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There is also the probability of the chance coincidence resulting from the samples pulses
apart from the background from the scintillation cell. The number of random pulses;
x = [(b.c.) – (a.c.) - y]

(2.5)

x – y = b.c. – a.c.

(2.6)

From equation (2.3)
y/x = (b.c. – a.c.) tG
(2.7)
y = [(b.c. – a.c.) tG]*x

(2.8)

y = [(b.c. – a.c.) tG]* [(b.c.) – (a.c.) - y]
(2.9)

=

(( . .)– ( . .))

(2.10)

[( . .)– ( . .)]

To verify the theoretical expression, Giffin et al. [181] added small activities of
= 3.8 days) to the chamber. Because

222

Rn decay to

218

222

Rn (t1/2

Po (t1/2 = 3 min) no coincidence events

with time constants in the range of the electronics are produced. Thus 222Rn should only increase
the total and chance coincidence count rates. The system yielded the expected chance
coincidence response from the addition of 222Rn. A constant difference from the theoretical curve
was attributed to a slight contamination of Th in the system. As Bubbling the gas through
samples dissolved in strong acids produced variable results; no data from natural samples were
ever published with this elegant technique. Also, the advent of alpha spectrometry promised to
be an even more sensitive and specific technique for measuring

231

Pa and

228

Th. In the study

radium delayed coincidence counter was used to estimate the activity concentration of 223Ra and
224

Ra in water samples collected from different locations of study area.
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2.2. Theory of Radium Delayed
elayed Coincidence
C
Counter
Using the basic and detailed technique of Giffin et al., [181] the technique for the
measurement of 223Ra and 224Ra in coastal water samples was developed [182].. The radium was
extracted from seawater onto a column of MnO2 coated fiber and partially
artially dried fiber sample was
placed in circulation system Figure 2.2. Helium gas iss circulated over the sample through
scintillation cell
ell where alpha particles
particle from Rn-Po pair were recorded.

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of 223Ra and 224Ra measurement system
The scintillation cells are mostly of Lucas type with silver activated ZnS cell, mounted on
photomultiplier tube (PMT) and bottom of the cell is transparent serving optical contact with
PMT. The volume of Lucas cell used in the present study was 1.15L. A small diaphragm pump
was used to circulate He gas through
through sample column and counting cell. If an atom of radon
decays in the counting cell and the alpha particle strikes the wall, it will produce a flash of light.
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This light is picked up by the photomultiplier tube, converted to an electrical signal, and pas
passed
to the chance coincidence circuit. This signal is recorded in the total counts window (Total).
After this signal is delayed for 10 ms in the 220 circuit and 0.01
0. ms in the 219 circuit, it opens a
gate in each circuit, and then the signal dies.
224

Ra

t1/2 = 3.6 day

223

Ra

t1/2 = 11.4 day

220

216

Rn

Po

55 s

150 ms

219

215

Rn

4.0 s

Po

1.78 ms

Figure 2.3: Schematic
chematic diagram of the 224Ra and 223Ra decay & delayed coincidence
circuit [182]
The delay of 0.01 ms in the 219 channel, allow stabilizing the circuit. The signal then
opens a gate which remains open for 5.6 ms (three half-lives of

215

Po). Any second count

detected in this time interval is recorded in the 219 channel which is most likely due to
decay. The count would not have been recorded if a decay of

219

215

Po

Rn had not opened the gate

within the prior 5.6 ms. All signals are also fed to the 220 circuit with delayed of 10 ms and gate
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remains open for 600 ms (four half-lives of 216Po). If a signal occurs while this gate is open, it is
recorded in the 220 channel.
Because all signals passed to the 220 circuit are delayed for 10 ms, any signal due to 215Po
will die before it can pass through the 220 window. Cross-talk between the channels is minimal.
The delay on the 220 circuit effectively prevents the signal from 219Rn - 215Po from registering in
this circuit. Some events due to

220

Rn-216Po fall into the 219 circuit because the 5.6 ms time

constant is long enough for 2.5% of the

220

Rn-216Po decay to occur in this window. These are

subtracted along with chance coincidence counts.
2.2.1. Quantification of 223Ra and 224Ra Activity Concentration
Quantification of activity concentration by chance coincidence counter involves following
steps:


Estimation of Chance Coincidence and correction to get corrected cpm



Correction of cross contribution (i.e. contribution in 220 channel from 219 and
vice versa) to get final cpm



Efficiency (conversion from cpm to dpm)



Decay correction to get initial activity on fiber sample



Conversion of activity to activity concentration

The chance coincidence events occurring in the 220 channels (cc220) is the expressed as:
220 =

[(cpmtotal – cpm220 – cpm219) x 0.01]
[1 − {(cpmtotal – cpm220 – cpm219)x 0.01}]
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( .

)

Where cpmtotal, cpm220 and cpm219 are the counts per minute registered in the total, 220
and 219 circuits respectively. The chance coincidence contribution (cc220) is subtracted from the
cpm 220 to obtain the chance coincidence corrected count rate in 220 circuits (corr220) as:
corr220 = cpm220 - cc220

(2.12)

Similarly chance coincidence events occurring in the 219 channels (cc219) and chance
coincidence corrected count rate in 219 circuits (corr219) is the expressed as:
219 =

[(cpmtotal – corr220 – cpm219) x 0.000093]
[1 − {(cpmtotal – corr220 – cpm219)x 0.000093}]

corr219 = cpm219 - cc219

( .

)

(2.14)

Moore and Arnold [182] initially used cpm220 instead of corr220 in Eq. (2.13). However,
a posterior revision of the equations led to consider corr220 as the most appropriate term to
calculate cc219 [183].
The final adjustment to the 220 data is made which accounts for the 219Rn and its daughter
decays. If two 219Rn decays occur while the 220 window is open, the second 219Rn decay and the
decay of 215Po will be recorded in the 220 channel. The second order correction was made using
219

Rn activity and efficiency of the detector as;
220 =

220 −

[(1.6 x corr219) x 0.01]
[1 − {(1.6 x corr219)x 0.01}]

( .

)

Where, final220 is the final count rate in the 220 circuit. Since this is a second-order
correction, small differences in efficiency are not substantially important. On the other hand, the
time constant of the 219 gate is long enough for 2.55% of the 220Rn–216Po decays to occur in this
window. Then, the final 219 (cpm) is calculated as:
219 =

219 − (

220 0.0255)
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(2.16)

Where, final219 is the final count rate in the 219 circuit. The Once the final 219 and 220
cpm are calculated, they are converted to activity (decay per minute, dpm) by dividing them by
the efficiencies of each channel as;
219 =

219
219

( .

)

220 =

220
220

( .

)

Where, dpm220 and dpm219 are the activity (disintegration per minute) of the
219

Rn respectively, at the time of measurement. The decay of

223

Ra and

224

220

Rn and

Ra occurred in the

time interval (t) between the sample collected and counting thus decay correction is considered
to find out the initial activity as;
(

220) =

(

219) =

220
219

( .

)

( .

)

Where, (dpm220)i and (dpm219)i represent the total activity (disintegration per minute) of
the

223

Ra and

concentration of

224

Ra respectively initial activity absorbed on fiber. Lastly, the activity

223

Ra and

224

Ra (dpm.L-1) is calculated by dividing (dpm219)i and (dpm220)i

by samples volume as;
224

(

.

)=

(

)

223

(

.

)=

(

)

(2.21)
(2.22)

2.2.2. Uncertainties in measurement of 223Ra and 224Ra
The uncertainty of a given function (f) with n uncorrelated variables (x1, x2…..xn) is given
as
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δf =

δx

+

δx

+ …………..+

δx

(2.23)

Where δx1, δx2, ……… δxn are the uncertainties associated with the different variables.
The uncertainties in the measurement

223

Ra and

224

Ra are estimated from uncertainty associated

in each step (Eq. 2.11- Eq. 2.22) using error propagation law as:
δ 220 =
x

+

(2 x 0.01 x (

−

220 +
220 −

219

219)) − 0.01 x (

(1 − 0.01 x (

−

220 −

−

220 −

219)

219))

(2.24)
220 =

220 +

δ 219 =
x

2220

+

(2 x 0.000093 x (

−

( .

220 +
220 −

(1 − 0.000093 x (

)

219

219)) − 0.000093 x (
−

220 −

−

220 −

219)

219))

(2.26)

219 =

220 =

219 =

219 +

220 +

219

( .

[(2 x 1.6) x 0.01 x
219 − (1.6 x 0.01 x
[1 − (1.6 x 0.01 x
219)]

219 + (0.0255

220)
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219 )]

x

219

( .

( .

)

)

)

219 =

219
219

+

219 x
219

219

220 =

220
220

+

220 x
220

220

(

219) =

219
x 219

+

219 x
( 219 x

(

220) =

220
x 220

+

220 x
( 220 x

219
)
220
)

( .

)

( .

)

( .

)

( .

)

Where, δE220 and δE219 are the uncertainty associated with counting efficiency of 224Ra
and 223Ra and measured from the standard of the efficiencies measured using standard Mn-fiber.
224

(

)=

223

(

)=

(

)

(

)

+

+

(

)

(

)

(2.34)

(2.35)

2.3. Standardization of method used in the present study
The radium delayed coincidence counter used in the present study is shown in the Figure
2.4. The measurement of

223

Ra and

224

Ra from water samples using delayed coincidence

counting involve the following steps:
1.

The pre-concentration of Ra from water/seawater

2.

Sample processing to achieve the desired fiber/water weight ratio

3.

Delayed coincidence counting and calculation
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Figure 2.4: The Radium Delayed Coincidence Counter used in the study
Considering the above steps involved in the measurement of

223

Ra and

224

Ra the following

parameters should be studied and taken in account:
2.3.1.

Evaluation of Ra extraction efficiency of MnO2-fiber

2.3.2.

Selection of Carrier gas

2.3.3.

The flow rate of carrier gas (Helium used in the present study)

2.3.4.

Equilibrium

2.3.5.

Build-up of 222Rn

2.3.6.

Sample Counting

2.3.7.

Water-loss during the measurement

2.3.8.

Checking for leaks

2.3.9.

Background and Minimum measurable activity

2.3.10.

Uncertainty (Error) in measurement
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2.3.1. Evaluation of Ra extraction efficiency of MnO2-fiber
MnO2
Measurement of MnO2-fiber efficiency wass determined by keeping two sample
holders in series, having an equal amount of MnO2-fiber
fiber and passing seawater at flow rate
~0.8 litres per minute (lpm). The schematic diagram of the sampling assembly is shown in
the Figure 2.5. The adsorption efficiency (∈)
( of cartridge place in series is calculated as;
∈= 1−

( .

)

Where; CA and CB are activity/concentration of radium retained in A and B cartridge
respectively.

Figure 2.5
5: Sampling assembly for efficiency measurement
Table 2.2: Counts rate (cpm) in 220 channels for both cartridges and background
Sr. No.

Item/Sample

Count Rate (CPM)
220 Channel

1

Cartridge A

3.845

2

Cartridge B

0.06

3

Background

0.04-0.06
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After passing the seawater both the cartridges were equally partially dried and counted for
under similar condition. Observed count rate for both the cartridges A, cartridge B and the
background is given in Table 2.2. The activity on cartridge B is in the range of background.
Observation indicates 100% adsorption efficiency of MnO2-fiber for radium which is in
accordance to Moore and Reid [184].
2.3.2. Selection of Carrier gas
Standard fiber (Mn-fiber coated with

232

Th activity: 30.06 DPM) was kept in the sample

holder and purge with different carrier gases viz. He, Air and Ar, at the flow rate of 4 lpm.
Figure 2.6 shows variation of % efficiency for

224

Ra vs. carrier gases at the flow rate of 4 lpm.

Three repetitive measurements done for each gas and average value has been taken for
comparison. It was found that efficiency is greatest for He and lowest for air as a carrier gas. The
higher efficiency of He than air and Ar is because the range of alpha particles in He is much
longer than in air and Ar.
Running the sample with helium offers another advantage over running with air. Because
the mass of helium is smaller, a given flow rate of helium will appear to be less than the same
flow rate of air. It was found that the flow meter response to helium was only 0.56 the response
to air. Thus, if the system is filled with helium at the beginning of the run and with time air leaks
into the system; the flow rate indicated by the flow meter will increase.
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2c

Efficiency for Ra 224

50
40
30
20
He

Ar

Air

Carrier gas
Figure 2.6: Variation of efficiency for different carrier gases at the flow rate of 4lpm
2.3.3. Flow rate of carrier gas (Helium)
To find the optimum flow rate for carrier gas, efficiencies at a different flow rate of He gas
was estimated. He was flushed and re-circulated at a different flow rate (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 lpm) in
the system. At least three repetitive measurements were made at each flow rate and the average
value was taken. Figure 2.7 shows the efficiency of the system for the measurement of 224Ra at a
different flow rate of He as a carrier gas. It was observed that efficiency for measurement is
higher in 4-5 lpm flow rate. As

219

Rn and

220

Rn are released from the source, they are rapidly

pumped through the system. Any Rn that decays outside the counting cell will reduce the
efficiency of the system. At lower flow rate probability of
counting cell will be higher. At higher flow rate 219Rn and

219

Rn and

220

Rn decay outside the

220

Rn have a lower residence time in

the cell which causes lower efficiency. Thus, the higher efficiency in 4-5lpm flow rate may be
explained as an optimum condition for higher residence time in counting cell and lower
probability of outside decay of Rn.
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Figure 2.7: Variation in 224Ra efficiency vs. He Flow Rate
2.3.4. Equilibrium
After flushing the sample column with He has to remove the air present in the system, the
system kept in the recirculation loop for the carrier gas. The initial counts recorded do not
`represent the correct estimates as the

224

Ra -

220

Rn pair reaches in secular equilibrium within

about 5 min. At this time the 220Rn activity should be the same throughout the system. This is not
the case for the 223Ra–219Rn pair. The 4 s half-life of 219Rn is too short to allow complete mixing.
Here it is important to flush the

219

Rn into the counting chamber as quickly as possible. The

efficiency of measuring 223Ra should be lower than the efficiency for 224Ra because some of the
219

Rn will decay in the sample column before reaching the detector. Higher efficiencies for 223Ra

was observed as flow rate was increased from 5.2 to 13 L.min−1; the
affected less and was not consistent with the flow rate [185].
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224

Ra efficiency was

2.3.5. Build-up of 222Rn
The decay of

226

Ra present on the fiber to

222

Rn increases total count rate during the run.

The linear chance coincidence correction does not properly correct for these events, as build-up
follows exponential growth. Therefore, the system should be flushed at an appropriate time
interval stopping the counts, to reduce the build-up of
samples with low

224

Ra, but high in

226

222

Rn by looking at the data file. The

Ra activity needs to be purged frequently. The timing of

the purge intervals depends on the activity on the fiber sample which needs to be determined on
a case-by-case basis.
2.3.6. Sample Counting
Each sample is usually counted three times in a 1-month period after sampling. The first
measurement (224Ra count) is usually carried out within 1–3 days after sampling in order to avoid
significant 224Ra decay. Since the natural initial

224

Ra activity is usually approximately 10 to 20

times the 223Ra activity [129, 186], the initial interference of 220Rn – 216Po decays falling into the
219 channel (a 2.55% of the total) can represent a high value compared to the

215

Po decays in

this channel. Thus, only 224Ra activity is quantified from the first measurement. In typical natural
samples counting can be done up to 3 h without significant decay of

226

Ra or

222

Rn in-growth

[187]. In the present case of study around 60-100 litres of seawater was sampled and first
counting time was about 1-2 hours.

The second counting generally performed after typically 7 to 12 days for the measurement
of

223

Ra. In this time period, much of the

224

Ra has decayed thus the interference of

216

Po in the

219 channel is reduced significantly. The second measurement requires longer counting times
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(usually 3-4 hours in the present study) to obtain good statistics for the less abundant

223

Ra

isotope. Even though a long measurement can result in an excessive background building up, it
mostly affects the 220 and total channels.

After the second counting Mn-fiber samples are kept for about 4 weeks to allow the
supported
adsorbed
224

224

224

Ra to equilibrate with its parent

Ra to decay. The measured

Ra to obtain excess

228

228

Th adsorbed onto the Mn-fiber and initially

Th (i.e. supported

224

Ra) is subtracted from the total

224

Ra activities. This third measurement is carried out for a period of

several hours to obtain good counting statistics. The average activity of

228

Th adsorbed on the

Mn-fiber in our study was estimated to be 0.91 dpm/100L.

After 80 days the
supported by
227

227

223

Ra activity will be <1% of the initial activity and

223

Ra is essentially

Ac in the sample. Thus, another count at this time will measure

227

Ac. Because

Ac is extremely low in the surface water, this 4th count is rarely required. Figure 2.8 describes

estimation of different parameter in the excel sheet for the first and second counting. Figure 2.9
represents the third counting of two different samples at a delay of 38.36 days.
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Figure 2.8: First and second counting of the sample. Row No. 2 represents the first count
(delay: 2.9 days) and Row number 4 shows second counting (delay: 6.73 days)
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Figure 2.9: Third counting of two representative samples after a delay of 38.86 days
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2.3.7. Water-loss during the measurement
The measurement efficiency of Rn is affected by Mn-fiber surface conditions and water
content. It found that water/fiber weight ratio in 1.0-0.3 range is required for a maximum fraction
of the produced radon to enter the circulating gas stream Figure 2.10 [188]. To check the amount
of water loss in each measurement a blank fiber with water/fiber weight ratio 1.0 was taken and
measurement is done.

Figure 2.10: Apparent activity of 224Ra and emanation efficiency vs. water content of the
standards [188].
After each measurement total weight was measured to find the amount of was lost. The
sample is stored in a self-sealing polythene bag after measurement. As measurement precedes
some fraction of water content from fiber is lost in each measurement so water/fiber weight ratio
starts decreasing from 1.0. After seven measurements on different days, it was found that amount
of water loss in one measurement varies from 437.30 mg to 797.7 mg with an average of 703.48
mg. Sample collected from location 9 has also monitored for long time run and delay period and
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it was found after 49 days decay and total 13 hrs of counting at various time interval water/fiber
ratio changes from 1.0 to 0.77.
2.3.8. Checking for leaks in the system
If there is any leak in the system during run slowly He will decrease and air may enter into
a system which will affect the efficiency of the counting. As the helium is lighter than air, the
flow rate indicated by the flow meter will increase. Thus the increase of flow rate during
measurement is indicative of a leak in the system.
2.3.9. Background and Minimum measurable activity
Low background count in the 220 and 219 windows in the delayed coincidence system is
its main advantage. For a system having a nominal total background of 1 count per minute
(cpm), the total background of the 220 channel will be of the order of 0.01 cpm and the 219
channel will typically have a total background of <1 count per day [182]. When these total
backgrounds in the 220 and 219 channels are corrected for chance coincidence events, i.e. two
random events occurring within the time constant of the window [181], the net backgrounds
usually reduce to numbers that are not distinguishable from zero [182]. The background is
reduced using an aged cylinder of He or nitrogen and isolating the circulation system from the
222

Rn present in outside air. Extremely low background and high efficiency of delayed

coincidence system result a very low detection limit. Even a few counts per hour of 224Ra or few
counts per day of 223Ra will be above the background and hence constitute a detectable activity.
In the present system the background counts after chance coincidence correction in 220
and 219 window was about 0.01cpm and 0.001 cpm respectively. Considering the counting time
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to be 2 hrs and 4 hrs, efficiency 48.5% and 43.4% for

224

Ra and

223

Ra respectively and sample

volume 100L, detection limit (DL) can be calculated as:
= 3x

√
x

( .

x volume

)

Detection limit for estimation of 224Ra and 223Ra was estimated to be 5.6 x 10-4 dpm 100L-1
and 1.4 x 10-4 dpm 100L-1 respectively. DL is about 4 order of magnitude lower compared to
activity concentration of 224Ra and 223Ra in the study area.
In delayed coincidence counting a good index is the measurement limit for a 2 sigma
counting uncertainty of ±20% (i.e. 100 net counts) [189]. With 20% of relative error, Smith
[189] reported measurements in the range 0.5 dpm/m3 for

224

Ra. So one m3 of the sample with

0.25 cpm (0.5 dpm) will give 100 counts in 400 min. the 0.5 dpm/m3 activity is equivalent to
about 3 atoms per liter (N= dpm/λ=0.5dpm/1.3 x 10-4 min = 3846 atoms/m3). The limit for
measurable
228

224

Ra activity is kept somewhat higher considering the contribution from dissolved

Th in waters and chance coincidence events from

counting system Moore [187] has considered

222

Rn. For standard delayed coincidence

223

Ra activity of 0.2dpm/m3, close to the

measurement limit. Sample (1 M3) with this activity (0.2 dpm) will give count rate 0.08-0.1 cpm
and required overnight counting to get 100 counts. This will be equivalent to a concentration of 5
atoms/L (0.2 dpm/4.2×10−5 min-1 =4700 atoms per m3). Since the chance coincidence correction
for

223

Ra is much less than for

224

Ra, such low-level measurements of

223

Ra are not affected

significantly by a build-up of 222Rn.
2.3.10. Measurement of uncertainty
Every analytical measurement is always associated with some degree of uncertainty or
error, so does this technique. The major errors result from statistical variations in the decay of a
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limited number of atoms, the calibration of the instrument, and failure to obtain a representative
sample. The statistical variations are based on the number of events, recorded in a given time
period so their estimation is easy. The relative error is given as
%

=

( )

100

( .

)

The delayed counting data generally reported at a confidence interval of 95% (2σ) so the
percentage error in terms of relative percentage error. Thus statistical error at confidence interval
of 95%
% error (95 percentile) = [1.96 x (square root N)/N] x 100

(2.39)

For 100 net counts a good index (2 sigma counting uncertainty) gives 20% of relative
error. Apart for counting uncertainty, there are other parameters contributing to uncertainty in the
estimation as discussed in the Section 2.2.3. The uncertainty associated with measurement in the
present study was calculated using steps involved using the Eq. 2.26 to Eq. 2.35 and average
error found to be about 7% and 12% for 224Ra and 223Ra respectively.
2.4. The efficiency of the counting system for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement:
Total cell efficiency (CE) is the probability of recording a count from an alpha decay
within the counting cell. Total System efficiency (SE) is the probability of recording a count
from an alpha decay within the system (cell, column, tubing and pump). The fraction of decay
occurred outside the cell depends on the ratio of the cell volume to the total system volume. If
the ratio of the cell volume to the total system volume is 0.8 and the cell efficiency is 0.85, the
total system efficiency will be 0.68. There are two alpha particle released for each radon decay.
The Apparent System Efficiency is the probability of detecting either of these alpha particles. A
system with an SE of 0.68 will have an apparent efficiency in the Total channel of 1.36.
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The efficiency of the 220 channel (SE200) is the probability of recording a count in the 220
channel from

224

Ra decay on the fiber. The probability of detecting the

220

Rn–216Po coincident

event is the square of the cell efficiency times the ratio of the cell volume to the total system
volume. The efficiency of the 220 channel with cell efficiency 0.85 and ratio of the cell volume
to the total system volume as 0.80 would be 0.85×0.85×0.80=0.58. In the present study SE220
232

was estimated using

Th with daughters in equilibrium (Standard Mn-fiber coated with

232

Th

activity: 30.06 DPM) and the average value was found to be 48.5%.
The efficiency of the 219 system (SE219) should be slightly less than SE200 because of
the 4 sec half-life of

219

Rn results in some decays taking place before the gas moves from the

fiber column to the cell. During the first pass through the counting cell decay of 219Rn and 220Rn
is about 50% and 5% respectively. Thus the dead volume in the system between the counting cell
and the Mn-fiber will only dilute the 219Rn by 50% but will dilute 220Rn by 95%.
It is impractical to obtain a true standard for a short-lived isotope. To calibrate a system for
measurement of short-lived isotopes, standards containing long-lived parents are used. For 224Ra,
232

we use
For

Th with daughters in equilibrium (Mn-fiber coated with

223

Ra efficiency calibration

calibrated

227

227

232

Th activity: 30.06 DPM).

Ac with daughters in equilibrium can be used, but well-

Ac solutions are difficult to obtain. Secondly, the activity of

prepared from

227

223

Ra in standards

Ac decreases with time [190]. Moore and Cai [191] have estimated the

efficiency of 223Ra from the 224Ra efficiency, calculated from the 232Th standards as:
The factors affecting the system efficiencies can be expressed by the following equations;
=
=

×
×

× (1 −

× (1 −

)

)

(2.40)
(2.41)

SE: system efficiency
CE: Apparent cell efficiency
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P: Probability of Rn decaying in the counting cell
L: Loss resulting from the delay and window settings
The efficiency for the measuring222Rn and its daughters in Lucas cell with a cell volume of 96 ml
(Original Lucas Cell by Lucas [192]), 98 ml [193] and 2 litres [181] was found as 0.86, 0.88 and
0.87 respectively using He as transfer gas. Thus for He as carrier gas efficiency for the
measuring222Rn and its daughters remains almost equal. Semkow et al. [194] found that

222

Rn

and 218Po had similar efficiencies in spite of slightly higher decay energy for 218Po and concluded
that energy has very little effect if He is used as carrier gas. Thus the cell efficiencies for
detecting 220Rn – 216Po and 219Rn – 215Po are the same i.e.
CE219 = CE220
=

×(

)

×

× (1 −

)

(2.42)

2.4.1. Probability of Rn decaying in the counting cell:
The carrier gas rapidly sweeps the Rn into counting cell part of Rn that decays outside the
counting cell will reduce the efficiency of the system. The probability (P) of Rn decaying within
the counting cell is given by the following equation;

=

−

×

1−

− [λ

]

1−

− [λ

]

( .

)

Where, Vd: dead volume between the source and the counting cell, Vc: Volume of the counting
cell, VS: volume of the entire system, F: flow rate and λ: is the decay constant of Rn. For
standard radium delayed coincidence counter the probabilities of

220

Rn (i.e. P220) and

P219) decaying in the counting cell was found as 0.847 and 0.801 [191].
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219

Rn (i.e.

2.4.2. Loss resulting from the delay and window settings
The electronics of delay coincidence system have delay and window time constants that are
set to minimize background and maximize counting efficiency. Following is the coincidence lost
due to window constant:
216

Po coincidence events loss during the delay in the channel,
1 − exp – [(0.693/150)*5.6 ms)] = 0.026

215

Po coincidence events loss during the delay in the channel,
1 − exp – [(0.693/0.01)*1.78 ms)] = 0.004

The 600 ms window in the 220 channel captures 94.3% of the expected 216Po decays
1 − exp – [(0.693/150)*600 ms)] = 0.943
The 5.6 ms window in the 219 channel captures 88.7% of the expected 216Po decays
1 − exp – [(0.693/0.01)*5.6 ms)] = 0.887
The net fractional loss for the 220 channel: (1 − 0.974 × 0.943) = 0.082;
The net fractional loss for the 219 channel: (1 − 0.996 × 0.887) = 0.117.
2.4.3. Calculation of efficiency for 219 channels:
In the present study SE220 was estimated with the standards Mn-fiber coated with 232Th (activity:
30.06 DPM) and was found 0.485
0.485
× 0.801 × (1 − 0.117)
0.847 × (1 − 0.082)

SE

=

SE

= 0.434
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2.5. Validation of Method for Measurement of 224Ra and 223Ra by coincidence counting:
The activity of the sample collected was measured at different decay time and logarithmic
of

224

Ra activity is plotted against decay time. Figure 2.11a, shows linear fit gives R2 value as

0.99808 and slope as -0.18625 ± 0.0049 which gives half-life of

224

Ra as 3.72±0.09 days.

Measured half-life is within 2.5% of the reported value of 224Ra half-life (224Ra T1/2: 3.66 days)

Slope: -0.186 ± 0.005

4

3

ln
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Ra (dpm)

R-Square: 0.99
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Figure 2.11: (a): ln 224Ra (dpm) vs. decay time and (b): ln 223Ra (dpm) vs. decay time
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The linear fit (R2=94) of ln

223

Ra (dpm) vs. decay time plot results slope as 0.54±0.006

(Figure 2.11b). Using the slope the half of 223Ra was estimated and found to be 12.83 days with
an uncertainty of 12.6%. The measurement validates the method for the measurement of a shortlived isotope of Ra by delayed coincidence counting in water samples.
2.6. Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence (TXRF) Spectrometry
The elemental quantification of environmental samples is quite difficult due to the
unknown constituents, low concentrations and interferences due to different chemical species
present. The concentration of some of the elements in environmental samples varies from low,
ranging from ppb (even some elements in sub-ppb) to percentage range. The lower ends of
concentrations are near the detection limits of most of the conventional techniques even below
the detection limit of techniques. The higher end concentration may cause matrix effect for the
analysis of the other elements using a technique where the matrix is important in analysis.
Therefore for the elemental quantification of environmental samples, analytical
methods should be selected based on the following criteria;
1.

High linear dynamic range

2.

Simultaneous multi-elemental capability

3.

High sensitivity at low concentrations

4.

Independent of matrix effects and chemical interference

5.

Minimum contamination problem

6.

High selectivity

7.

Good precision and accuracy

8.

Simple to operate and maintain

9.

Large sample throughput
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Besides the above criteria the speed of the method, a number of samples that can be
analysed, nature of the sample, cost per analysis and availability of the instrumentation and
methodology are also to be considered. Being idealistic, no analytical method currently in
use for environmental analysis satisfies all the above criteria. Analysis of a sample can be
made using multiple instrumental techniques and hence thorough knowledge of these
techniques is required, as no single technique can produce all the information. The different
techniques used depend on the nature of the material and the type of information required.

Analytical chemistry can be split into two main types, quantitative and quantitative.
Most of the modern analytical chemistry is quantitative. Quantitative analysis can be further
split into different areas of study. There are many techniques for the analysis of materials on
the basis of spectroscopic, electrochemical, mass, thermal and separation parameters. Some
of the most common techniques used in the environmental analysis are given in Figure 2.12.

Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895 [195] and since then it has
played a vital role in the field of material characterization and elemental determination. Xrays are electromagnetic radiations having wavelengths in the range from 10-5 to 100 Å
[196]. The similar light they possess corpuscular and wave character also shows the
properties like polarization, diffraction, reflection and refraction. Most of the X-ray methods
are based on the scatter, emission and absorption properties of X-rays [196].
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Figure 2.12: Survey of techniques available for chemical analysis of the environmental
samples
The most common of them are X-Ray
X
Diffraction (XRD), X-Ray
ay Fluorescence (XRF)
and X-Ray
Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS).
(XAS Table 2.3 gives a brief description of various X
Xray techniques and the type of information given by these techniques. These techniques are
very strong analytical tools for material characterization
characteriz
[197, 198].
X-ray
ray Secondary Emission Spectrometry popularly known as X-Ray
X Ray Fluorescence
(XRF) spectrometry is a powerful method for the compositional characterization of
materials. It is based on the principle of measurement of the energies or wavelengths of the
X-ray
ray spectral lines emitted from the sample, which are the characteristic or signature oof the
elements present in the sample. Moseley established the basis of x-ray
x ray spectral analysis by
relating the wavelength to an atomic number of the elements in 1913.
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Table 2.3: X-ray techniques and their applications
S. No.

Technique*

Type of information

1.

XRD

Phase identification, Bond type, Crystal structure,
Crystal defects, Local structure, Crystallite size,
Strain

2.

3.

XRF:

EDXRF, Elemental concentration, Chemical environment,

TXRF, WDXRF

Oxidation state

XPS

Elemental composition, Chemical state, Electronic
state, Density of states

4.

5.

XAS

:

XANES, Local coordination, Oxidation state, Inter-atomic

EXAFS

distances, Coordination number

XRR

Thickness and density of thin films, Interface
roughness and multi-layers

6.

SAXS

Particle sizes, Size distributions, Shape and
orientation distributions in liquid, powders and bulk
samples

*Acronyms: XRD: X-Ray Diffraction, XRF: X-Ray Fluorescence, XPS: X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy, XAS: X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy, XRR: X-Ray
Reflectivity, SAXS: Small Angle X-ray Scattering
Moseley Law states that the reciprocal of wavelength (1/λ) or frequencies (ν) of
characteristic X-rays are proportional to the atomic number (Z) of the element emitting the
characteristic X-rays. Because X-ray spectra originate from the inner orbital, which is not
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affected substantially by the valence of the atom, normally the emitted X-ray lines are
independent of the chemical state of the atom. However, in the case of low and medium
atomic number elements, the energy of the characteristic X-rays depends on oxidation state.
This phenomenon is observed in case of high Z elements also, for the lines originating due to
electron transfers from the outer orbital. Moseley`s law is represented as:
√ =

=

( −

)

( .

)

Where c is the velocity of light, k1 and k2 are constants different for each line and
depend on the atomic number. Figure 2.13 shows the relationship of the energy of the X-ray
photon with atomic number. As Moseley`s law is not very stringent, the exact positions of
the characteristic X-rays deviate from this law.
In XRF, the primary beam from an X-ray source irradiates the specimen thereby
exciting each chemical element. These elements, in turn, emit secondary X-ray spectral lines
having their characteristic energies or wavelengths in the X-ray region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. In brief, incident photon knocks out an electron (photoelectron) from inner shell
target element to create a hole which is filled by an electron from the higher energy level. In
this process, a photon (Fluorescence Photon) is emitted having energy equal to the difference
between the energy of two energy level i.e. ∆E= E2-E1 where E1 and E2 are the energy of
inner and higher electronic level Figure 2.14. The intensities of these emitted characteristic
X-rays are proportional to the corresponding elemental concentrations.
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Figure 2.13: Moseley`s Law plot of energy versus the atomic number
(------ Dashed line shows the deviation of Moseley Law at the higher atomic number)

Figure 2.14: Production of Fluorescence Photon
There are two major modes of analysis in X-ray
X ray spectrometry: Wavelength Dispersive
X-Ray
Ray Fluorescence (WDXRF) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray
X Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)
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Spectrometry. The difference between these two modes of analysis lies in the detection
component Figure 2.15. In EDXRF, the detectors directly measure the energy of the X-rays
with the help of multichannel analyzer, whereas in WDXRF, the X-rays emitted from the
samples are dispersed spatially using a dispersion crystal and wavelength of the each emitted
X-rays is determined by the detector sequentially. The first commercial XRF instrument
available was WDXRF, in the year 1940.

Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of the basic difference between WDXRF and EDXRF
XRF method has a large dynamic range, sensitive up to microgram per gram level and
is considerably precise and accurate. For these reasons, XRF has become a well-established
method of spectrochemical analysis. It has got a variety of applications in industries of
material production, quality control laboratories, scientific research centres, environmental
monitoring, medical, geological and forensic laboratories [199–202]. This technique has also
got sample versatility as a sample in the form of solid, liquids, slurry, powder, etc. can be
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analysed with little or no sample preparation. In most cases, XRF is a non-destructive/nonconsumptive technique. Along with various advantages, conventional XRF technique is
associated with systematic errors caused by the matrix.
Arthur H. Compton [203] in 1923 described for the first time total reflection of X-rays
under grazing incidence of the primary beam. Y. Yoneda and T. Horiuchi in 1971 [204]
suggested that with appropriate specimen preparation the background could be reduced by
total reflection of the exciting beam at an optically flat sample support and simultaneously
detected absolute amounts of the elements Cr, Fe, Ni, and Zn with a detection limit in ng
range. This variant of EDXRF is now considered a separate X-ray spectrometric technique is
known as Total Reflection X-Ray fluorescence (TXRF) Spectrometry Figure 2.16. In late
70s Knoth and Schwenke [205] developed a compact, stable and easily adjustable total
reflection module which was a decisive step towards the introduction of the method into
analytical practice and for commercialization of the Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence
(TXRF).
In Classical EDXRF, the X-ray beam from an X-ray source falls on the sample at an
angle of about 450 and the X-rays emitted from the samples are detected at an angle of 450.
This leads to penetration of X-rays inside the sample to a thickness of about a few 100
microns, thereby resulting in a lot of scattering of the X-rays by the sample and increasing
the background drastically. Because of this, EDXRF has relatively poor detection limits and
low signal to noise ratio. In TXRF, the exciting beam from the X-ray source falls on the
sample support at an angle slightly less than the critical angle of the support so that the beam
gets totally reflected. The emitted fluorescence intensity from the sample is detected by the
detector mounted at an angle of 900 with respect to the sample support as shown in Figure
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2.17. This leads to virtually
irtually no interaction of the exciting radiation with the sample support,
resulting in a drastic decrease of the scattered radiation and hence negligible background.
TXRF, due to very low background and better detection limits, is primarily used for trace
and micro-elemental analysis.

Figure 2.16: Schematic Representation Total Reflection X-ray
X ray Fluorescence (TXRF)

Figure 2.17: Comparison of the geometrical difference between conventional EDXRF
and TXRF
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Another severe drawback in EDXRF is the effect of matrix composition on the analyte
line intensity. This is known as matrix inter-element or absorption enhancement effect. Such
effect arises due to the following phenomena:


The matrix may have larger or smaller absorption coefficient for the primary Xrays than the analyte



The matrix may absorb the analyte line which will lead to a decrease in the
analyte intensity than expected and



The matrix may emit secondary X-rays which may excite the analyte line very
efficiently, leading to increase in the analyte line intensity than expected.

As the amount of sample loaded in TXRF analysis is very small and the X-ray
penetrates only a few nm, matrix effect is almost absent. In TXRF, elements with Z>13 can
be analysed in ambient air. Helium purging is used to suppress the argon peak and for
analysis of low Z elements below Z = 13, vacuum chamber TXRF spectrometer is used.
2.7. Component of TXRF
As shown in Figure 2.16 TXRF system consists of mainly different component
1. X-ray source
2. Collimator and Monochromator
3. Sample support
4. Energy-dispersive detector
2.7.1. X-ray Source
The three primary sources of X-ray production used in XRF are X-ray tubes,
radioisotopes and synchrotron [206, 207]. X-ray tubes are the most common source of
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sample excitation used in laboratories. In spectrochemical analysis like XRF, the
characteristic X-rays generated may be classified as primary or secondary depending on
whether excitation of the target, used to produce X-rays, is by particles (electrons or ions) or
by photons, respectively. In primary excitation, the characteristic line spectrum of the target
is superimposed on a continuum, which is generated simultaneously, and in secondary
excitation, only characteristic X-ray spectra of the target are emitted.
2.7.1.1. X-ray tube sources
The X-ray tube is the most commonly used source of excitation in XRF technique.
Production of X-ray in the tube is based on two principles. The first acceleration or
deceleration of charged particle through the Coulomb field of the nucleus of the target
produces radiation called ‘Bremsstrahlung’ or ‘continuous X-ray. This spectrum contains
energies from zero to short wavelength limit λmin, corresponding to the maximum energy of
the particles. In addition to this, if an inner orbital electron of the atom is knocked out by
radiation or accelerated charged particles, the atom becomes unstable. In order to come to the
ground state, the atom emits X-rays of specific energies, characteristic to the atom. An Xray tube consists of a tungsten cathode filament, an anode target, thin beryllium window,
focusing cup, a glass envelope that retains the vacuum, high voltage and water connection.
W. D. Coolidge in the year 1913 introduced the basic design of the modern X-ray tubes
[208]. Figure 2.18 shows the X-ray tube of the Coolidge type. The tungsten filament serves
as the hot cathode. Electrons emitted from this filament, by thermionic emission, are
accelerated by an applied high voltage in the direction of the anode. The high energy electron
bombardment of the target produces X-rays that emerge out of this tube through the
beryllium window, which is highly transparent to X-rays. However, only about 0.1% of the
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electric power is converted into radiation and most is dissipated as heat. Due to this reason,
cooling of the tube target by water is required. The beam emerging from a tube consists of
two types of radiation as stated above: Continuous and Characteristic.

Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram of an X-ray tube of Coolidge type
The intensity of the continuum emitted from the target depends on the excitation
parameters and is related as [209]:
Iint = (1.4x10-9) iZV2

(2.45)

where Iint is the integrated intensity of the continuum, i and V are X-ray tube current
and potential, respectively and Z is the atomic number of the X-ray tube target element.
The characteristic or the principal target line intensity, emitted along with the
continuum, for example of K-line (Ik), is governed by the equation;
Ik α i(V-Vk)~1.7

(2.46)

Where i is the tube current, V is the applied potential and Vk is the excitation potential.
Figure 2.19 represents the spectrum generated from an X-ray tube consists of characteristic
peaks of the target superimposed on high background produced by the continuum. The target
element is chosen in such a way that the characteristic X-ray of the target is just above the
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absorption edge of the analyte in the sample. The tube voltage should be 1.5 - 2 times the
absorption edge of an element of interest. Most commonly used target elements are tungsten
molybdenum, rhodium and silver. Low Z elements like chromium and aluminium are used as
targets for the excitation of K lines of low Z elements like magnesium, sodium, etc.
Secondary target and filters are used to achieve better detection limit. Depending on the
geometry and designs used, X-ray tubes can be classified as side – window, end- window
and transmission target. Dual target X-ray tube for both high and low energy, Rotating anode
X-ray tubes for high power rating up to 18 kW and Windowless X-ray tubes for low Z
element are also used depending on requirement.

Figure 2.19: Spectrum generated from Rh target X-ray tube
2.7.1.2. Radio-isotopic sources
The radio-isotopic source of X-ray is commonly used in EDXRF spectrometers.
Radioactive isotopes that decay by γ emission may undergo internal conversion during which
γ photon is absorbed within the atom and its energy is used to expel an orbital election. This
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electron is known as internal conversion electron. Once the vacancy is created, the electronic
rearrangement takes place with the emission of characteristic X-rays. Internal γ conversion is
regarded as secondary excitation in which the ionizing photon originates within the atom.
The two other modes of decay in radioactive isotopes are β emission and orbital electron
capture. In internal β conversion, the β particle emitted from a radioactive nuclei occurring
due to the process,
p+ (proton) + e- (beta)

n (neutron) =>

loses a part of its energy in ejecting an orbital electron. The internal conversion results
in the emission of X -rays characteristic of the element, Z+1. Thus

129

I source emits Xe X-

rays.
129
53I

=>

129
54Xe

+β

In orbital electron capture (EC), K or L electron is captured by the nucleus, thereby
producing an electron vacancy and a neutron by the process,
p+ (proton) + e- (beta) =>

n (neutron)

decreasing the atomic number to Z-1. Here the characteristic X-rays of the atom having
the atomic number one lower than the parent atom are emitted.
55

26Fe

+ e- =>

55

25Mn

A Radioisotope source contains a specified amount of a specific radioisotope
encapsulated to avoid contamination. These sources are characterized by
1.

Radioactive decay process

2.

Energy of the emitted radiation

3.

Activity of the source

4.

The half-life of a radioactive isotope
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Table 2.4 lists these properties for some of the commonly used radioisotope sources.
These sources are considerably less expensive, compact size, reliable and less expensive,
radioisotope excitation is monoenergetic but the X-ray photon output is relatively lower than
other sources and reduces with the time.
2.7.1.3. Synchrotron sources
Synchrotron radiations are produced when charged particles travelling at relativistic
energies are constrained to follow a curved trajectory under the influence of a magnetic field.
Table 2.4: List of commonly used radioisotope sources for X-ray radiation
Radioisotope

Decay

source

process
129

Half-life

Useful

Energy

radiation

(keV)

53I

β

60d

Xe Kα

29.8

26Fe

EC

2.7y

Mn Kα

5.9

57
27Co

EC

270d

Fe Kα

6.4

109
48Cd

EC

1.3y

Ag Kα

22.2

210
82Pb

β

22y

Bi Lα

10.8
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The total emitted intensity (I) of the radiation is proportional to
I α Ep/ mc2

(2.47)

Where Ep and m are the energy and mass of the particle and c is the velocity of light.
The above equation (2.47) shows that for certain energy, the highest intensity will be emitted
by electrons and positron. The schematic presentation of the basic mode of operation of a
synchrotron radiation source is shown in Figure 2.20. They have high photon flux with
continuous energy distribution and mono-energetic beams can be tuned over a wide range.
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This improves the excitation efficiency and detection limits by several orders of magnitude.
They have low divergence (natural collimation), high intensity and brightness
ghtness about 33-4
orders of magnitude greater than those of laboratory sources. The beam is polarized either
linearly or circularly, which is extremely important for background reduction.

Figure 2.20: Schematic representation of a synchrotron source facility
2.7.2. Collimator and Monochromator
TXRF method is based on total external reflection of the primary beam from the
sample carrier surface so the alignment of the instrument is very critical. The glancing aangle
of the incident primary beam must be less than the critical angle of the support used. The
critical angle for sample support used is in order of few minutes of arc (e.g. quartz support
has a critical angle of 5.9 min of arc). The primary beam is generated
gener
by an X-ray
ray tube and is
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shaped like a strip of paper realized by an X-ray tube with a line focus. The primary beam
filter, consisting of thin metal foils, is placed in the path of the beam to alter the tube
spectrum by increasing certain peaks in relation to the spectral continuum. By means of a
pair of precisely aligned diaphragms or slits, the beam is shaped like a strip of paper. The
primary polychromatic beam consisting of the continuum and the characteristic peaks of the
anode material can be altered using simple quartz reflector block acting as low pass filter. It
cuts the high energy part of the continuum and the low energy part is used for sample
excitation. But sometimes it is required to use a considerably pure spectral line for excitation,
which is achieved by using monochromator like natural crystal or multilayer. Both these
monochromator work on the principle of Bragg’s law with definite energy band selected at a
particular angle of reflection. Unlike natural crystals, multilayer consists of stack bilayer,
each being isotropic and homogenous. The bilayers are arranged in such a way that,
alternately lower and higher refractive indices n1 and n2, respectively are put one above the
other. The total thickness (d) is the sum of both the layers d = d1+ d2. The first layer having
lower refractive index is called reflector and the other is called spacer. Natural crystals like
LiF or graphite have very small energy bandwidth but very poor reflectivity but multilayer
have very high reflectivity but energy bandwidth is large.
2.7.3. Sample support
TXRF sample supports are an essential part of the TXRF analytical technique. Most of
the carriers are circular disks of diameter 30 mm and thickness 2-3 mm (Fig.2.21). Usually, a
droplet of 2-100 µL is pipette out on a support with a diameter of 3 cm which leaves a dry
residue after evaporation under IR lamp or on a hotplate. Samples support works as
reflecting mirror for liquid samples. For such analysis, the mean roughness of the sample
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support should be in the order
der of a few nm and the overall flatness should be typically λ/20
(λ =589 nm, the mean of visible light wavelength). Many sample carriers have been
investigated for their use in TXRF [205, 210–212].

Figure 2.21: Liquid sample on a clean quartz sample support which leaves a dry residue
after evaporation
Following the general requirement must be satisfied by sample support for TXRF
analysis:
1. The surface should be dense and even
2. The material should be resistant to energy transfer through the interface under the
operating condition
3. A high reflectivity and optically flat surface
4. Chemically inert material
5. Free from trace impurities
6. No fluorescence peak interference from the sample carrier at the region of
interest
7. Easy to clean and economical
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Some of the commonly used samples supports with important characteristics are given
in Table 2.5 [205]. Quartz gives rise to silicon peak and hence silicon cannot be determined
using a quartz carrier. Boron nitride is the most resistant material suitable for the analysis of
strong acid. Glassy carbon is preferentially used for electrochemical applications and
Plexiglas is extremely cheap, once use, sample carrier. In general, quartz and Plexiglas
carriers are mostly used for micro and trace analysis. Cleanliness of the sample supports is
very important so acid cleaning is done and the spectrum of cleaned sample support is taken
to ensure proper cleaning.
2.7.4. Energy Dispersive Detectors:
The detector for TXRF is a transducer (solid state detector) for converting X-ray
photon energy into voltage pulses. Normally lithium drifted semiconductor detectors like
Si(Li) or Ge(Li) commonly used in TXRF, which basically consist of Si or Ge crystal doped
with lithium. In Si(Li) detectors, lithium is added to neutralize the boron impurity which is
the most common element present in silicon and modifies silicon to the p-type
semiconductor. As it is possible to produce high purity germanium, Ge(Li) detectors are
replaced by high purity germanium detectors (HPGe).
Lithium diffuses into the silicon crystal at elevated temperatures and drifts under the
influence of the electric field. In this way, a crystal with high intrinsic resistivity is produced
with a thin p-type and n-type layer at the end plane and large intrinsic region in between. The
detector requires to be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) for two reasons: i)
reducing the thermal leakage current and ii) to prevent the reverse diffusion of the Li ions.
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Table 2.5: Characteristics of different sample support materials
Features

Quartz

Plexiglass

Glassy carbon

Boron
nitride

With Mo Kα excitation
Reflectivity (R)

0.994

0.998

0.998

0.999

Critical angle (αcrit)

0.10

0.08

0.08

0.10

Purity

Very Good

Zn

Fe, Cu, Zn

Zn

Surface Quality

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Good

Fluorescence Peak

Si

None

None

None

Cleaning

Easy

Impossible

Difficult

Easy

X-ray photons interact with the detector crystal and raising the valence band electrons
to the conduction band of the crystal lattice thereby creating an electron-hole pair. These
electron-hole pair moves to the respective electrode under the applied high voltage and
produces charge pulse for a single photon counting. The number of electron-hole pairs
produced is directly proportional to the energy of the detected photon and magnitude of the
charge pulse is proportional to the photon energy. A schematic diagram of the Si(Li) detector
crystal is given in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: A cross-sectional view of a Si(Li) detector crystal
The efficiency (ε) of a semiconductor detector is defined as the percentage of detected
photons with respect to the incident photons. A Si(Li) detector, having 3mm thick intrinsic
region, has an efficiency of nearly 100% for photon energies between 6 to 11 keV.
Semiconductor detectors have better spectral resolution than gas-filled proportional and
scintillation detectors. Like high purity germanium now very high purity Si is availability
leads to room temperature operated Peltier cooled detectors. Si-PIN photodiode detectors are
such detectors which are made of very pure Si, called intrinsic material. Since nothing is
doped into them, a simple electrical Peltier cooling at approximately -30 0C is good enough
for reducing the leakage current. Though these electronically cooled detectors have relatively
poor energy resolution compared to that of liquid nitrogen cooled detectors, such detectors
are widely used nowadays in EDXRF and TXRF spectrometers and are much suited for field
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applications because of their compact size and no requirement of liquid nitrogen for cooling
[213].
Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) is another type of photodiode detector similar to Si-PIN
detectors but having better energy resolution. The resolution of these detectors is comparable
to Si(Li). Si-PIN detectors are used where resolution is not critical but detection efficiency is
important. SDD detectors are more complicated as well as more expensive [214].
2.8. Fundamentals of total reflection of X-rays
When any electromagnetic radiation travels from one medium to another, it gets
partly reflected into the first medium and partly refracted into the second medium. According
to the laws of reflection, the incident angle is equal to the angle of reflection and the incident,
normal and reflected rays are coplanar. The glancing angle of the incident and reflected
beams are also equal and refraction follow the Snell's law which states that
sin
sin

=

=

( .

Where n1: refractive index of medium 1, n2: refractive index of medium 2,
of light in medium 1,

2:

1:

)

velocity

velocity of light in medium 2, θ1 is the incident angle (Angle of the

incident), θ1’ is the angle of reflection and θ2 is the angle of refraction Figure 2.23.
It is clear from the equation 2.48, if the radiation travels from a denser medium to rarer
medium, the refracted beam will be deflected towards the interface boundary. For X-rays,
any medium is optically thinner than air or vacuum so when it travels from air (optically
denser) to solid medium (optically less dense) the refracted beam gets deflected towards the
boundary plane.
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Figure 2.23: Reflection and refraction of the incident ray on glass surface

Increasing the angle of incident results increase in the angle of refraction and at a
particular incident angle the refracted beam will be parallel to boundary plane. This glancing
angle is called critical angle (θc) for the particular beam and medium. A beam incident with
glancing angle lower than the critical angle will be totally reflected in the same medium
Figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24: Total reflection of incident ray

At critical angle θ2= 900 so;
sin
For vacuum and air n=1

=

i.e. n1 = 1, so at critical incidence
cos

=

X-rays, like other electromagnetic waves, exhibit total reflection for a particular angle of
incidence when passing from a material with a higher refractive index to a material with lower
refractive index. This is fulfilled for X-rays when they pass from e.g. vacuum (or air) to any
other material. In particular, for X-rays, any medium has a smaller refractive index than air so
that total reflection is generally possible although the glancing angles might be small. For
absorptive media the refractive index is given by a complex quantity as
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n = 1−δ + iβ

(2.49)

δ called the decrement is a measure of the dispersion and is given by
=

(2.50)

NA: Avogadro's number, r0: the classical electron radius, λ: the wavelength of the primary
radiation, Z: atomic number, A: atomic mass and ρ: density of the matrix. The imaginary
component β is a measure of the absorption and given by
=

(2.51)

μ: linear mass absorption coefficient and λ: wavelength of the primary radiation. Since β
and θc<< 1 so from Snell’s Law at the critical angle,

(2.52)
From Eq. 2.50 and Eq. 2.52:

θ =

1.65 Z
ρ
E
A

( .

)

Where E is the energy of the x-ray, for Mo–Kα X-rays passing from vacuum to quartz
glass; δ= 1.5×10−6 and β=4.6×10−9 which results in θc= 0.00173 rad or 5.9min of the arc.

Reflectivity (R) is defined as the intensity ratio of the reflected beam and the incident
beam. During total reflection, since the entire beam gets completely reflected back the
reflectivity increases to approximately 1. At higher glancing angles the reflectivity is less (less
than 0.1%) and increases very steeply to about 100 % when the glancing angle reaches below the
critical angle (Figure 2.25).
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Figure 2.25: Variation of reflectivity and transmittivity of incidence beam (MoKα) on
quartz surface against incidence angle
The intensity of fluorescence line (IL) is proportional to reflectivity as IL α (1+R) and
intensity of background (IB) is related as IB α (1-R) sinϕ so below the critical angle in the total
reflection region the signal to noise ratio increases dramatically.
Penetration depth is another critical factor in the total reflection mode of operation. It is
defined by the depth of a homogeneous medium to which a beam can penetrate while its
intensity is reduced to 1/e or 37% of its initial value. The penetration depth at angles greater than
the critical angle is of the order of a few micrometres but under total reflection condition, the
penetration depth is drastically reduced to a few nanometers. After that, it is nearly constant as
that of the reflectivity curve. Figure 2.26 penetration depth of the primary radiation for glassy
carbon and quartz carrier for an incidence energy of 17.5 keV ( Mo-excitation)
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Figure 2.26: Penetration depth vs. angle of incidence
Fluorescence intensity of a spectral line given by Sharman Equation
=

( ( / )

(2.54)

( / )

Ij: Net intensity of the spectral line of the element j
Cj: mass fraction or concentration of the analyte j
Kj: proportionality constant for the analyte line
(μ/ρ): mass absorption coefficient of the entire specimen
ρ: density of the specimen
t: thickness of the sample
I0: intensity of the incident monochromatic primary beam
At first glance it seems from above equation intensity is linearly related to the
concentration of analyte but Mass absorption coefficient of the entire specimen is related to the
mass absorption coefficient of the different elements as below;
( / ) =

[( / ) ,

∗ csc ∅ + ( / ) ,

∗ csc ]

Ci: mass fraction of the element i in the matrix
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(2.55)

(μ/ρ)i: mass absorption coefficient of the different element
ϕ: incident angle of the primary beam
φ: take-off angle of the fluorescent beam
λ0: wavelength of the primary beam
λi: wavelength of analyte line
As in TXRF analysis we use a very thin layer of the sample on sample support and if the
thickness is very less then we can use ta hin layer approximation as;
lim
→

1 − exp (−(μ/ρ)ρt
=t
(μ/ρ)ρ

( .

)

In this case
=

(2.57)

From the above equation, it is clear that the intensity of the spectral line of a particular
element is independent of the concentration of other elements present in the matrix. So if have a
very thin layer of the sample, matrix effect is not there in TXRF analysis which is the main
drawback in conventional EDXRF technique. A criterion for a film to be infinitely thin so that
matrix effects disappear can be derived if the exponent (μ/ρ) of the equation 2.56 is confined to a
small value.
t ≤

0.1
( / )

( .

)

The sample thickness satisfying the above condition of the thickness gives results within
5% of error [215]. The above results are based on assumption that primary is monochromatic and
penetrate the sample only in forward direction. In practical the primary beam passes twice
through matrix once while incident and second while after reflecting from sample support as
shown in Figure 2.27 below;
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Figure 2.27: Schematic diagram for double excitation of the sample in TXRF

Figure 2.28: Critical thickness and critical mass for different matrices in TXRF analysis
Considering the twice excitation of the sample by primary incident radiation thickness
should be as;

≤(

.
/ )

(2.59)

The thickness is called critical thickness for TXRF analysis as a sample with thickness
would not show the matrix effect and result will be good agreement with true value. Considering
the above criterion and area of the thin layer as 40 mm2 critical thicknesses and critical mass for
different matrices is calculated

[215]. Figure 2.28 the value of critical mass and critical

thickness for different matrices.
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Effect of the matrix on the detection limit was studied by [216] and it was found that at
higher matrix content TXRF also works similar to conventional XRF as shown in the figure
below;

Figure 2.29: Detection limit vs. matrix content ( % NaCl)
The sensitivity of any analyte line is given by the following equation
=

( .

)

For TXRF analysis taking double excitation and Sharman Equation may be written as
=2

2

(2.61)

Where K is proportionality constant and given by
=

( / )

ℷ

ρ cos

( .
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)

Where:
g = Relative transition probability for the particular analyte line in its series
w = Fluorescence yield of the analyte line
r = Jump ratio at the absorption
μ

ρ

= mass-absorption coefficient (photoelectric part)
of the element j for the primary beam
ρ = Density of the specimen
ϕ = Incident angle of the primary beam
Ω = Solid angle of the effective aperture of the detector

ωj, rj and (µ/ρ)j: can be taken from literature and gL: set equal to 1, which requires that all
analysis line within a series are integrated. 2

(Ω/

) I0 are chosen arbitrarily as only

relative sensitivities were needed for the method of Internal Standardization. The sensitivity of
the internal standard can be given as;
=

(2.63)

From above equations sensitivity of an element is related to the sensitivity of internal
standard as
=

∗

∗

( .

)

As in TXRF analysis, we use relative sensitivity for the quantification of the
concentration of different elements present in the sample. For determination of relative
sensitivities, standard solutions (Merck, Aldrich, etc.) of multi-elements or single elements are
chosen and relative sensitivity is calculated as
=

=

∗

( .
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)

Experimental as well as theoretical investigation proved the absence of matrix effects if
“Infinitely Thin” sample were analysed. Internal standardization by a single standard element
which is added to the sample in known concentration CIS. All unknown concentration Ci of the
other analyte can be calculated by:
=

∗

∗

=

∗

1

∗

( .

)

Thus procedure for elemental quantification is also very simple in TXRF. It is done by
adding a single internal standard to the sample. The pre-requisite for the element to be added as
an internal standard is that it should not be present in the sample. For quantification, the net
intensities of the analyte and internal standard peak need to be determined. Besides this, the
relative sensitivity has to be pre-calculated for each element with respect to the added internal
standard. The mode of excitation along with applied voltage, current, Monochromator as well as
geometry has to be fixed for a fixed set of relative sensitivity values and any alteration requires a
new calibration. As the relative sensitivity values remain constant for a particular set of
instrumental parameters, these values can be used for quantification of elements in samples
irrespective of their matrices. Internal standardization based method for TXRF quantification is
very simple and reliable. Generally, rare elements which are not usually present as contaminants
are chosen as internal standards.
2.9. TXRF System used in Present Study:
In the present studies, a GNR makes TXRF spectrometer TX-2000 (Figure 2.30- 2.33)
was used for the analysis. It can be operated in total reflection as well as conventional XRF i.e.
45o/45o geometry. The spectrometer is equipped to use single (Mo) or dual (Mo-W) target X-ray
tubes for excitation (Figure 2.33). The dual target tubes can be tuned to allow Mo-Kα, W Lα and
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W Lβ beam to fall on the sample for excitation without changing the X-ray tube. Mo-Kα can
efficiently excite medium and high atomic number elements K and L lines and W Lβ can excite K
lines of low Z elements. Automatic switching of primary beam (MoKα, WLα/Lβ) is done using
double anode Mo/W X-ray tube, based on innovative software. Required energy is selected using
a high reflectivity of 80% (MoKα, WLα/Lβ) multilayer (Figure 2.33). These high power X-ray
tubes are cooled using a water chiller. The spectrometer is usually operated at a voltage and
current of 40 kV and 30 mA, respectively. The sample chamber consists of twelve sample
positions (Figure 2.31). So twelve samples can be loaded simultaneously and measured
sequentially. The characteristic X-rays emitted from the sample were detected with a Peltiercooled Silicon Drift Detector with an energy resolution of 124eV FWHM @ Mn Kα with
shaping time 1µs (Figure 2.32). Distance between the sample and the detector (mounted to the
axis normal plane of the sample) is minimal. In this position the detector is also completely out
of the primary beam, as the angle between the incident and the reflected beams is so large. The
spectrometer is fully automated and you can control different total reflection conditions for
different energies from the PC, using stepping-motors moving monochromator and tube shield
and MS Windows software.
The X-ray spectra were acquired and processed by computer programs TXRFACQ-32
and EDXRF-32, respectively, provided with the instrument. EDXRF32 is an XRF spectra
evaluation and quantitative analysis program for both total reflection and traditional XRF
geometry. The program EDXRF32 analyses the TXRF spectra by nonlinear least-squares fitting
based on the Marquardt algorithm. The elements are determined by means of the total areas of
their characteristic X-ray lines and the instrumental calibration by means of standard solutions
with known certified elemental concentrations.
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Figure 2.30: TX2000 TXRF instrument used in the present study

Figure 2.31: Front view: Multi-Sample Holder
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Figure 2.32: High-Resolution SDD Detector

Figure 2.33: Back view: Step motors plus optical encoders assure a high angular
accuracy
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As in TXRF analysis sample is required liquid form so in case of the solid sample it needs
to be taken in liquid form. Below (Figure 2.34) is the different step in the preparation of the
sample for TXRF measurement;

Sample for
TXRF
Measurement

Liquid
Samples

Solid
Samples

Dissolve or
digest in acid,
water or solvent

Suspend in water of
solvent

Aliquot taken
for Analysis

Aliquot taken
for Analysis

Microanalysis:
put directly on
sample support

Take a aliquot

Figure 2.34: Sample processing in TXRF analysis

The internal standard is added to aliquot and the solution was homogenised on a shaker.
A 2-10
10 ul of sample is pipette out on sample carrier and after drying under IR lamp kept for
analysis (Fig 2.35)
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Figure 2.35
35: Preparation
aration of sample for TXRF measurement

Figure 2.36: TXRF Spectrum of multi-element
multi
standards (ICP-IV)
IV) excited by MoKα
beam
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Figure 2.37: TXRF Spectrum of multi-element standards (ICP-IV)
IV) excited by WL
WLβ beam
Figure 2.36 and Figure 2.37 above showed the TXRF Spectrum of multi
multi-element
standards with 50 ppm concentration excited by MoKα and WLβ beam respectively. The
standard was prepared by dilution of Merck ICP-IV
ICP IV reference standard. The spectrum was
recorded for 300 seconds and considering Ga as the internal standard concentration of remaining
element was estimated. The figure showed the comparison
comparison of expected concentration with an
observed concentration of different elements.
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Figure 2.38: Comparison of expected and observed concentration in the multi-element
standard
The concentration of elements present in the standard is evaluated using calibration and
sensitivity provided with the instrument and the results were found to be within 10% of the
relative error. The precision of the measurement of the concentration of each element was
calculated as a relative standard deviation and found within 5%. The observed concentrations of
elements which are present in the environment as aerosol and water contaminants e.g. Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu and Zn were found in comparatively larger concentrations. The determination of elements in
part per billion (ppb) concentration range with the precision and accuracy required clean room
conditions.
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CHAPTER 3
STUDY AREA “MUMBAI HARBOUR BAY (MHB)” AND
SAMPLING
3.1. Introduction

The coastal zone represents that part of the land affected by its proximity to the sea and
that part of the ocean affected by its proximity to the land. The coastal zone, extending from the
coastal planes to the outer edge of the continental shelves, matches the approximately the region
that has been alternately flooded and exposed during the sea level fluctuations of the late
Quaternary period. The coastal region houses 60% of the human population throughout the
world occupies 18% of the surface of the globe. This region also houses two-thirds of the world
cities with a population of 1.6 million people are located. It also supplies approximately 90 % of
world fish catch and 75% to 90 % of global sink of suspended river load and its associates.

Pollution in India in different aquatic environment arises from land-based sources,
industrial and domestic waste, agricultural runoff and associated shipbuilding, breaking and
port activities are becoming increasingly significant. The crops of recently started, coastally
located industries use seawater as a source and coastal domain as a sink of altered seawater
(e.g. composition, temperature and density). These pose newer, more direct threats to sensitive
eco-areas. The first compilation of the type and quantum of a pollutant into the coastal
ecosystem of India [217] are given in Table 3.1 (below):
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Table 3.1: Quantum of a pollutant into the coastal ecosystem of India
Sr. No.

Input/pollutant

Quantum – Annual

1

Sediment

1600 million ton

2

Industrial effluents

50 x 106 m3

3

Sewage largely untreated

0.41 x 109 m3

4

Garbage and other solids

34 x 106 ton

5

Fertilizer residue

5 x 106

6

Synthetic detergents residue

1,30,000 ton

7

Petroleum hydrocarbon (Tar bull residue)

3,500 ton

8

Mining

rejects,

dredged

spoils

and

sand 0.2 x 106 ton

extractions

These have brought alarming levels of contaminants surrounding the many coastal and
harbour cities of the world aquatic regions due to various anthropogenic discharges. In the
case of the creek ecosystem, it became more critical due to its landlocked and relatively
stagnant nature. The trace and toxic elements such as Cu, Fe, Pb, and Zn etc. are brought into
the coastal zone in the form of dissolved and particulate fluxes from industrial effluents,
sewerage discharge from the city and due to chemical weathering. Though it has been
established that surface water is the most obvious medium of pollution assessment, pollutant
concentration in sediments provides a more stable means of obtaining an indication of the
state of associated water. Sediments can also serve as sorbents or concentrators for various
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inorganic and organic chemicals.

The evaluation of the possible interactions of various

anthropogenic pollutants in creek sediment, therefore, assumes significant importance.
Apart from the abovementioned sources, the Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD)
is generally a significant source of fluxes of trace elements and metals to the marine
environment [78, 79]. SGD is the direct discharge of groundwater into the sea and includes recirculated sea water. It is the pathways for the freshwater and dissolved solutes from land to
marine system. Globally it is estimated that 15-20% of nutrient in sea discharged through
SGD. The SGD is important for the marine geochemical cycles of elements and can lead to
environmental deterioration of coastal zones. The assessment of SGD and its impact is much
more difficult compared to a river discharge as there is no single gauge to these fluxes to the
sea. Therefore a reliable and refined method is required to measure these fluxes.
Mumbai (latitude 180 53’ to 190 04’ N; longitude 720 48’ to 720 53’ E) is heavily
populated industrial island city on the West coast of India (Fig. 3.1). Mumbai is surrounded by
coastal marine environment comprising of the Arabian Sea to the west and a number of
tidal inlets around it such as the Thane creek, Back Bay, Mahim creek, Versova creek, Ulhas
estuary and the Bassein creek.
This city has a high humid climate with an annual average relative humidity of more
than 60% [218]. The climate of Mumbai is highly influenced by the Arabian Sea. Generally,
May is the hottest month of the year and the average temperature ranges between 32°C and
40 °C. January is the coldest month and the average temperature is about 18°C. The sediment
samples have highest percentage of particle size <63µm, followed by fraction belonging to
>63µm. The average percentage composition of size fractions <63µm and >63µm are 71.83%
and 28.17% respectively, indicating clay-silt texture of the sediment. The underlying rock of
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the region is composed of black deccan basalt. The present study carried out in a bay near
Mumbai, known as Mumbai Harbour Bay (MHB) which separate mainland from the city.
3.2. Mumbai Harbour Bay
Mumbai Harbour Bay (MHB) is located on the west coast of India (Figure 3.1). The
bay is a triangular mass of brackish water which opens to the Arabian Sea in the South and
the narrow end is fed by freshwater Ulhas River in the north. The Panvel River flows into
the bay from the eastern mainland [219–221].

Figure 3.1: Mumbai and Mumbai Harbour Bay (MHB)
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The average area of water surface of the bay is about 215 km2 at high tide level and
about 160 Km2 at low tide level. The total volume of water at mean sea-level as calculated
from the surrounding area is 9.1 x 1011litres [ 2 1 9 , 2 2 0 ] . The average tidal volume is
4.8 x 1011 litres [219]. The bay is subjected to wave actions and semi-diurnal tides.
3.2.1. Trans Thane Creek
The narrower, northern part of the bay is called Thane Creek lies between the city of
Thane and the Arabian Sea at Trombay before (north to line AB) the Gharapuri islands. The
creek (Fig 3.1.) is a triangular mass of brackish waters and widens out in the south. The creek
has extensive mudflats along the intertidal zone on both banks. Lack of vegetation and extensive
development, which includes surface quarrying for the construction materials, provides a large
amount of lithogenic flux into the Thane creek. The creek area is rich in benthic organisms
which are frequently harvested and consumed by locals. The bay has abundant mudflats and
good coverage of mangroves; however, in recent years the mangrove areas are being intensively
targeted for dumping garbage, disposal of sewage and also overexploited by salt industries,
fishing, navigation and recreational activities.
Industrial complexes, including the textile mills of south and central Mumbai, the
petrochemical, fertilizer and thermal plants at North Mumbai, the pharmaceutical and chemical
complexes of Mulund, the engineering and metallurgical units at Thane and newly developed
industrial belt of Thane-Belapur region which is about 20 km long and 2 km wide with an
average area of 2650 hectares surrounds the creek.
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3.2.2. Various discharges and water movement in the bay
Along the east and west sides of the bay, many industrial units like textile mills of
South and Central Mumbai, the petrochemical, fertilizer, thermal plants, the pharmaceutical
and chemical industries. MHB also houses ports thus witnesses the intense movement of cargo
ships and often various mishaps have taken place resulted in released contaminants in water. In
the past, the only source of wastewater to the bay was from domestic discharge. But in recent
years, development of nearby areas for residential purposes and industrial complexes has
resulted in increasing level of pollution in the bay. The creek ecosystem of bay known as Thane
Creek, houses a number of major, medium and small scale industrial units largely involved in
the manufacture, storage and use of chemicals, petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals and fine
chemical products, pesticide formulation, etc. Of the 1800 odd industries registered in the area,
nearly 50 could be termed as major and the rest classified as small and medium scale. The
effluent discharges both treated and untreated are let into the creek. The discharges from the
western side of the city are dominated by the sewerage and industrial effluents. Industrial
complexes, including the textile mills of South and Central Mumbai, the petrochemical,
fertilizer and thermal plants at Chembur, the pharmaceutical and chemical complexes at Vikroli,
Bhandup and Mulund, the engineering and metallurgical units of Thane-Belapur region
surround the creek and discharge their toxic effluents into it. The Mumbai harbour in the west
and the new Navy Seaport in the east, handling more than 30 million tones yr-1, additionally
contribute to the pollutants to the creek by way of leakage and spill. Being landlocked with very
few freshwater inlets and a large amount of sewerage and industrial effluent discharges, the
creek is relatively stagnant.
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Apart from these industrial and domestic discharges in the bay following sources also
contributes to the total discharge and responsible for water movement in the bay is caused by
the following factors:
1. Tidal water
2. Riverine input
3. Freshwater input during Monsoon
4. Input from submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)
Of these four, rivers contribute a small fraction towards the movement of water in the bay
as compared to the factor caused by the volume of tidal water (4.8 x 1011 litres). SGD was not
studied till date in the present study area. As far as rain on land is concerned, Mumbai receives
annual rainfall from 1800 mm to 2400 mm with an average value of 2170 mm. More than 95%
of the annual rainfall occurs during the four months period of June to September due to
southwest monsoon winds. Discharges during the monsoon do not affect the tidal curves, as
these are small compared to the tidal volume. However, the flow into the bay by the first two
factors during the monsoon causes a considerable renewal of water in the bay.
3.2.3. Tidal flow patterns and dilution
Three major streams (Figure 3.2) are noticeable during both high and low tides:
1. Stream flowing near the Trombay shore
2. Stream flowing near the Elephanta shore (middle stream)
3. Stream flowing between Elephanta and Nhava Island
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Figure 3.2: General direction of ebb current in MHB [219]
During high tides, water flowing near Trombay shore and near Elephanta and Nhava
moves mainly into the creeks to the east of the bay. The pattern of water movement and
dilution availability in the bay was determined in 1959 with a tracer discharge. A total of 4Ci
of

24

Na were dissolved in 180000 L of seawater and discharged through a pipeline at the peak

of high tide for about 30 hrs. The movement of radioactivity was traced with underwater probes
and dilution was measured in water samples collected at various intervals. The observations
were:
a. Discharged radioactivity returned to the outfall on the reversal of the tide,
b. There was an immediate dilution by factors of 104- 105 for a 0.3 L/s
c. Discharge Patches of radioactivity remained close to the shore
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In a second experiment conducted, 20Ci

42

K dissolved in 810000 L of seawater were

released in 3 hrs through the outfalls (700 L.s-1 ) at low tide. Observations confirmed the earlier
pattern of dilution and tidal oscillations. Most of the earlier studies carried out in this region
have focused more on the main channel of the estuary (Ulhas) or larger creeks (Thane),
especially near major industrial units [222–225].
3.3. Sample Collection from Study area
In the proposed study requirement was to carry out marine sampling in MHB using hired
motorboat. It was ensured that boat was suitable to carry out activities in the field related to
sampling, storing, providing sample support system and transportation for various matrices of the
environment. Initially, the sampling in MHB was carried out in the using a small boat powered
by engine motors (Figure 3.3). The boat was not suitable for deep-sea sampling.
Thus, we hired a sampling vessel with approximately 7.0 m monohull (Figure 3.4)
powered by twin 125HP, 2 stroke outboard engines with trailer and tow vehicle (4WD) and a
maximum speed is 28 knots. The boat was registered with Maharashtra Maritime Board,
Mercentile Marine Department, Govt. of India or competent authority for operation as a safe
commercial workplace. The vessel was certified for operations up to 15 nautical miles offshore
enabling access to the edge of the continental shelf off Mumbai coast and can carry a maximum
of 6 persons. The boat had additional dinghy of approx. 3 meters powered by a 30hp 2 stroke
outboard motor. The boat was equipped with safety equipment including life jackets, flares, Vsheet, whistle, torch, horn, life buoys, radio, charts, bucket & lanyard, compass, anchor, fire
extinguisher, ice slabs, small refrigerator, ice box, etc.
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Figure 3.3: Small motor boat used for sampling

In the coastal zone, the sea floor type can change greatly over small distances. A precise
and reproducible positioning of the sampling location was insured which was adequate for
scientific studies. Samples must be collected and analyzed replicate cores at key stations to
establish the extent of variability over small spatial scales. The aim was to observe the variability
primarily due to real field variability and not to variations in ship navigation. The ship’s
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navigator had the knowledge to record
record the precise latitude and longitude of the sampling site and
be able to reposition at the desired sampling site
.

Figure 3.4: Boat (with small dinghy) used for the sampling

The different environmental samples (surface seawater, groundwater, suspended
sediment and sediment core) were collected from a different location from Mumbai Harbour Bay
(MHB) and some part of Arabian Sea as shown in Figure 3.2. The surface water was collected to
estimate the activity
ty concentration of

223

Ra and

224

Ra and different trace and toxic elements.

Similarly, the groundwater was collected to estimate the activity concentration of 223Ra and 224Ra
which was used for the estimation of submarine groundwater discharge. Table 3.
3.2 gives the GPS
value of the different sampling locations in the present study area.
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Table 3.2: GPS value of sampling locations in the study area
Location No.

Latitude

Longitude

1

19°11'46.01"N

72°59'07.46"E

2

19° 09'01.23"N

72°58'45.85"E

3

19°08'59.90"N

72°58'49.00"E

4

19° 08'58.18"N

72°58'54.39"E

5

19° 07'34.67"N

72°58'12.86"E

6

19° 06'36.90"N

72°58'22.20"E

7

19° 05'33.34"N

72°57'38.01"E

8

19°05'11.10"N

72°58'13.20"E

9

19° 04'09.19"N

72°58'45.56"E

10

19° 03'58.14"N

72°58'14.79"E

11

19° 04'01.80"N

72°57'21.72"E

12

19°04'03.20"N

72°57'27.00"E

13

19003’22.32” N

72057’49.78” E

14

19° 01'28.78"N

72°57'29.55"E

15

19° 01'10.46"N

72°58'15.53"E

16

19° 00'51.61"N

72°59'02.90"E

17

18°59'54.71"N

73° 01'46.38"E

18

18°59'37.40"N

72°57'27.30"E

19

18°59'54.50"N

72°55'21.79"E

20

18°57'43.82"N

72°57'27.02"E

21

18059’13.05”N

72052’58.15” E

22

18°57'31.20"N

72°55'22.20"E
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23

18°56'21.25"N

72°55'15.90"E

24

18°54'59.92"N

72°52'17.61"E

25

18°56'11.70"N

72°52'19.37"E

26

18°57'29.43"N

72°53'7.04"E

27

18°50'34.30"N

72°49'27.7"E

28

18°50'10.00"N

72°48'24.1"E

29

18°49'45.60"N

72°47'20.8"E

30

18°49'21.20"N

72°46'17.5"E

31

18°48'56.70"N

72°45'13.6"E

3.3.1. Collection of Surface seawater for Radium Analysis:
In MHB the surface water (1 m deep from the surface) was collected onboard the ship
using submersible pumps. Initially, water was run for a few minutes before collecting. The
delayed coincidence counting method has extremely low background 0.03 dpm and .0003 dpm
for 224Ra and 223Ra respectively. The limit of quantification for a counting system is estimated as:
= 10

√

Considering counting time 2 hrs the limit of quantification for

224

Ra is 0.3 dpm. Thus

considering only counting uncertainty (error), samples with 0.3 dpm activity can be measured
with delayed coincidence counter. But, the uncertainty propagation in the estimation involves all
the parameters e.g. counting time, decay time, counts in the each channel etc. as discussed in
Chapter 2. Taking all the parameters, Garcia et al. [183] has shown that the uncertainty in
estimation decreases exponentially with sample volume and it is not impossible to achieve
uncertainty better than 4%. The limit is due to the propagation of uncertainties from other
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parameters like efficiency, background and others. The activity range of

224

Ra in Mumbai

Harbour Bay) was in the range of 15-50 dpm.100L-1 and in Arabian Sea was 7-20 dpm.100L-1.
Considering activity concentrations range in the study area and error about 10%, about 60 liters
and 100 liters from bay and Arabian Sea was collected. Representative Sampling reflects
releases, distribution and concentration of radionuclides. Techniques involve passage of water
through filters to remove particulate matter followed by pre-concentration on MnO2 coated
acrylic fiber as described below.
3.3.1.1. Preparation of MnO2 Coated acrylic fiber:
A heating bath attached with a temperature controller unit and an (Resistance
Temperature Detector) RTD Pt 100 temperature sensor is assembled (Figure 3.5) for the
preparation of MnO2 coated acrylic fiber. The system was tested for leakage and heating of
water at desired temperature for a time period of 4 days. The acrylic fiber was allowed to soak in
a water bath overnight. The fiber was rinsed with distilled water for 20 minutes. The fiber was
then allowed to soak in 0.1 M NaOH and 1M HCl solution sequentially, for half an hour and then
rinsed with distilled water. A saturated solution of KMnO4 was prepared and the fiber was
allowed to soak in the solution at about 60 0C for 3 days. KMnO4 was converted to MnO2 as per
following reaction equation:

3Mn2+ + MnO4- + 2H2O ↔ 5MnO2 + 4H+

The MnO2 formed in-situ is attached to the acrylic fiber. The filters were rinsed with distilled
water until the Mn stops running off the fibers (until rinsing water is clear). The MnO2 coated
fibers were dried and kept in zip lock plastic bags, ready for use.
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Figure 3.5: Heating bath assembly for preparation of MnO2 coated fiber
3.3.1.2. Adsorption of Ra on MnO2 fiber:
Surface molecules of solid complexes are subjected to imbalances of their chemical
forces or surface energy. This dispersed solid phase
phase tends to lower its surface energy by reducing
its surface area or by adsorbing adjacent molecules and ions dispersed in the liquid phase [226].
Those solids having as their sole constituents one or more metallic
metallic cations combined with the
elements of water, hydrogen and oxygen, known as hydrous metal oxides. This group includes
metal oxide, metal hydroxide and metal oxy-hydroxides
oxy hydroxides that are at least partially hydrated.
Hydrous metal oxides have been found to exhibit
exhibit rapid adsorption of cations (([227]. In recent
years, many researchers have applied metal oxides for the adsorption of heavy metals from water
systems [228–230]. Hydrous manganese
manganese oxide belongs to those metal oxides thought as natural
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scavengers of heavy metals in water systems. Manganese oxide has the large surface area,
microporous structure, and OH functional groups capable of reacting with metals and other
specifically sorbing ions, thus hydrous manganese oxide can strongly interact with a number of
chemical species, and hence it is a good adsorbent in aqueous environments [231].
The point of zero charge value of hydrous manganese oxide is about 1.5 – 4.5, thus it is a
kind of surface acidic oxides and the charge of the hydrous oxide depends on the pH of the
medium. Normally, manganese oxide is used as an adsorbent to remove heavy metals from
wastewater as the surface charge of is generally negative [232]. The fine particle size of pure
hydrous manganese oxide is very difficult to separate from the water phase or to infiltrate
through. Therefore, pure hydrous manganese oxide is not favourable as a filter media. However,
coating manganese oxide on some media surface improves the solid-liquid separation and thus
provides a good adsorbent for heavy metals from wastewater.
The minerals typically occur as thin layers of fine-grained and poorly crystalline
mixtures. It has been concluded that for manganese oxides, the predominant minerals are
manganese (IV) related to the terrestrial minerals todorokite, birnessite and nsutite. Disordered
phases showing only short-range crystallographic order include δ-MnO2 and hydrated ferric
oxyhydroxide polymer (incipient goethite) [233]. The manganese oxides have more variable
mineralogy compared to other oxides such as aluminium or iron oxides, since it may contain
Mn3+ and Mn2+ besides Mn4+ and for the charge balancing foreign ions as Li, Na, K, Ca, Ba, Al
and Fe are easily accommodated in the structure. Thus, manganese oxides are normally nonstoichiometric compounds [234]. The radium is present as Ra2+ in the saline water which has
high affinity to MnO2. Thus passing the seawater through MnO2-fiber at flow rate less than 1
liter per minute Ra got adsorbed quantitatively.
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3.3.1.3. Pre-concentrated of Radium on MnO2 fiber from seawater in the laboratory:
Initially, we used to bring about 60 litres of seawater to the laboratory and radium from
seawater were pre-concentrated as shown in Figure 3.6. Seawater was pumped from 1st bucket
through two pre-filter to 2nd bucket. Then filtered seawater was passed through MnO2 fiber using
the peristaltic pump.

Figure 3.6: Radium Pre-concentration on MnO2 fiber system in the Laboratory
3.3.1.4. Design and Fabrication of in-situ pre-concentration sampling assembly:
The above process required transportation of seawater from field to lab which needs lots
of manpower. A small sampling assembly was designed and fabricated to have in-situ preconcentration of radium from seawater. Figure 3.7 shows the schematic diagram of the sampling
assembly used in the present study. The seawater was allowed to passed initially though prefilter (0.5 µm) with help of submersible pump to remove suspended particles and silt load.
Filtered seawater then passes through a column containing manganese impregnated acrylic fiber
(~25 g dry weight) at the flow rate less than 1 lpm (~ 0.8 lpm). This flow rate allows the
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quantitative adsorption of Ra onto the MnO2-fiber [184].. Figure 3.8 gives the picture of MnO2
fiber, Sample holder, Pre-filter
filter and sampling assembly during their use during sampling.

Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the in-situ
in
pre-concentration
concentration assembly

3.3.1.5. Sampling Locations covered during different sampling trips
Most
ost recent and detailed nautical charts available for the region of interest were taken
into account for the design of field trips.
trips Due consideration was given to likely sources of
sediments and contaminants, such as rivers, municipal sewage or industrial outfalls, etc. The
Table 3.3 gives the area covered during the sampling trips.
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Fiber Holder

Holder filled
with fiber

MnO2-Fiber

Pre-filter

Sampling
Assembly

Figure 3.8: MnO2 fiber, Sample holder, Pre-filter and sampling assembly
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Table 3.3: Details of sampling trips and samples collected
Sr. No.

Trip

Time

Collection of samples

1

Trip-1

April 2016

Surface water from entire bay

2

Trip-2

March 2017

Surface water from entire bay

3

Trip-3

May 2017

Surface water from Arabian Sea

4

Trip-4

December 2017

Surface water from middle of the
creek and groundwater

Seawater samples were collected from different locations of the bay at the different time
April 2016 (trip-1), March 2017(trip-2), May 2017(trip-3) and December 2017(trip-4) as shown
in Figure 3.9(A-D). Due to the influx of water during high tide, the radium enriched creek water
can be diluted in comparison to low tide condition. Maximum samples were collected during the
mid-tide condition as mid-tide scenario represents average mixing rates [235]. The samples from
the open end of Bay and the Arabian Sea at equidistance of 2 km towards open sea were
collected during the sampling trip-3(Fig. 3.9C). During the sampling trip-4 (Fig. 3.9C), surface
seawater was collected only from the middle of the creek.
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Fig. 3.9A:
Trip- 1

Fig. 3.9B
Trip-2
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Fig. 3.9C
Trip-3

Fig. 3.9D
Trip-4

Figure 3.9: Sampling location covered during different sampling Ttips (1-4). Sampling
locations (

) covered during sampling trip-1, Locations covered (

sampling trip-2, Sampling locations; (
sampling trip-3 and Sampling locations (

): for surface water and

: for groundwater during

) covered during sampling trip-4
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) covered during

Figure 3.10: Piezometer groundwater sampler and groundwater sampling
3.3.2. Collection of groundwater for Radium Analysis:
The groundwater samples were collected during low tide near the locations 14 and 16 on
nearshore (Fig. 3.3D)) to find out the initial activity concentration ratio (224Ra/223Ra) during
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sampling trip-4. The sampling end (Piezometer having SS mesh) of the device is inserted into
the sediment to the desired depth (1.5-2.0 meter as per international recommendation for
groundwater) with an available extension rod. The groundwater, seeped into piezometer through
the mesh was collected using a peristaltic pump in the pre-cleaned plastic bottle (Figure 3.10).
3.3.3. Collection of Surface Water for trace and toxic elements Analysis:
To study the status of trace and toxic elements in the creek ecosystem (Thane Creek) of
MHB, seawater from the city effluent discharge side of the creek (Location 11), mid-stream
(Location 10) and Industrial side of the creek (Location 9) was collected, during the receding
period of high tide. Water samples were collected in pretreated high-density polyethylene bottles
and stored in the refrigerator as per APHA guidelines [236].
3.3.4. Collection of core sample for trace and toxic elements Analysis:
Bottom sediments consist of particles that have been transported by water, air or
glaciers from the sites of their origin in a terrestrial environment and have been deposited on the
floor of a river, lake, or ocean. In addition to these particles, bottom sediments will contain
materials precipitated from chemical and biological processes. Natural processes responsible for
the formation of bottom sediments can be altered by anthropogenic activities. Many man-made
materials have entered bodies of water through atmospheric deposition, runoff from land, or
direct discharge into the water. Most hydrophobic organic contaminants, metal compounds, and
nutrients, which enter the water, become associated with particulate matter. This particulate
matter then settles and accumulates in the bottom sediments. Under certain conditions, the
contaminants in the bottom sediments may be released back into the water or enter the food
chain. Consequently, bottom sediments are a sink as well as a source of contaminants in the
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aquatic environment. These contaminants may pose a high risk to the environment on a large
scale and hence need to be monitored at regular intervals. To understand the status of different
trace and toxic elements, a sediment core sample was collected from Airoli, Vashi and Elephanta
locations of the creek using gravity corer.
3.3.4.1. Gravity Corer
These devices are plastic tubes inside metal pipes 4-8 cm in diameter which is driven into
sediments by weights atop the pipe. The gravity types are cheap and fairly easy to deploy &
recover, but must be kept upright during retrieval to avoid disturbing the water-rich surface
layers. They collect longer sediment sections than "grabs" up to 1-2 meters for gravity types and
10-20 meters for largest piston types. However, they are too narrow to sample benthic organisms
reliably and they may not have enough sediment in 1-2 cm thick layers for all desired chemical
analyses. They do not penetrate well in sandy sediments, and because they are top-heavy with
the weight, they often tend to fall over instead of entering the sediment. The friction of sediment
against the tube walls and the 'catcher' device placed inside the tube to prevent sediment from
falling out during retrieval cause disturbances & smearing & shortening of sediment layers.
3.3.4.2. Collection of the sediment core sample
The gravity coring unit was lowered as slowly as possible into the sediments to prevent
lateral motion of the pressure wave created by the descent of the corer. The collected cores were
extruded vertically and sliced at 6.5 cm intervals. Care was taken during coring to ensure
minimum disturbance of the sediment-water interface. Sediment core samples were collected in
sealed polyethylene bags, numbered and taken to the laboratory for further processing and
analysis. Figure 3.10 shows the collection of core sample using gravity corer in the study area.
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3.3.5. Collection of Bulk mass of Suspended sediment:
The capacity of the suspended sediment to concentrate elements is higher compared to
surface sediment which makes them better indicators for detecting sources of pollution in the
marine ecosystem. The trace elements on suspended sediments show an important role in
understanding of biological and geochemical cycle in marine ecosystem. A cylindrical timeintegrated suspended sediment sampler (Figure 3.12) was used to collect the bulk mass of
suspended sediments from the locations (5, 10, 19 and 23) as discussed by Pillai et al. [237]
3.3.6. Measurement of physicochemical parameters of seawater:

The fate and transport of many anthropogenic pollutants are determined by not only
hydrological cycles but also physicochemical processes.

Thus to understand the fate and

transport of anthropogenic pollutants and the impact of human activities on natural waters, it is
important to implement to have an understanding of the physicochemical parameters of the water
system. In the present study the following water quality parameters were monitored, using
EUTECH Instrument PC650 (Figure 3.13), at each sampling locations:

• pH
• Electrical Conductivity
• Total Dissolved Solid and Salinity
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Figure 3..11: Collection of core sample using gravity corer
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Figure 3.12: Deployment of suspended sediment sampler and collection

Figure 3.13: Multi-parameter
parameter kit (EUTECH Instrument PC650)
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CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATION OF APPARENT WATER AGE AND MIXING
PROCESS IN THE CREEK ECOSYSTEM OF MUMBAI
HARBOUR BAY, INDIA

4.1. Introduction
The inflow of fresh water and desorption from freshwater particles, enrich coastal water
in some of the radionuclides and high levels of various pollutant. Rapid urbanization, large-scale
industrialization and uncontrolled sprawling settlements around many coastal and harbour cities
of the world brought an alarming level of pollution to the surrounding marine ecosystem. It
becomes all the more critical in case of creek ecosystem due to its landlocked and relatively
stagnant nature. The evaluation of possible interaction and behaviour of various anthropogenic
pollutants in any creek system have significant importance. The distributions of the naturally
occurring radionuclide, nutrients, trace and toxic elements are subjected to chemical differences
between coastal and offshore water. The distributions also depend on how fast the sea water in
the creek is transported to open sea. The removal or circulation of the creek can provide insights
into mobility of contaminants in the creek. The flushing rate, residence time and apparent age of
water are used to describe how long the water remains in an ecosystem. The apparent age is
defined as the time a water parcel has spent in the water body after entering the system through
one of its boundaries. The word apparent age denotes estimation of age based on radioactive
decay of radium isotopes introduced to water mass; these are not direct measurements of the age
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of the water mass itself. This type of analysis is useful for information concerning the history of
dissolved components in the water masses sampled. The residence time is defined as “the time
required for a water parcel to leave a given water body through its outlet to the sea. Both the
residence time and apparent water age would have almost similar value for a steady state
ecosystem(Moore et al., 2006). The apparent water age and resident time are controlled by many
factors including tides, basin size and geometry, prevailing winds, and inputs from terrestrial and
subsurface water.
Radium isotopes supply from the seabed, removal by radioactive decay and particle
scavenging are major process affecting the distribution in the coastal marine environment.
Desorption of Ra from suspended particles, as they pass into the salty estuarine water, is the
primary factor controlling the riverine input of Ra to the bay since increasing the ionic strength
of the water in contact with sediments reduces Kd and releases Ra into solution [239]. Increasing
the mean particle size of the sediment reduced both the exchangeable Ra concentration and the
ratio of the exchange equilibrium constants of the sodium and Ra[240]. Also, only a portion of
the total Ra associated with the sediments was in ion exchangeable form, the rest being retained
within the mineral lattice. Sediments containing abundant organic matter had lower Kd than the
same sediments after the organic matter had been removed by gentle oxidation [125].
Because of its mean life is of the order of mixing of the ocean

226

Ra is distributed

throughout the water column. The process involving particle scavenging have a more dominant
role in the distribution of Radium. Since the mean life of

228

Ra is much shorter than the vertical

ocean mixing time, its distribution is restricted to regions near its source of input, namely surface
and near-bottom waters in contact with sediments in the ocean. In addition to the long-lived
isotopes, short-lived

223

Ra and

224

Ra enter grained sediments and rivers. Because these isotopes
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are recoil products, their fluxes often exceed those parents. However, their short half-lives
restrict their penetration into the ocean and restricted in coastal area. The development of a
technique (Discussed in chapter 2) to rapidly measure the low activity of

223

Ra and

224

Ra in

sweater has opened its application to understand various processes in the coastal marine
environment.
The four naturally occurring radium isotopes (223Ra, T1/2 = 11.4 days;
days;

226

Ra, T1/2 = 1,600 years and

224

Ra, T1/2 = 3.6

228

Ra, T1/2 = 5.75 years) can be used as geochemical tracers

for variety of environmental processes; like groundwater discharge, residence time, flushing rate
and coastal water circulation pattern etc. Radium isotopes are produced by the decay of Th
parent isotopes contained on terrigenous materials. In freshwater radium is highly particle
reactive and supported by parent thorium. Mixing saltwater results in ion exchange
transformation that causes rapid desorption of radium from particle surfaces into solution. The
input of continual flux of radium in the creek from any location can result in a unique and
constant isotopic composition providing a fingerprint of the source term. Activity concentration
of radium isotopes, introduced into a marine ecosystem, influenced by both decay and mixing
provides a timescale for estuarine mixing [241]. Moore and Jackson [238] have reported the
apparent age of Okatee estuary, South Carolina using radium isotopes. Radium isotopic approach
was also used for estimating apparent water age and residence times in other estuaries such as the
Apalachicola Bay estuary in Florida [242], the Chao Phraya estuary in Thailand [243], as well as
other coastal systems(Kelly & Moran, 2002; Moore, 2000c).
The present study carried out in a creek near Mumbai city, one of the heavily populated
and industrialized cities of India. The creek known as Thane creek is part of Mumbai Harbour
Bay (MHB) and separate mainland from Mumbai city. MHB houses a large number of industry
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and ports which releases various pollutants. Apart from industrial and domestic release, the bay
witnesses the intense movement of cargo ships and often various mishaps have taken place
resulted in released contaminants in water e.g. collision of ships (Times of India, Aug 9, 2010).
4.1.1. Earlier Study in the present study area
The previous study carried in the MHB by Pillai et al. [219] to estimate the renewal rate
(residence time). The study was based on the release of tracer (4 Ci

24

Na and 20 Ci

42

K in

separate experiments) at a particular location at low tide and assumed that it was thoroughly
mixed in bay water. The concentration of tracer in the bay (Cn) after mixing with the first tidal
water may be given as:
=

= . ; ℎ

=

Eq. 4.1

Where k is constant and represents the ratio of average volume at mean sea level to the
volume at high tide. V1 is the total volume of water at mean sea level in the bay at low tide level,
Vt is the volume of tidal water in the bay, C is the concentration of an indicator in the bay at low
tide level and Cn is the concentration of the indicator after n tide cycles. As Vt= 4.8 x 1011 litres
and V1 = 9.1 x 1011 litres
=

9.1
= 0.65
4.8 + 9.1

The water renewal per tidal cycle 1-k = 0.35 or 35%. Thus 35% of the old water gets out
of the bay after a complete cycle of the high and low tide.
Similarly;
C2= kC1 = k2C

Eq. 4.2

Cn = knC = (0.65)n

Eq. 4.3
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For reducing the concentration to 10% of the initial value, the number of tidal cycles n,
will be given as:
0.1 = (0.65)n or n= 5.3 = 6
Therefore it takes 6 tidal cycles for the renewal of 90% of the old water of the bay. Pillai
et al. [219] have assumed that tidal water entering the bay gets uniformly mixed during the
period of high tide, which is a highly favourable condition for tidal renewal of bay water. Due to
the slow rate (0.28 inch per minute) of the rise in water level, the remote area of the bay tries to
adjust themselves to a slowly varying hydrostatic equilibrium. Thereby the in-coming fresh
volume of the tidal water pushes back a good part of the existing water in the bay. Thus water in
the remote areas of the bay is not readily available for thorough mixing with tidal water and as
such one would expect a poorer renewal of water than the calculations indicated. The calculation
gave an upper limit of the renewal rate in the harbour.
The main objectives of the present study were to use the short-lived radium isotope as a
tracer for:
1. The estimation of apparent water age in the creek ecosystem using Radium Age
Model and Radium Balance Approach
2. Estimation of flushing rate of creek water
3. Comparison of Radium Age Model and Radium Balance Approach
4. Estimation of horizontal dispersion coefficient
The all four naturally occurring Ra isotopes have been used for the study of the apparent
water age and various processes in the marine ecosystem. Considering the renewal rate of water
(3-4 days) in the study area, short-lived radium isotopes (224Ra and
present study.
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223

Ra) were used in the

4.1.2. Apparent Water Age of Creek Water using Radium Age Model
224

Ra and 223Ra behave conservatively and their concentration at any location will depend

on the initial concentration, mixing and decay. Mixing rate for 224Ra and 223Ra will be the same
and the observed activity can be expressed as;
=

(Eq. 4.4)

=

(Eq. 4.5)

Where

and

are the observed activity concentrations for

respectively for a particular location, at the time of sampling;
activity concentration for 224Ra and 223Ra respectively;
223

224

and

Ra and

223

Ra

are the initial

are the fraction of 224Ra and

Ra respectively available at sampling location; λ(days-1) is the decay constant and t(days) is

the time elapsed since the224Ra and

223

Ra were introduced in creek or apparent water age. The

radium age model is based on assumptions (a) Radium input is dominated by one source with
constant isotopic composition (b) No further addition of radium in the same water mass, (c) The
radium isotopes are removed only by mixing and radioactive decay[241].
From equation (4.4) and (4.5) water age (t) can be calculated as(Moore, 2000b; Xu et al.,
2013);
= ln

/(

−

)

(Eq. 4.6)

Where, ARobs refers the activity concentration ratio of the

224

Ra/223Ra at specific

sampling location and ARi represents the initial activity concentration ratio of

224

Ra/223Ra at the

source.
The radium source defined as the point where the activity concentration ratio of
224

Ra/223Ra (AR) is highest and assign the apparent water age (t=0) for that site [246, 247].
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Moore and Jackson (Moore et al., 2006) used ARi as the activity ratio in groundwater collected
from piezometer or seepage meter. Similarly, in the present study, the activity concentration ratio
of 224Ra/223Ra (AR) was analysed in the porewater collected using piezometer was considered as
ARi which corresponds to apparent water age (t=0).
4.1.3. Apparent Water Age of Creek Water using Radium Balance Approach
Radium age model assumed that radium added to water near the shore only which may
not be true for the estuaries and salt marshes known for multiple sources. In such cases apparent
age can be estimated using “Radium Balance Approach”, if the system is under steady state i.e.
loss of tracer (radium) is balanced by input from sources. In the present study considering the
creek in steady state, 224Ra and 223Ra were used to calculate the apparent water age. The addition
of radium in the creek is from the river, groundwater, sediment, waste discharges and losses are
due to mixing and radioactive decay. The radium balance approach equation for 224Ra and 223Ra
can be represented as;
F 224Ra = I 224Ra (λ224 + 1/τ)

(Eq. 4.7)

F 223Ra = I 223Ra (λ223 + 1/τ)

(Eq. 4.8)

Where F 224Ra and F 223Ra is the total flux of 224Ra and 223Ra respectively to the system,
I224Ra and I 223Ra is the total inventory of 224Ra and 223Ra respectively in the system and τ(days)
is the apparent water age of the system. Now dividing equations (4) and (5);
F(224Ra/223Ra) = I(224Ra/223Ra) ∗

(

/ )

(

/ )

(Eq. 4.9)

Where F(224Ra/223Ra) is the activity concentration ratio of
and I(224Ra/223Ra) is the activity concentration ratio of
equation (4.9) can be solved for
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224

224

Ra and

Ra and
223

223

Ra to the system

Ra in the system. The

τ=

[F(224Ra/223Ra) - I(224Ra/223Ra)]

(Eq. 4.10)

[ I(224Ra/223Ra)*λ224 - F(224Ra/223Ra)*λ223]

4.1.4. Study of Flow and Mixing of Creek Water to the offshore:
One of the objectives was to study the flow and mixing of creek water to open mouth of
the bay and the Arabian Sea. The change in concentration or activity (A) with time (t) as a
function of distance offshore (x) for a conservative radioactive tracer with a decay constant (λ)
may be expressed as a balance of advection, dispersion, and decay as follows;
=

−

− λA

(Eq. 4.11)

Kh and ω are the dispersion and advection coefficient respectively. The study conducted
earlier in the west coast of India on the distribution of radium provides evidence that dispersion
dominates over onshore advection [248]. Thus considering ω=0 and the boundary conditions (A
= A0 at x=0, A0 as x), equation (4.11) gives solution as;
A = A exp [− x

/

]

(Eq. 4.12)

Where; Ax and A0 is activity at distance x and 0 from the coast and λ= decay constant of

radioactive tracer. Thus from the plot of ln223Ra or ln224Ra as a function of distance from the
coast, Kh can be estimated from slope as;
=

/

)

(Eq. 4.13)

4.2. Study Area and Sample Collection
The study was carried out in Mumbai Harbor Bay (MHB), located on the west coast of
India (Figure 3.1). The funnel-shaped bay receives water from Panvel River, Ulhas River,
Wastewater discharges and tidal waters from the Arabian Sea. As discussed in chapter 3, the
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narrower, northern part of the bay, between the city of Thane and the Arabian Sea at Trombay
before the Gharapuri Island called as Thane Creek (Figure 3.1). The creek receives effluents
from various industries containing trace and toxic elements and acts as sinks for most of the
pollutants [249]. Seawater samples were collected from different locations of MHB at the
different time April 2016 (trip-1), March 2017(trip-2), May 2017(trip-3) and December
2017(trip-4) as discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1.5. The porewater (discharge through
sediment pores) samples were collected during low tide near the location 14 and 16 on
nearshore to find out the initial AR (224Ra/223Ra) during sampling trip-4. The samples from the
open end of Bay and the Arabian Sea at equidistance of 2 km towards open sea were collected
during the sampling trip-3 (Fig. 3.9C). Radium from seawater was pre-concentrated on MnO2
fiber using in-situ sampling assembly, as discussed in section 3.6.1.1.
Fibers samples were washed with de-ionized water to remove the sea salts and particles
as they may cause interference with the emanation of radon [244]. The samples were then
hand squeezed and partially dried using an air blower to get water/ fiber weight ratio about
1.0. The water/ fiber weight ratio (1.0-0.3) allow achieving optimal radon emanation
efficiency by having the ideal moisture content so that the maximum fraction of the produced
radon enters the circulating gas stream that passes through the counting cell [188]. Adsorption
efficiency of MnO2-fiber for radium was estimated keeping two sample holders having the
identical and equal amount of MnO2-fiber in series [250].
4.3. Measurement of 224Ra and 223Ra:
Partially dried pre-concentrated Mn fiber was kept in sampler holder and He gas was
flushed through the column, for carrying the gaseous radon isotopes (220Rn and 219Rn) produced
from 224Ra and 223Rato the scintillation cell. Alpha particles emitted from the decay of Radon and
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its daughters Polonium (Po) were detected by scintillation cell coupled to a photomultiplier tube.
The signal from PMT was routed to a total counter, Rn-219 and Rn-220 counter. The counts in
both the later counters were recorded after a certain delay interval. Any interference of counts
along with chance coincidence counts was subtracted as described by Moore and Arnold[251].
After initial

224

Ra and

223

Ra measurements, the Mn fiber samples were kept for around 4 weeks

to allow 224Ra to equilibrate with 228Th adsorbed to the Mn fiber. The samples were measured to
estimate the contribution from

228

Th.

224

Ra activity was corrected for

excess224Ra (224Raexc). In the present manuscript,

224

228

Th contribution to get

Raexc will be mentioned as

224

Ra only.

Details of method validation, quality control of measurement and calibration of Delayed
Counting system is described in Chapter 2 Section 2.31.
4.4. Result
The results of the measurement of activity concentration of

224

Ra and 223Ra (dpm/100L),

AR and apparent age of water at different locations of the creek during the sampling trips 1-4 are
shown in Table 4.1-4.4. Average AR (36.09) in porewater samples was used as ARi in equation
(4.6), to calculate the apparent water age at different locations of the creek. The trip-wise results
are discussed below:
4.4.1. Sampling in April 2016 (Trip-1):
During the trip-1, sampling up to location 26 was covered. The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity

concentration were found in the range of 22.88-51.46 dpm/100L and 1.03-2.26 dpm/100L with
average value 35.36±9.04 and 1.46±0.33dpm/100L respectively (Table 4.1). The average AR in
the creek was found to be 22.84±5.28 ranging from 16.28 to 29.46. Figure 4.1 shows a
logarithmic variation of

224

Ra &

223

Ra activity concentration against distance and it was found
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that there is no consistent trend of decreasing activity with distance in these samples, indicates
there may be multiple sources of radium in the creek.
Table 4.1: Activity concentration of

224

Ra and

223

Ra (dpm/100L), AR and apparent age

of water at different locations for sampling trip-1(April-2016)
Location

Activity

Activity

No.

of 224Ra*

of 223Ra*

1

1

37.15

1.62

22.93

3.54

2

2

51.46

2.26

22.77

3.59

3

4

49.99

1.42

35.20

0.19

4

5

39.80

1.21

32.89

0.72

5

6

43.01

1.74

24.72

2.95

6

8

32.00

1.35

23.70

3.28

7

9

30.35

1.03

29.47

1.58

8

10

33.75

1.42

23.77

3.26

9

12

97.29

2.09

46.55

-

10

14

35.19

1.36

25.88

2.60

11

15

24.74

1.52

16.28

6.21

12

16

34.96

1.73

20.21

4.52

13

17

21.83

0.61

35.79

0.07

14

19

22.88

1.17

19.56

4.78

15

20

24.44

1.11

22.02

3.85

16

22

22.84

1.85

12.35

9.59

17

24

18.89

1.66

11.38

8.85

18

25

19.96

0.84

23.76

3.81

19

26

17.74

0.79

22.46

4.33

Sr. No

AR

Age**
(days)

* The average error for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement is 7% and 12% respectively.
** Average error in apparent water age is 33%.
Radium activities concentrations were found lower towards the fresh water mixing zone
i.e. where the rivers, a tributary to the creek ecosystem meets. This could be due to partial
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depletion of radium isotopes bound to particles in the mixing zone. Higher activity concentration
of

224

Ra was observed at locations 2, 4 and 12 compare to other locations could be due to

intrusion of reused seawater from salt pan and surface water in the creek ecosystem. As we move
deeper in the creek from the brink the activity concentration of radium decreases as observed at
sampling locations 14, 15 and 16. This is due to dilution and decay of the radium contributed
from groundwater to the creek. Compare location 9, a higher activity concentration of Ra at
corresponding middle location 10 was observed indicating higher influence of intrusion of water
from salt pan discharging at location 12. Higher values of AR indicate dominance the
contribution of recent water in the creek ecosystem. The lower activity ratio may be attributed to
aging of the water mass in creek.

1.0
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ln( Ra activity conc.)

(2b)

3.6

0.5

0.0

223

3.0

ln(

224

Ra activity conc.)

(2a)

0
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Figure 4.1: Variation of ln(Ra activity concentration) as a function of distance in the creek for
the sampling trip-1

4.4.2. Sampling in March 2017 (Trip-2):
The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration were found in the range of 17.58-34.22

dpm/100L and 0.83-1.49 dpm/100L with average value 25.62±4.95 and 1.14±0.18dpm/100L
respectively (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2: Activity concentration of

224

Ra and

223

Ra (dpm/100L), AR and apparent age

of water at different locations for sampling trip-2 (March-2017)
Location

Activity

Activity

No.

of 224Ra*

of 223Ra*

1

5

26.54

1.2

22.12

3.82

2

8

20.54

1.13

18.18

5.35

3

9

27.18

0.92

29.54

1.56

4

10

23.85

1.14

20.92

4.25

5

11

25.66

1.24

20.69

4.34

6

13

17.58

0.83

21.18

4.16

7

14

34.22

1.49

22.97

3.53

8

15

21.43

1.07

20.03

4.59

9

19

30.03

1.12

26.81

2.32

10

21

29.16

1.28

22.78

3.59

11

20

27.47

1.34

20.50

4.41

12

24

18.28

1.00

18.28

5.31

13

25

16.88

0.93

18.15

5.36

14

26

12.69

0.80

15.86

6.41

Sr. No

AR

Age**
(days)

* The average error for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement is 7% and 12% respectively.
** Average error in apparent water age is 29%.

The average AR in the creek was found to be 22.52±3.35 having a range from 18.18 to
29.54. There is no consistent trend of decreasing activity with distance for
samples Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Variation of ln(Ra activity concentration) as a function of distance in the creek for
the sampling trip-2
4.4.3. Sampling in May 2017 (Trip-3):
Table 4.3 gives the value of activity concentration, AR and age at a different location in
open end of the bay and the Arabian Sea. The age was calculated using the average activity
concentration ratio of

224

Ra and

223

Ra in the creek as source value. The sampling point 18 was

considered as a reference point for the measurement of distance (Table 4.3) towards the open
sea. The assumption is based on maximum activity [246, 247] as beyond this points activity is
gradually decreasing and there is no major source of radium towards the open sea. The 224Ra and
223

Ra activity concentration towards the open sea were found in the range of 7.66-20.56

dpm/100L and 0.52-1.1 dpm/100L with an average value of 13.11±4.73 dpm/100L and
0.77±0.19 dpm/100L respectively.
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Table 4.3: Activity concentration of

224

Ra and

223

Ra (dpm/100L) in seawater samples

collected from the open end of the bay and the Arabian Sea for sampling trip-3
Activity
of 223Ra*
1.10

AR

1

Location Activity
of 224Ra*
24
20.56

18.69

Distance
(km)
6

Age**
(days)
1.23

2

25

18.42

0.89

20.70

8.5

0.43

3

26

15.22

0.80

19.03

11

1.09

4

27

12.97

0.83

15.63

20

2.62

5

28

12.43

0.63

19.73

22

0.81

6

29

8.05

0.52

15.48

24

2.70

7

30

7.66

0.57

13.45

26

3.80

8

31

9.58

0.78

12.28

28

4.51

Sr. No.

* The average error for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement is 7% and 12% respectively.
** Average error in apparent water age is 34%.
4.4.4. Sampling in December 2017 (Trip-4):
The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration in porewater at location 14 were found to be

95.50 and 2.65 dpm/100L with AR value 36.02 (Table 4.4). Similarly, the

224

Ra and

223

Ra

activity concentration in porewater at location 16 were found to be 131.54 and 3.64 dpm/100L
with AR value 36.16. The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration in the creek was found in the

range of 21.40-29.49 dpm/100L and 1.28-1.47dpm/100L with an average of 26.69±3.48 and
1.38±0.08 dpm/100L respectively. The average AR in the creek was found in the range of 14.56
to 23.04 with an average 20.52±3.58. There is no consistent trend of activity with distance for
224

Ra & 223Ra in samples Figure 4.3, indicating diffused sources of radium in the creek.
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Table 4.4: Activity concentration of 224Ra and 223Ra (dpm/100L), AR and apparent age
of water at different locations for sampling trip-4 (December-2017)
Location

Activity

Activity

No.

of 224Ra*

of 223Ra*

1

14

95.50

2.65

36.02

Porewater

2

16

131.54

3.64

36.16

Porewater

3

3

23.71

1.39

22.93

3.54

4

7

28.00

1.25

22.40

3.72

5

10

28.29

1.28

22.10

3.83

6

15

23.50

1.47

15.99

7.08

7

18

27.27

1.44

18.94

5.03

Sr. No

AR

Age**
(days)

(4b)
Ra activity concentration)

(4a)
3.4

0.36

0.30

223

3.2

ln(

224

ln( Ra activity concentration)

* The average error for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement is 7% and 12% respectively.
** Average error in apparent water age is 33%.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of ln(Ra activity concentration) as a function of distance in the creek for
the sampling trip-4
4.4.5. Physico-Chemical Parameter
During sampling Physico-chemical parameters (viz. pH, Conductivity, Total Dissolved
Solid (TDS) and Salinity) were measured.
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Table 4.5: Physico-Chemical Parameter in Mumbai Harbour Bay
Location No.

pH

Conductivity (mS)

TDS (ppt)

Salinity (ppt)

1

7.78

36.80

31.90

26.20

2

7.66

37.10

26.80

22.40

3

7.54

38.40

28.00

21.30

4

7.69

39.40

28.00

21.80

5

7.47

39.80

28.10

23.90

6

7.39

39.20

27.80

22.70

7

7.50

39.80

28.40

24.10

8

7.35

40.40

28.30

21.30

9

7.76

39.40

27.80

21.90

10

7.29

37.20

26.50

21.60

11

7.68

39.40

28.00

21.30

12

7.58

47.20

33.50

27.50

13

7.62

37.40

26.70

21.80

14

7.67

37.90

26.90

22.00

15

7.49

41.50

29.40

24.20

16

7.64

50.48

33.02

24.73

17

7.53

49.28

32.15

24.14

18

7.42

46.18

29.81

22.59

19

7.65

39.40

27.80

22.80

20

7.76

48.20

34.10

28.30

21

7.75

52.30

37.10

31.60

22

7.73

47.50

33.70

28.00

23

7.54

48.30

33.30

27.90

24

7.42

47.90

35.60

28.60

25

7.39

49.10

34.80

29.00

26

7.50

51.40

36.40

30.50

43.11±5.28

30.53±3.40

24.70±3.19

Average

7.57±0.14
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The average, conductivity, TDS and salinity in the Mumbai Harbour Bay was found to be
7.57±0.14, 43.11±5.28, 30.53±3.40 and 24.70±3.19 respectively Table 4.5 (Above). The average,
conductivity, TDS and salinity in the Arabian Sea was found to be 7.61±0.17, 58.07±4.21,
38.58±3.10 and 29.34±1.00 respectively Table 4.6 (Below).
Table 4.6: Physico-Chemical Parameter in Arabian Sea
Location No.

pH

Conductivity (mS)

TDS (ppt)

Salinity (ppt)

27

7.65

51.48

33.70

29.60

28

7.71

56.72

37.58

27.79

29

7.32

61.59

41.02

30.18

30

7.74

58.99

39.33

28.97

31

7.62

61.58

41.26

30.16

Average

7.61±0.17

58.07±4.21

38.58±3.10

29.34±1.00

4.5. Discussion
4.5.1. Apparent Age by Radium Age Model:
The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration for porewater samples vary at the sampling

locations but the AR value is very well in agreement at different locations, indicates similar
source is contributing in the creek. Average AR value obtained in porewater samples collected
using piezometer was considered as ARi for the calculation of the apparent water age. The
apparent water age at different locations for sampling trip-1, trip-2 and trip-4 were calculated
using equation (4.6) and found in the range of 1.58-6.21days, 1.56-5.35 days and 3.50-7.08 days
respectively. The average apparent age of creek water for sampling trip-1, trip-2 and trip-4 were
found 3.65±1.22 days, 3.81±1.10 days and 4.51±1.51 days respectively. The relative error in
individual estimate, based on error propagation was found to be about 35%. The average error in
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the apparent water age based on the standard deviation of the results was found to be about 32%.
The sample from location 17 shows the small value of age which reflects discharge of fresh input
at this location. At location 3 and 4, obtained AR value was found comparable to that of
porewater. The comparatively higher average value of activity concentration observed in samples
collected from the narrow end of the creek signified the input from Ulhas River. The sampling
location towards the open end of the bay showed higher apparent water age. It was observed that
apparent water age increases as one move towards the open mouth of the bay (trip-4). Lower
value at location 18 compared to that of location 15 may be attributed to the contribution of fresh
water. The lower average AR for sampling trip-4 compare to sampling trips 1 and 2 may be
attributed to the effect of the sampling site as during trip-4 samples only from the middle creek
was considered.
4.5.2. Apparent Age by Radium Balance Approach:
Sampling at different time intervals indicates no temporal variation in the distribution of
radium isotopes throughout the bay. Higher average activity concentration was found during
sampling Trip-1 compared to other trips could be due to reduced freshwater discharge during
summer. Sampling in pre-monsoon (trip-2) and post-monsoon (trip-4) of the same year showed
no significant variation in the activity ratio. The small differences observed are thought to be
influenced more by site location than seasonal change. This indicates the bay is in steady state
i.e. loss of tracer (radium) is balanced by input from different sources. The radium mass balance
approach (Eq. 4.10) was used to calculate the overall average apparent age of creek water.
The average value of AR (22.59) from sampling trips 1 and 2 was taken as I(224Ra/223Ra).
Using average AR value (36.09) in porewater samples as F(224Ra/223Ra), equation (4.10) gives
apparent water age as 6.51±1.27 days. It was found that both the approach gives a similar
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estimate of the age of the creek water. Slightly lower value of apparent water age by radium age
model may be attributed to the existence of multiple radium sources in the creek. Table 4.7
shows the comparison of apparent water age of present study area with some other ecosystem of
the world. The estimated apparent water age for studied bay was found comparable to Flamengo
and Fortaleza Bay, Brazil and Jamaica Bay New York (Table 4.5).
Table 4.7: Comparison of Apparent Water Age from other Ecosystem of the World
Location
S. N.

Apparent

water age Reference

(days)

1

Okatee Estuary, South Carolina

1.6-5 (3.4)

[238]

2

Flamengo Bay, Ubatuba,

3.5-6.5 (4.44)

[252]

Brazil
3

Yangtze estuary, China

4-10

[253]

4

Jamaica Bay, NY

1.2-21 (7.5)

[80]

5

Fortaleza Bay, Ubatuba,

1.8-7.5 (4.02)

[252]

8-11

[241]

Brazil
6

St. Andrew Bay, Florida

7

MHB, India (90% renewal of bay 3.2

[219]

water)
8

MHB, India (radium age model)

1.56-7.53 (4.06±1.20)

9

MHB, India (Radium Balance 6.51±2.14

Present Study
Present Study

Approach)

4.5.3. Tracing of Water Movement in Creek:
The average value of apparent water age from three sampling trips (1, 2 and 4) at a
different location in the middle of the creek was plotted (Figure 4.4) against distance measured
from location 3. It was observed that in increasing distance towards the open sea apparent age of
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water mass increases which indicates the dominant source of freshwater discharge from the
landlocked mass in the narrow end of the creek. Flushing rate water in creek towards the open
mouth of the bay was estimated from the slope of Figure 4.4 and found as 9.09 km.day-1.

Apparent Water Age (Days)

8

R- Square: 0.83
Slope: 0.11 ± 0.02
6

4

0

10

20

30

Distance (km)

Figure 4.4: Variation of apparent water age the distance within the creek
4.5.4. Estimation of Flushing Rate of Creek Water
Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the apparent age of water mass at different locations
with distance (Table 4.3) in the open mouth of the bay and the Arabian Sea. The sample from
location 28 has not been considered in the estimation of the flushing rate. The linear fit gives R2
value as 0.87 and slope as 0.15 ± 0.02. From the slope, the flushing rate of creek water was
found 6.67 ± 0.89 km/days. Based on the fit the error in flushing rate was found to be 13.34%.
There is a decrease in the flushing rate of water from open mouth towards offshore as compared
to flushing rate of water within the creek. The decrease in the flushing rate may be attributed to
widening of the bay towards the open end and also interaction with open seawater. Table 4.8
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gives the comparison of flow rate value with some other bay system of the world. Moore and
Oliveira [252] estimated the flushing rate for a series of small embayments near Ubatuba, Sao
Paulo State, Brazil different transect of Ubatuba bay and found in the range 1.7-3.6 km.day-1.
Xu et al. [245] have used the spatial and temporal distribution of naturally-occurring
short-lived radium isotopes (224Ra and 223Ra) to study coastal water mixing dynamics of the third
world largest estuary, Yangtze River Estuary (YRE). Distributions of the

224

Ra/223Ra activity

ratios within the YRE area were used to calculate apparent estuarine water ages and from age
versus distance plot, they have estimated integrated water flushing rate to be 8.4 ± 0.8 km.day-1.

4

Apparent water age (days)

R-Square: 0.87
Slope: 0.15 ± 0.02

3

2

1

0
0

10

20

30

Distance (km)

Figure 4.5: Variation of the apparent age of water mass in the open mouth of the bay
and offshore location
Moore and Krest [254] have studied riverine plumes at the mouths of the Mississippi
River mixing into the ocean using 223Ra and

224

Ra as tracers in November 1993 and May 1994.

During each study, water ages increased with increasing distance from the Mississippi River
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mouth and the apparent velocity (flushing rate) was in the range 2.3-17 cm s-1 (2.0- 14.7 km d-1).
The flushing rate in the MHB was found comparable to the Yangtze estuary, China
Table 4.8: Comparison of Flushing Rate (km.day-1) in the different ecosystem of the
world
flushing rate
S. N.

Location

Reference
-1

(km.day )

1

Yangtze estuary, China

8.4 ± 0.8

[253]

2

Ubatuba, Brazil

1.7-3.6

[252]

3

Mississippi plum, USA

2.0- 14.7

[254]

4

Within Thane Creek, India

9.09 ± 1.6

Present Study

5

MHB, India (Flushing rate of 6.67 ± 0.89

Present Study

creek water towards the open sea)

4.5.5. Estimation of Horizontal Dispersion Coefficient (Kh)
Figure 4.6 shows the variation of

223

Ra activity concentration with distance measured

from sampling location 18 (reference point). A linear decrease of 223Ra with distance (Figure 4.6)
indicates dispersion is the dominant process of mixing towards the open end of the bay. This
type of transport was also confirmed for the coastal area of other regions by data on conservative
tracer [252]. The rate of horizontal mixing of water was estimated from the slope of ln[Ra] vs.
distance plot as per equation (4.13).
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Figure 4.6: Variation of 223Ra activity concentration with distance
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Figure 4.7: Variation of ln224Ra with distance against distance
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Figure 4.8: Variation of ln223Ra with distance against distance
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 shows the linear fit of ln224Ra and ln223Ra with distance
respectively for the samples collected beyond the creek in MHB and offshore locations. The
linear fit in Figure 4.7 gives slope value as 0.052 which results in dispersion constant as 69 km2d1

(800 m2s-1). The dispersion constant (Kh) 69.7km2d-1 (795 m2s-1) was estimated from the slope

of 0.0297 obtained from the linear fit of ln223Ra vs. distance (Figure 4.8). Similar Kh value from
223

Ra and

224

Ra validates our assumption that system is in steady state and dispersion is the

dominant process.
Moore in 2000 [244] has studied the South Atlantic Bight and observed that offshore
transects of the long-lived 226Ra and 228Ra indicate that eddy diffusion controls their distributions
within 50km of the shore. The short-lived

223

Ra and

224

Ra distributions in this region yield an

eddy diffusion coefficient of 360–420 m2 s-1.
The gradient of ln224Ra on the < 30km section of transect had a slope of -6.1 x 10-5m-1
from which diffusion coefficient was calculated to be 596 m2 s-1[235]. While in the same study
area at the other transect (100 to 250 km part of the transect only) had a slope of 5.9 x 106 m-1 for
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ln224Ra versus distance plot, resulting in an eddy diffusion coefficient Kh of 6.3 x 104 m2 s-1
[235]. The radium quartet (228Ra, 226Ra, 224Ra, and 223Ra) has been investigated in Loch Etive, a
Scottish fjord, by Hsieh et al. [255] to study water mixing rates and inputs of Ra from sediments.
Neglecting advection, the distribution of the short-lived

223

R and

224

Ra was explained by

horizontal mixing rates of 6.1 x 106 cm2 s-1 (610 m2 s-1) and 9.1 x 106 cm2 s-1 (910 m2 s-1)
respectively. Charkin et al. [247] studied the trends of the radionuclide behaviour after passage
through the high-gradient river–coastal seawater mixing zone and estimated the exchange rate
of the horizontal mixing in the Anadyr River–Bering Sea transit system. They have estimated
horizontal mixing rate (Kh value) from the slope of ln224Ra vs. distance to be 312m2s-1. Table 4.9
compares the present study with some other ecosystem of the world and the Kh value for the
present study area is within the reported range of other ecosystems of the world.
Table 4.9: Comparison of horizontal mixing constant (dispersion constant) from other
ecosystems of the world
Location

Horizontal mixing Reference

S. N.
constant (m2s-1)
1

Etive estuary, Scotland

910

[255]

2

South Atlantic Bight

420

[244]

3

Andry River-Berting Sea, 312

[247]

Russia
4

Southern Ocean near the 596 (within 30 km)

[235]

Antarctic Peninsula
5

Mumbai

Harbour

Bay, 800

Present Study

India
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4.6. Conclusion
The activity concentration ratio of

224

Ra/223Ra in porewater samples and other surface

discharge points reflects the similar source of radium in the Thane Creek. The similar average
activity concentration and AR at different time intervals of sampling show the system is in
steady state. The apparent water age (by radium age model) of the creek water was found to vary
in the range of 1.56-7.53days with an average of 4.06 ±1.20 days while radium balance approach
gives an average apparent age as 6.51±1.27 days. Variation of AR shows the net flow of water is
towards the open sea. The flushing rate in creek water towards bay was found to be 6.67 ± 0.89
km/days. Horizontal mixing constant for creek water was estimated and found to be800 and
795m2s-1from

224

Ra and

223

Ra isotopes for our study area which validates our assumption that

system is in steady state and dispersion is dominant process. The result indicated the ages do not
follow an exact trend with distance offshore that may be attributed to the roughness of sea near
coast and contribution from unknown sources of Ra. The information obtained could be used to
help the developing management strategies for controlling the supply of terrestrial nutrients and
contaminants to offshore areas and protect the environment of this area.
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CHAPTER 5
ESTIMATION OF SUBMARINE GROUNDWATER
DISCHARGE IN MUMBAI HARBOUR BAY
5.1. Introduction
Discharge of water from land to ocean viz. Surface water (River and streams) and
groundwater flows are important pathway for material transport to the marine environment from
land. The most of researcher defined groundwater as “water residing within the saturated zone of
geologic material” [49, 51]. The groundwater discharges occurring as a slow diffuse flow,
seepage through sediment and is characterized by substantial temporal and spatial variability
[51]. Thus “submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)” is defined as any flow of water from
seabed to the coastal ocean, regardless of fluid composition or driving force” [53]. Freshwater
discharging directly into coastal water due to the hydraulic gradient and re-circulated seawater
e.g. sediment porewater flow caused by waves and tidal pumping. The advantage of defining
SGD this way is that it takes into account discharges of both: terrestrial groundwater and recirculated seawater. The groundwater discharge into the near-shore marine ecosystem may have
significant impact, as groundwater in many areas are contaminated with a variety of substances
like nutrients, heavy metals, radionuclides and organic compounds [256]. McCoy and Corbett
[75] showed that a large nutrient flux via SGD is the reason for not only to eutrophication but
also to the occurrence of red tides in Masan Bay, Korea. Various studies indicated that SGD is
generally a significant source of fluxes of trace elements and metals to the marine environment
[78, 79].
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Groundwater discharge to the coastal ecosystem can be estimated by a number of
methods, largely falling into three categories:
1. Numerical Method
2. Physical Measurements
3. Groundwater Tracers
The most popular methods used to quantify SGD are: hydrodynamic method for
calculating lateral groundwater flow [94]; methods based on investigation of the coastal drainage
area [95]; methods based on investigation of the sea [95]; modeling [49, 107], direct
measurements [49, 107], and tracer techniques [49, 51]. However, each technique has certain
limitations because of generalized assumptions and natural variability. Typically researchers
address limitations of the implemented method at particular study area or use several techniques
to detect and measure SGD. The details of different method (viz. seepage meter, piezometer,
natural tracers, infrared imaging, hydrologic approach, hydrograph separation techniques and
mathematical models) used for the measurement of SGD were already discussed in Chapter 1.
The isotopic measurement such as natural radioactive isotopes (3H,
226

Ra,

228

Ra and

234

14

C,

222

Rn,

223

Ra,

224

Ra,

U) and stable isotopes (2H, 3He, 4He, 13C and 15N) among available isotopes

can serve as tracer of fluxes into coastal water. In the present study naturally occurring shortlived Ra isotopes (223Ra and 224Ra) were used for the estimation of SGD.
Ra isotopes are produced by the decay of thorium parent isotopes contained on
terrigenous materials in aquifer. In freshwater Ra is highly particle reactive However, mixing
saltwater results in ion exchange transformation that causes rapid desorption of Ra from particle
surfaces into solution due to reduction in the adsorption coefficient of radium with increasing
salinity [257]. Thus, the sediments provide Ra isotopes to marine waters as per decay constants
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of the Ra parent isotopes. The saline groundwater is enriched with Ra in order of magnitude. The
high activities of 226Ra in the coastal water which could not be explained by input from rivers or
sediments and salty coastal well water contains high

226

Ra activity led to the hypothesis that

SGD was responsible for the elevated activities [40].
The sources of Ra in coastal marine environment are input from SGD, surface discharges
(rivers and streams), tidal water, suspended and surface sediment. The surface discharges carry
Ra adsorbed on particle which undergoes exchange during mixing with seawater resulting in
influx of Ra [240, 257]. Although there is some Ra initially in the dissolved phase in fresh river
water, the greater portion is associated with the particulate fraction. The tidal input is the flux of
Ra in the system during the high tide. Diffusion and bio-irrigation of Ra from surface sediment
add a significant amount of Ra to marine system. The relative importance of these processes
varies between isotopes, depending on the time scale regulating the regeneration and loss of
each. The Mumbai Harbour Bay (MHB) houses a large number of industry and ports which
releases various pollutants. Thus the groundwater in the present area may be heavily polluted.
The surface discharge has been extensively studied [222–225], while SGD needs to be estimated
to have an idea about discharges through land and also for estimation of pollutant influx via
SGD. In the present study, individual Ra flux terms and the SGD using Ra mass balance
approach, was estimated in Mumbai Harbour Bay.
5.2. Study Area and Sampling
The study area (Mumbai Harbour Bay) and the sampling locations, considered for the
estimation of is shown in Figure 5.1.The bay is a triangular mass of brackish water which opens
to the Arabian Sea in the South and the narrow end is fed by freshwater Ulhas River in the north.
The Panvel River flows into the bay from the eastern mainland [219–221]. The average area of
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water surface of the bay is about 215km2at high tide level and about 160km2 at low tide level.
The total volume of water at mean sea-level
sea
as calculated from surrounding area is 9.1x1011litres
[18,19].The
The average tidal volume is 4.8x1011 litres [219]. The bay is subjected
ed to wave actions
and semi-diurnal
diurnal tides. Seawater samples, collected from different locations of MHB is shown
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Study area (Mumbai Harbour Bay) and sampling locations. Black cir
circles
represent the locations for surface water in the bay, white circle shows sampling in Panvel River
and hexagonal shape shows the location for groundwater sampling locations
The groundwater samples were taken using push point sampler (piezometer) from tthe 2m
depth. Surface seawater from Panvel River also collected from three locations to get the input of
Ra from Panvel River. Multiple samples from Kalwa (At the Northern end of bay) were collected
from estimation of average input of Ra from Ulhas River. Ra
Ra from seawater was pre
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concentrated on MnO2 fiber, processed and short-lived radium isotopes were measured using
delayed coincidence counting technique [250].
5.3. Mass Balance in Mumbai Harbour Bay
The sampling at various times interval showed the system investigated under the steady
state i.e. Ra loss via mixing and decay was equal to gains from different sources as discussed in
Chapter 4. Thus the difference between the total Ra export from the bay via ocean exchange and
decay and input from the sources described above can reasonably be ascribed to submarine
groundwater discharge. A comprehensive Ra mass balance can be used to assess the magnitude
of submarine groundwater discharge as;
Aout + Adecay = Ain + APan + AUlh + Adiff + Adis + Asusp + ASGD

(Eq. 5.1)

Where;
Aout = Ra export during exchange of bay water with Arabian Sea water,
Adecay = Ra loss via radioactive decay,
Ain = Flux of Ra into MHB from Arabian Sea water, i.e. tidal input
APan= Ra input from Panvel River to MHB
AUlh = Ra input from Ulhas River to MHB
Adiff = Diffusive flux of Ra from surface sediments
Adis = Flux of Ra associated with waste water discharge
Asusp = Ra desorbed from re-suspended particles, and
ASGD = Ra flux from submarine groundwater discharge
Table 5.1 shows the parameters used for the calculation of different sources of Ra loss
and input sources in the bay. Table 5.2 gives the estimate of different process and sources
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involves in the mass balance of the Ra flux in Mumbai Harbour Bay. Figure 5.2 shows the
different pathways of Ra input to bay and process of Ra loss from the bay.
Table 5.1: The parameters and values used for calculation of Ra fluxes
223

Description

224

Ra

Ra

Reference

Avg. bay value (Cbay)

1.41

34.36

Concentration of

Arabian Sea (CAS)

0.67

10.14

Ra isotope

Groundwater (Cgw)

21.85

413.89

(dpm.100 L-1)

Ulhas River(CUlh)
Panvel River (CPan)
Waste Discharge

1.08
1.26
1.75

25.48
34.09
59.64

Present Study

0.05

2.20

[129, 258]

Avg. Activity in Suspended Sediment (dpm.kg-1) 4.00

67.00

Present Study

Decay constant(λ) (d-1)

0.193

[4]

Diffusive flux (Jdiff) (dpm m−2 h−1)

0.0608
Other Parameters of the bay

Description

Values

Volume of Bay (m3)

9.09x108

Tidal prism (m3 per tide)

4.84x108

Tidal prism (m3 d-1)

9.14 x108

Tidal range(dz) (m per cycle)

2.56

Bay surface area(ABay) (m2)

1.89 x108

Ulhas River discharge(FUlh) (m3d-1)

1.18 x 105

Panvel River discharge(FPan) (m3d-1)

1.0 x 105

Waste Water Discharge (Fdis) (m3 d-1)

4.4 x 105

Avg. Suspended Sediment (mg.L-1)

26

[219]

[259]

Present Study
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5.3.1. Loss of Ra-fluxes from the bay
5.3.1.1. Radioactive Decay
The water residence time in the Mumbai harbour bay is about one week so decay of
short-lived
lived Ra isotopes will be significant. The loss of Ra flux via decay is estimated as
Adecay = Vbay × Cbay × λRa

(Eq. 5.2)

Where, Cbay is average activity concentration
concentration of Ra isotope in the bay, estimated from the
analysis of surface water samples from various location of the bay, Vbay is the volume of the bay
(L) and λRa is the decay constant of the Ra isotope. From the Equation 5.2, the loss of 223Ra and
224

Ra flux in the bay via decay was estimated and found to be 0.78 x 109 dpm.d--1and 60.28 x 109

dpm.d-1 respectively. The radioactive decay accounts for 6% and 16% of the total
224

223

Ra loss from the bay respectively.

Figure 5.2: Different sources of input and loss of Ra in the Mumbai Harbour Bay
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Ra and

5.3.1.2. Ra export during exchange of bay water with Arabian Sea water
The bay subjected to wave actions and semi-diurnal tide which results well mixed water
system in the bay. The bay receives water from rivers, streams and tidal input during the high
tide. It is assumed that water in to the bay, rapidly mixed with bay water, and carries the average
activity through the bay mouth to Arabian Sea during the low tide. Thus the Ra export from the
bay can be estimated as;
Aout = Vout × Cbay × 1.89

(Eq. 5.3)

Where Vout is the tidal prism volume plus average daily water discharge in the bay, Cbay is
average activity concentration of Ra in the bay and 1.89 is number of tidal cycles per day.
From the Equation 5.3 the export of 223Ra and 224Ra during low tide towards Arabian Sea
water was estimated to be 12.89 x 109 dpm.d-1 and 314.29 x 109 dpm.d-1 respectively. The ocean
exchange contribution for loss of 223Ra and 224Ra is 94 % and 84 % of the total loss from the bay.
5.3.2. Input of Ra-fluxes into bay
5.3.2.1. Arabian Sea Exchange
The bay receives tidal water during the flood tides which add the Ra into the bay. The
amount of Ra flux in the bay from Arabian Sea can be estimated as;
Ain = Vin × CAS × 1.89

(Eq. 5.4)

Where CAS is the average activity of Ra in the Arabian Sea, near the open mouth of bay,
Vin is the tidal prism volume and 1.89 is the number of tidal cycles per day. The sampling in the
Arabian Sea was done at equidistance of 2 km towards offshore up to 10 km and average value
of this was taken for calculation of Ra flux into bay. The equation 5.4 gives the contribution of
223

Ra and

224

Ra into bay as 6.04 x 109dpm.d-1and 94.19 x 109 dpm.d-1 respectively. As it is
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discussed earlier that bay is in steady state so the total Ra export is balanced by total input.
Therefore to express the percentage input from any pathways, Ra fluxes into bay from the
different pathways will be compared to the total Ra loss. It was found that exchange of water at
the bay inlet contribute a significant proportion of the Ra flux into the bay, and found 44 % and
25% for 223Ra and 224Ra respectively.
Table 5.2: Estimate of different process and sources involved in the mass balance of the
Ra flux in Mumbai Harbour Bay
Fluxes into system (109 dpm.d-1)

% Contribution

223

223

Sr. No.

Source

1

Ulhas River

0.0013

0.03

0.01

0.01

2

Panvel River

0.0015

0.04

0.01

0.01

3

Diffusion

0.24

9.98

1.72

2.66

4

Ocean Exchange

6.04

94.19

44.13

25.15

5

Waste Discharge

0.01

0.26

0.06

0.42

6

Suspended Sediment

0.09

1.58

0.69

0.42

7

Sum Input

6.38

106.09

-

-

224

Ra

Ra

Ra

224

Ra

Fluxes out of system (109 dpm.d-1)
8

Decay

0.78

60.28

5.7

16.09

9

Seawater Exchange

12.90

314.29

94.3

83.91

10

Sum Output

13.68

374.57

-

-

11

Imbalance/SGD

7.30

268.48

53.38

71.68

5.3.2.2. Input from Rivers
The Panvel River is discharging water in the bay from the eastern side and the Ra flux
contribution from Panvel River is estimated as;
APan = FPan × CPan

(Eq. 5.5)
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Where CPan is the average activity of Ra in the Panvel River and FPan is average daily
water discharge from Panvel River (L.d-1). The average activity from Panvel River was estimated
from the samples collected at the mouth of the river during the low tide and receding of high
tide. The flux of

223

Ra and

224

Ra via Panvel River was estimated as 1.5 x 106 dpm.d-1 and 4.0 x

107 dpm.d-1 respectively.
Similarly the contribution of Ra from Ulhas River was estimated using daily discharge
and activity concentration in the river as;
AUlh = FUlh × CUlh

(Eq. 5.6)

Where CUlh is the average activity of Ra in the Ulhas River and FUlh is the average daily
water discharge from Ulhas River. The average activity at northern end of bay (Kalwa) was
considered as activity in the Ulhas River. The estimated

223

Ra and

224

Ra flux was 1.5 x 106

dpm.d-1 and 3.0 x 107 dpm.d-1 respectively.
The activity concentration of Ra isotopes (223Ra and 224Ra) for river was taken near to the
boundary of the bay where the rivers meets the bay. We approximate the two freshwater endmembers by simply using the higher activity concentration measured near the mouth of each
river. In this way all processes adding Ra to river water as it flows downstream are accounted
for, even though not specifically identified. The total contribution of each 223Ra and 224Ra is only
about 0.01% of total contribution of Ra flux in to bay. Even though we have taken upper
estimate for river Ra input, mass balance is insensitive to changes in the river end-member Ra
activities.
5.3.2.3. Input from Wastewater Discharge
The bay houses a number of industrial units and urban settlement and is the ultimate
recipient of all the liquid discharges from these industries. The Mumbai Harbour Bay receives
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260 million litres per day (MLD) domestic waste water and 180 MLD of industrial waste water.
Thus about 440MLD waste water is being discharged in the bay [259]. The Ra flux in the bay via
waste water discharge can be estimated as;
Adis = Fdis× Cdis

(Eq. 5.7)

Where Cdis is average activity of Ra in the wastewater discharge (dpm.100L-1) and Fdis is
the average daily wastewater discharge (L.d-1) in the bay. The activity at the mouth of streams
was measured and average value was considered for calculation. The contribution of
224

223

Ra and

Ra via waste water discharge was found as 7.7 x 106dpm.d-1and 2.6 x 108dpm.d-1 respectively.

It is only about 0.06% and 0.42% of total Ra flux in the bay for 223Ra and 224Ra respectively.
5.3.2.4. Diffusion of Ra from bottom sediments
The estuarine surface sediment contains Ra enriched saline porewater similar to saline
groundwater. The surface sediment being relatively impermeable sediments the diffusion and
bio-irrigation process dominate over advection which is dominant in the case of groundwater. In
the present study diffusion will refer diffusion plus bio-irrigation. The amount of Ra flux via
diffusion can be estimated as;
Adiff = Fdiff × Ased

(Eq. 5.8)

Where Fdiff is the diffusive flux (dpm.m-2.d-1) of Ra from surface sediment to water and
Ased is the bay surface area (m2). The diffusive fluxes of 224Ra and 223Ra from bottom sediments
are known to be similar for different sedimentary facies e.g. muddy, sandy etc. [260]. Beck et al.
has estimated diffusive flux as 0.052 dpm.m-2.h-1 and 2.2 dpm.m-2.h-1 in South Great Bay, NY
[261] and 0.04 dpm.m-2.h-1 and 1.17 dpm.m-2.h-1 in Jamaica Bay, USA [80] for
respectively. Garcia et al. [262] have estimated diffusive flux for
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223

Ra and

223

224

Ra and

224

Ra

Ra in Venice

Lagoon, Italy as 0.046 dpm.m-2.h-1 and 1.33 dpm.m-2.h-1 respectively. The literature study also
showed the similar values of the diffusive flux for 223Ra and 224Ra.
Thus considering the similar value of diffusive flux [260] of Ra for different facies and
limitations (drawback) in the core incubation method [80] used for estimation of diffusive flux,
the literature [260] value of Fdiff for 223Ra and 224Ra was taken in the present study. The diffusive
fluxes for 223Ra and 224Ra was estimated and found to be 0.24 x 109dpm.d-1and 9.98 x 109dpm.d-1
respectively. The diffusion through sediment contributes about 2% and 3% of total Ra influx for
223

Ra and 224Ra respectively. In the Jamaica Bay [80] the diffusion contribution was about 4–9%

(223 Ra) and 5–11% (224 Ra) of the Ra input to the bay while in South Great Bay USA [261]
diffusion contribution was 4.6% for 223Ra and 7.7 % for 224 Ra.
5.3.2.5. Input from suspended particles
Production of desorbable

223

Ra and

224

Ra from the particle-bound

228

Th and

227

Th can

result in a significant inventory of Ra flux from suspended sediment. The contribution from
suspended sediment can be calculates as;
Asusp = Vbay × Ssusp × Csusp × λRa

(Eq. 5.9)

Where, Ssusp is the total suspended matter in the bay (mg.L-1) and Csusp is the activity
concentration on Suspended Sediment (dpm. kg-1). To determine activity concentration of 5 g of
collected suspended sediment was mixed thoroughly in Ra-free seawater (seawater passed
through pre-filter and MnO2-fiber) and diluted slurry was allowed to pass through MnO2-fiber to
extract Ra. The contribution of

223

Ra and

224

Ra from suspended sediment was found to be 9.5 x

107dpm.d-1 and 1.58 x 109 dpm.d-1 respectively. Previous studies in other ecosystem also
concluded that the contribution from suspended sediments is only about 1% of Ra influx in the
system [80, 261].
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5.3.3. Estimation of SGD
Total Ra flux going out of bay via decay and seawater exchange was found to be 13.68 x
109 dpm.d-1 while total input from tidal input, diffusion, river and sediment was estimated to be
374.57 x 109 dpm.d-1. Thus, there is imbalance of 7.3 x 109 dpm.d-1and 268.48 x 109 dpm.d-1 for
223

Ra and 224Ra flux in the bay respectively. The imbalance can be attributed to contribution from

submarine groundwater discharge in the bay. The SGD can be estimated from the imbalance of
Ra flux as:
SGD(L. d ) =

Total imbalance lux of Ra (dpm. d )
Activity Conc. of Ra in groundwater (dpm. l )

(

. .

)

Table 5.3: Activity concentration of 224Ra and 223Ra in bay, porewater and groundwater
samples
Concentration (dpm.100L-1)
Sample

224

Ra

223

Ra

ln[Concentration (dpm.100L-1)]
224

Ra

223

Ra

Avg. Conc. in bay

35.36

1.46

0.37844

3.56558

Porewater

95.5

2.65

0.97456

4.55913

samples

131.54

3.64

1.29198

4.87931

Groundwater

312.35

14.85

2.698

5.74412

samples

515.44

28.85

3.36211

6.24502

Table 5.3 shows the average activity concentration of Ra in bay, activity concentrations
at porewater samples and groundwater samples. The variation of activity concentration of
vs.

224

223

Ra

Ra (figure 5.3a) and ln(223Ra) vs. ln(224Ra) (Figure 5.3b) suggested that the groundwater

samples collected represents true representative of source water in the bay as all the activity
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concentration falls on linear fit line. The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration for porewater

samples vary at the sampling locations but the AR value is very well in agreement at different
locations, indicates similar source is contributing in the creek. The activity concentration ratio in
the groundwater samples are also found in similar range which support the similar sources of
contributing in the bay. Thus average activity concentration in groundwater was taken for the
calculation of SGD in Equation 5.10. The estimated SGD in the bay using

233

Ra and

224

Ra was

found to be 3.34 x 1010 L.d-1 and 6.49 x 1010 L.d-1 respectively. The expected error in
measurement of SGD is about 50%. The contribution of 233Ra and 224Ra via SGD is 53.4 % and

223Ra Activity Conc. (dpm.100L-1)

71.7% of total flux of radium in the Mumbai Harbour Bay.
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Figure 5.3: Variation of 223Ra vs. 224Ra (a) Activity Concentration and (b) ln(Activity
Concentration)
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5.4. Conclusion
A comprehensive mass balance has been constructed for short-lived Ra isotopes (223Ra
and

224

Ra), in Mumbai Harbour Bay and individual budget components have been evaluated

separately. The different pathways of radium input sources in bay from the ocean during the high
tide, river, sediment and wastewater discharge, and Ra export from bay via mixing and
radioactive decay, were considered in mass balance for the estimation of SGD in bay. The total
flux of

223

Ra and

224

Ra in the bay was estimated as 6.4 x 109 dpm.d-1 and 106.1 x 109 dpm.d-1

respectively. The contribution of radium flux was negligible (about 0.01% of total radium flux in
the bay) from each river. The contribution from surface sediment through diffusion was found
about 1.7 % and 2.7 % for

223

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The suspended sediment contribution
223

was found about 0.7 % and 0.4 % for

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The contribution from

wastewater discharge was found about 0.1 % and 0.4 % for
tidal input for

223

Ra and

224

223

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The

Ra was found was found as 44.1 % and 25.2 % of total radium flux

respectively. Total fluxes out of the system via ocean exchange and decay was found as 7.3 x 109
dpm.d-1 and 268.5 x 109 dpm.d-1 for

223

Ra and

224

Ra respectively. The SGD in the bay was

estimated based on the imbalance between input and losses contribution of radium. The volume
of SGD based on 223Ra and 224Ra mass balance was found to be 33.4 x 109 L.d-1 and 64.9 x 109
L.d-1 respectively. The SGD contribution of 223Ra and 224Ra flux in the bay was found as 53.4 %
and 71.7 % respectively.
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CHAPTER 6
STATUS OF TRACE AND TOXIC ELEMENTS IN CREEK
ECOSYSTEM USING TXRF METHOD
6.1. Introduction
The environmental balance of the marine ecosystem has been adversely affected by
industrial, technological and residential development around it. The marine water bodies are
continuously being loaded with large amounts of trace and toxic elements. The present study
area (Thane Creek) receives effluents containing trace and toxic elements both from the
mainland and from Mumbai Island in the west acts as sinks for most of the pollutants [249]. The
present study was carried out to understand the status and fate of trace and heavy metals in the
Thane Creek. Most of the metal present in µg kg-1 to ng kg-1 range in the seawater hence requires
analytical procedure with a detection limit in the trace to ultra-trace range. The method based on
atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) or stripping voltammetry reported either single element
or simultaneous determination of four or five elements. In this area total reflection x-ray
fluorescence (TXRF) spectrometry, a special variant of energy-dispersive XRF appears to be
very promising [263]. The marine sediments have concentrations in the ppm-percentage range so
it can be analysed without pre-concentration after digestion or slurry preparation. Even the
TXRF has detection limits in the range of ppb but direct application of TXRF for the
determination of trace elements in sea water is usually impeded by the high salt matrix, which
hinders the detection of extremely low traces.
Thus, the separation of the trace elements from the seawater prior to measurement is
needed for TXRF measurement. Also, pre-concentration during the separation of salt improves
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the detection limit further.

Such sample preparation steps, however, often associated with

systematic errors (e.g., contamination of the sample) and so may worsen the problems of
determining extremely low concentrations in seawater. A comprehensive review of the various
methods available for prior enrichment in connection with water analysis by conventional XRF
has recently been published [264].
6.2. Standardization of method for a simultaneous multi-element determination from
seawater by TXRF
First attempts to develop a pre-concentration procedure for the determination of heavy
metals by TXRF were reported in 1980 [265]. Heavy metal and trace elements in the sea-water
samples were separated from the salt matrix as dithiocarbamate complexes by using the reversephase technique in 1982 [266]. Separation and pre-concentration of trace elements using
dithiocarbamate precipitation and further digestion of precipitate in acid and analysis using
SRTXRF were reported in 2005 [267].
Pre-concentration of cadmium, copper, iron, molybdenum, nickel, vanadium and zinc
from sea water with ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate (APDC) - diethylammonium
diethyldithiocarbamate (DDDC) in chloroform and back extraction from chloroform was
reported for the seawater using inductively coupled plasma emission spectrometry (ICP-ES)
[266]. This pre-concentration method was standardized for TXRF analysis in the present study
and double extraction of elements from seawater using APDC-DDDC has been used for the preconcentration and separation of salt content from seawater samples.
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6.2.1. Preparation and Purification of Chemicals

The method involves the determination of the very low level of concentration, it is
necessary to have all chemical and glassware free of any contaminations All the glassware used
in the analysis was cleaned by heating in ultrapure nitric acid and Milli-Q water for half an hour
and further keeping these in an ultrasonic cleaner for 45 min. The sample supports were first
cleaned by heating in 5% ultrapure nitric acid and subsequently cleaned in ultrasonic cleaner for
45 min. De-ionised (Milli-Q) water was used as the input in the procedure and stored in precleaned PTFE bottles. 16M Ultrapure nitric acid (Merck make) was used for the preparation of
the 2M nitric acid solution and stored in pre-cleaned polypropylene (PP) bottles. Chloroform,
APDC - DDDC solution and Ammonium acetate buffer solution used were prepared and purified
as follows:

Analytical grade chloroform (400 ml; s d fine) was extracted 3-times with nitric acid (100
ml, 2 M; Merck, ultrapure) in a 500-ml separating funnel with fresh nitric acid being used for
each extraction. The chloroform was next washed 3 times with high-purity water and then
transferred into a PP bottle. When not in use, the PTFE bottle was placed in a black polyethene
bag and stored in a refrigerator. Usually, 2 1itres of purified chloroform were prepared at one
time, this solvent being stable for about 3 weeks.
Ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate APDC (0.5 g, s d fine) and diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate DDDC (0.5 g, BDH UK) were weighed dissolved in
50 ml of water. The solution was extracted using 10 ml of purified MIBK/CHCl3 5 times using
fresh chloroform in separating funnel. Since dithiocarbamate is only slightly soluble in
MIBK/CHCl3 whereas metal complexes are highly soluble, the reagent is easily purified in this
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manner. The purified reagent was stored in a pre-cleaned 100-ml PP bottle which was stable for
at least 24 h. Equal volumes (500 ml) of glacial acetic acid (s d fine, A R grade) and 25%
ammonia solution (s d fine, A R grade) were mixed slowly over a 2-h period, in a polypropylene
container placed in a water bath. The acetate buffer solution was then purified as follows.
Purified APDC- DDDC solution (5 ml) was added to 400 ml of the buffer solution and the
mixture extracted 6 times with separate 40-ml portions of purified chloroform. The purified
buffer solution was stored in a pre-cleaned PP bottle.
6.2.2. Pre-concentration Procedure
About 500 g of acidified seawater (pH about 2) transferred into a 500-ml separating
funnel containing 1.4 ml of acetate buffer, 2 ml of APDC - DDDC solution and 10ml of
chloroform. The mixture was mechanically shaken for 3 min and then allowed to the separation
of phase for 5 minutes. The organic (chloroform) layer was transferred to a 125 ml separating
funnel. The aqueous phase further mixed with 10 ml of chloroform and separated the chloroform
phase similarly then two chloroform extract were combined. The chloroform extract was added
with 0.20ml of concentrated nitric acid, shaken for 1 min and then allowed to stand for 5 min.
About 2ml of de-ionised water was added to this mixture, shaken for 1 min and then allowed to
stand for 5 min for separation of phases. The chloroform layer was discarded and the aqueous
layer was drained into a 4-ml PTFE beaker. The separating funnel was rinsed with about 2 ml of
high-purity water and the washing was added to the PTFE beaker. The aqueous solution was
evaporated to incipient dryness and the residue was dissolved in a known amount of dilute nitric
acid. The pre-concentration factor 250 easily can be reached using this procedure.
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6.2.3. Sample Preparation and Measurement
The sample solution was added with 500µl of Yttrium (Y) of 20 ppm concentration and
homogenized on vertex mixture. About 10 μL aliquots of the sample were deposited on clean
and siliconised quartz sample supports and dried under IR lamp. A GNR Analytical TXRF
spectrometer TX-2000 was used for TXRF measurements. Mo Kα radiation produced by Mo-W
dual target X-ray tube operated at 40 kV, 30 mA and monochromatized using a high reflectivity
80% (WLα/L β/MoKα) multilayer, was used for sample excitation. A Peltier cooled Silicon Drift
Detector (SDD) with an energy resolution of 139 eV at 5.9 keV (Mn Kα) was used for detection
of X-rays produced. The TXRF spectra were recorded for a live time of 1000s. The data
acquisition and processing were performed with TXRFAcq32 and SinerX computer programs
provided with the instrument. The estimation of concentration in the samples was carried out
using the relative sensitivity of elements as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.8.
6.2.4. Validation of method
Trace elements from seawater reference material (NAAS-6), was pre-concentrated using
ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate - diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate and
analysed using TXRF. The acquired spectrum of the NAAS-6 is shown in figure 6.1. The result
of the analysis for each element is given in Table 6.1. The average deviation of results from true
value was found to be about 16%.
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Figure 6.1: TXRF spectra of liquid phase after separation of trace elements from NAAS-6
Table 6.1: Result of analysis of seawater reference material (NAAS-6)
Elements

Reported Conc.

Observed Conc.

Detection limit

(ppb)

(ppb)

(ppb)

V

1.46

1.32

0.07

Cr

0.118

0.098

0.026

Mn

0.53

0.48

0.02

Fe

0.495

0.603

0.014

Co

0.015

0.012

0.001

Ni

0.301

0.314

0.05

Cu

0.248

0.261

0.01

Zn

0.257

0.301

0.01

Pb

0.006

0.008

0.003
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6.3. Development of method for removal of chloride by vapour phase decomposition from
seawater sample for TXRF measurement:
Chloride is present in a very high concentration of 19000 ppm (55.04% by weight) and
causes problems in the detection of lower atomic number elements in TXRF analysis. The
chloride can be removed from seawater deposited on samples support by vapour phase
decomposition method. A small petri dish (about 60mm diameter), containing ultrapure nitric
acid was kept in the centre of a big petri dish (about 200 mm in diameter). The siliconised
sample supports, deposited with 10 µl of seawater and internal standard were kept around the
petri-dish containing acid as shown in Figure 6.2. The big petri dish was covered with other
petri-dish of similar diameter. The chamber was heated under an infrared lamp for various time
intervals (8 min, 16 min, 24 min and 32 min) in the covered state. Under the heating condition
the acid present in the small petri-dish goes into vapour phase and interact with the chloride
present in the sample support gives nitrosyl chloride and chlorine gas as:
+ 3
OR

+ 4

→

+

+ 2

HNO3 (aq) + 3 HCl (aq) → NOCl (g) + Cl2 (g) + 2 H2O (l)

Nitrosyl chloride can further decompose into nitric oxide and chlorine
2
OR

→2

+

2 NOCl (g) → 2 NO (g) + Cl2 (g)

The upper petri dish was removed and supports were kept under an infra-red lamp to dry
the sample on support. After the sample was dried, the TXRF spectrum was recorded using WLα
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excitation source for 500 seconds. Figure 6.3 shows the TXRF spectrum of untreated seawater.
The intensity of Cl peak is very high compared to other elements
elements like S, K, Ca, Fe etc.
Figure 6.4 shows the TXRF Spectrum of seawater treated for 8 minutes with HNO3 vapours,
excited by WLα and counted for 500s. The scale of the spectrum was kept same to have an idea
about the intensity (peak height) of the chlorine. The spectrum in the inset shows that the peak
height of the chlorine has significantly decreased with respect to that of untreated seawater
(Figure 6.3).
). The counts for the chlorine peak have reduced from 30000 to about 14000.

Figure 6.2: Setup for removal of chlorine from the seawater samples
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Figure 6.3: TXRF Spectrum of untreated seawater
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Figure 6.4: TXRF Spectrum of seawater treated for 8 minutes with HNO3 vapour
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Figure 6.5: TXRF Spectrum of seawater treated for 16 minutess with HNO3 vapour

TXRF spectrum of seawater treated with HNO3 vapours for 16 minutes, excited by WLα and
counted for 500s is shown in Figure 6.5. The height of chlorine peak has reduced further to a
level of 2500 counts. It was observed that the Ar peak (energy 2.96 keV) which was not visible
initially because of the intense peak of chlorine can be identified. Figure 6.6 shows the TXRF
spectrum of seawater treated with HNO3 vapours for 24, excited by WLα and counted for 500s.
It is cleared that the chlorine peak has almost reduced and has count about 335 only and Ar peak
can be identified easily.
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Figure 6.6: TXRF Spectrum of seawater treated for 24 minutes with HNO3 vapour

TXRF spectrum of seawater treated with HNO3 vapours for 32 minutes, excited by WLα and
counted for 500s is shown in Figure 6.7. The chlorine peak is completely removed from the
spectrum suggesting the chlorine can be removed from the sample online by vapour phase
decomposition using HNO3. The spectrum is shown up to 30000 counts to have the comparison
with the untreated and treated seawater.
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Figure 6.7: TXRF Spectrum of seawater treated for 32 minutes with HNO3 vapours
6.4. Development of method metals detections in solid samples using TXRF coupled with
slurry sampling
Generally, Analysis of samples using TXRF requires samples to be in liquid form. Therefore,
analysis of sediment or any other solid samples needs to be dissolved in the liquid phase for the
analysis. Normally, the analysis of sediment samples is performed by total digestion of samples
but the process has some disadvantage regarding the information of the volatile component in the
samples. To overcome such problem a slurry method was developed and standardized which
have the following advantage over conventional digestion method.
1. No sample dissolution
2. Maximum sample information (metals, halogens and “volatile” elements)
3. Simplicity and productivity (time/cost)
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The method is used for direct and simultaneous metals detection on powdered sample
suspended in liquid media. Thus, the following points need to be considered for the slurry-TXRF
analysis:
1. Slurry sedimentation
2. Critical mass/thickness must correspond to the TXRF conditions
6.4.1. Slurry Sedimentation:
The setting speed of particles suspended in a fluid is regulated by Stokes’ low

ϑ=

2R (d − d )g
9η

( . )

Where:
ν = setting speed,
R = Stokes radius of particles
ds = density of the particles
dl = density of the fluid
g = gravity constant
η = fluid viscosity
Thus for particles of different size, the setting velocity will be different and the difference
between the setting velocity i.e. relative fall velocity differences can be reduced using liquid with
higher fluid viscosity. In the present study, we have used 1-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) solution
for the preparation of slurry. The η NMP is greater than η H20, hence, reduces the grains setting
speed and the relative fall velocity differences.
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Figure 6.8 shows the setting velocity of quartz (SiO2) and goethite (α-FeOOH) in
H20 or 1-methyl pyrrolidone for different grain size of the particles using the Stokes’ low
low. The
quartz has low density of 2.6 g cm-3 and goethite has high density of 4.3 g cm-3. Quartz and
Goethite are end-members
members phase density minerals occurring
rring in soils. From the figure, it is
observed that the setting speed of quartz and goethite is lower in solvent compare to the aqueous
phase and the relative difference between the two decreases in the solvent compared to the
aqueous phase.

Figure 6.8: Setting velocity of quartz (SiO2) and goethite (α-FeOOH) in H20 and NMP
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6.4.2. Critical mass on the sample support
As it was discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.8 that for TXRF the mass on the sample
support should be less than critical mass. Therefore, the slurry was prepared such way that after
drying the deposited sample, the weight of residue left on sample support should be less than 10
µg.
6.4.3. Validation of method:
To validate the slurry sampling for total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF) analysis of
powdered samples, about 40 mg of certified reference material IAEA-Soil-7 reference material
was suspended in de-ionised (Milli-Q) water and N-Methyl-Pyrrolidone (NMP). The slurry was
prepared by sonication of the suspended solution in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes. This slurry
was added with 300ul of 100 ppm Ga as internal standard and 10 μL aliquot of this were
deposited on a cleaned and siliconised quartz sample support and dried under the infra-red lamp.
After drying, the TXRF spectrum was recorded for a live time of 1000 seconds using
TXRFAcq32computer programs provided with the instrument. Spectrum was analysed for K, Ca,
V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, Sr and Pb using SinerX computer programs provided with the instrument
and average relative error in measurement was found to be 13% Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Result of certified reference material IAEA-Soil-7 by the slurry method
Certified Value

Slurry Method

(ppm)

(ppm)

K

12100

11900

-1.7

Ca

163000

159000

-2.5

Ti

3000

3500

16.7

Mn

631

610

-3.3

Fe

25700

27610

7.4

Cu

11

13.3

22.7

Cr

60

55

-8.3

Ni

26

30

15.4

Zn

104

130.3

25.3

Rb

51

58.8

15.3

Sr

108

82.5

-23.6

Pb

60

53.4

-11.0

Element

Relative % error

6.5. Status of trace and toxic elements in creek ecosystem of MHB
6.5.1. Direct measurement of seawater by TXRF
Direct measurement of seawater by TXRF is not possible due to large content of
dissolved solids and suspended particulates in the seawater even though the detection limit is in
the range of ppb. The suspended particulates are removed by filtering the seawater with 0.45 μm
syringe filter and we get dissolved metal fraction in the samples. Nearly 2g of filtered seawater
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from each sample was added with internal standard Gallium (Ga) and well homogenized on
cyclo mixer. Total dissolved solids in seawater were very high so whole content was diluted with
Milli-Q water to reach the critical mass condition necessary for TXRF. The samples were diluted
with Milli-Q water and taking salinity of seawater as 3.5% total dissolved solids on sample
support after depositing 10 μl was calculated which found to be in the range of 20μg. The
samples were treated for chlorine removal as discussed in Section 6.3. For TXRF analysis, 10 μl
aliquots of the samples were deposited on clean quartz sample supports dried under IR lamp and
the TXRF spectra were recorded. The concentration of K and Ca can be estimated from the
spectrum using the method discussed in the Chapter 2 Section 2.8.
6.5.2. Pre-concentration of elements and TXRF analysis
Seawater samples collected from different locations of the study were extracted with an
APDC-DDDC solution as described in the Section 6.2.2 and analysed by TXRF for the analysis
of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Pb. Figure 6.1 shows the TXRF spectrum of the seawater
processed as per procedure discussed.
6.5.3. Results

Table 6.3 gives the result of analysis of the samples from Thane creek. The obtained
value for Zn, Pb, Cu, Ni, and Co was higher with reported value in the Arabian Sea [268]. To
understand the impact of discharges from city side as well as industrial side the concentration
obtained from both side of the creek was divided by the concentration obtained in the middle of
the creek as shown in Figure 6.9. The lower value of the concentration in water collected from
mid of the creek could be due to dilution effect along with associated biological and
sedimentation factor.
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Table 6.3: Results of seawater analyzed by TXRF
Concentration (µg/L) of Element in
Sr. No. Element

seawater at different locations
Location S1

Location

S2 Location S3

1

K*

599.5±3.3

583.6±3.2

677.8±3.9

2

Ca*

397.7±2.7

160.3±1.8

512.6±3.1

3

V

2.6±0.1

0.3±0.02

2.4±0.1

4

Cr

200.0 ±1.9

40.0±0.5

148.0±1.5

5

Mn

17.0±0.4

12.0±0.3

20.0±0.5

6

Fe

1.9±0.2

1.2±0.1

2.3±0.1

7

Co

0.2±0.05

0.2±0.04

0.4±0.05

8

Ni

12.1±0.2

2.0±0.09

10.0± 0.15

9

Cu

5.0±0.2

2.0±0.09

10.0±0.16

10

Zn

46.3±0.6

29.4±0.4

71.2±0.9

11

Pb

20.0±0.3

3.6±0.1

36.0±0.4

*Concentration of these elements is given in mg/L
Comparing the concentration of the trace and toxic elements from the midstream water of
the creek with the water samples collected from the industrial and domestic effluent receiving
area, it was found that the concentration of K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn and Pb were found higher
in the industrial side of the creek whereas V, Cr and Ni concentration were found higher in the
samples collected from the side receiving city effluent. The result for Cr, Mn and Cu was found
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comparable with earlier reported range of 100–142.8, 10.4–58.7 and 2.0–178.1 μg/L respectively
[269].

Figure 6.9: Concentration Ratio of Elements
6.6. Flux of trace and toxic elements toward the open sea
The suspended sediments, collected from 4 locations of the bay as discussed in Chapter
3 Section 3.3.5. The samples were dried in a laboratory oven at 110 0C, powdered using grinding
machine and sieved (75 µm) to get a fine powder. The slurry of samples was prepared and
measured using TXRF, as per the procedure mentioned in Section 6.4.1.3.
The suspended silt load at different locations is given in Table 6.4. The average
suspended sediment load (26 mg/l) in the bay was taken to calculate the concentration of
different elements in the seawater from suspended sediments. The total load of different trace
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and toxic elements in the bay can be calculated by multiplying the average concentration in the
bay by the total volume of the bay. Since the MHB is subjected to wave actions and semidiurnal tides with a tidal period of 12 hrs of 40 minute. As discussed in the Section 5.3.1.2, the
volume going out of the bay (Vout) is the tidal prism volume plus average daily water discharge
in the bay, which is 9.15x1011 litre per day. Considering the suspended sediment thoroughly
mixed in the water column the flux of elements going out of bay daily can be estimated using
concentration of elements from suspended sediment in the bay and volume of water going out of
the bay per day as:
(

) =

Where:
(Flux)i: Flux of elements i going out per day
Ci: Concentration of element i from the suspended sediment in the bay
Vout: volume of water going out of the bay per day
The concentration of different elements from suspended sediments in the bay and the flux
of elements going out of the bay is given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.4: Suspended sediment load (mg/l) at sampling locations
Sr. No.

Location

Suspended sediment load (mg/l)

1

L5

30.8

2

L10

30.0

3

L19

22.3

4

L23

21.0

5

Average

26.0
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Table 6.5: Concentration and flux of elements from suspended sediment
Elements

Concentration of elements (μg/l) from suspended

Flux of

sediment at different Location(L) in the bay

Element

L5

L 10

L 19

L 23

Average

(Kg/day)

Ca

657.80

254.80

494.00

777.40

546.00

4.99 x 105

K

241.80

236.60

288.60

273.00

260.00

2.38 x 105

Ti

236.28

133.07

258.15

239.75

216.81

1.98 x 105

V

3.86

2.19

4.15

4.25

3.61

3.3 x 103

Cr

7.13

3.96

7.27

5.09

5.86

5.36 x 103

Mn

37.40

21.45

66.67

31.69

39.30

3.59 x 104

Fe

2046.20

1164.80

2303.60

2020.20

1883.70

1.72 x 106

Ni

2.06

1.27

2.62

2.10

2.01

1.84 x 103

Cu

3.53

2.07

3.21

2.60

2.85

2.61 x 103

Zn

2.77

2.04

4.03

2.60

2.86

2.61 x 103

Pb

0.68

0.38

0.55

0.61

0.56

5.09 x 102

Rb

1.48

2.84

1.72

1.64

1.92

1.76 x 103

Sr

6.13

3.40

4.41

6.95

5.22

4.78 x 103

6.7. Analysis of core sample collected from the Thane Creek:
6.7.1. Sample Preparation and Measurement
Sediment core sample was collected from Vashi location of the creek using gravity corer.
The collected cores were extruded vertically and sliced at 6.5 cm intervals and collected in sealed
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polyethene bags. Samples were dried in a laboratory oven at 110 0C. Dried samples were first
crushed in Pestle and Mortar and then crushed samples were ground using grinding machine into
a fine powder. These powered samples were sieved using a 75 µm sieve to get a fine powder
with grain size less than or equals to 75 µm. A slurry of about 40 mg of sediment sample was
prepared and TXRF spectrum was recorded for 1000s.
6.7.2. Results
Major elements K, Ca, Fe, Ti and Mn were having concentration 10.9±0.5
26.6±2.3 77.4±1.7 9.3±0.5 and 1.1±0.2 mg/g respectively in the core. Heavy metals Cr, Ni, Cu,
Zn were found in the concentration 222.5±56.9, 71.8±5.0, 149.3±22.3 and 111.6±18.1 mg/kg
respectively in the core. Concentrations of Pb, Rb and Sr in the given core were found to be
24.8±4.8, 58.6±3.4 and 193.1±29.2 mg/kg respectively. Depth profiling of different elements in
the core samples is shown in Fig 1.a, Fig 1.b and Fig 1.c. The maximum concentration of K, Ti,
Ca, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu and Rb found in the 6th segment of core indicates enrichment of these
elements at the depth 39 cm in the core. Zn, Pb and Sr have a maximum concentration in the 8th,
9th and 10th segment respectively of the core indicating enrichment at 52, 58.5 and 65 cm depth
respectively. Enrichment factor, Concentration factor, Pollution load index and Index of
geoaccumulation (Igeo) in the surface sediment core were calculated. Contamination factor (CF)
For K, Ca, Mn, Rb and Sr are less than 1 indicates low contamination. CF value for Fe, Ti, Ni,
Zn and Pb shows value 1-3 indicates moderate contamination while CF for Cu was found 4.5
indicates considerable contamination of surface sediment from copper.
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Figure 6.10 a, b and c: Depth profile of elements
Enrichment factor (EF) in the surface sediment core was calculated. K, Ca, Mn, Pb, Rb
and Sr show depletion trend as their EF (<1) for surface sediment. Ti, Cr, Zn and Ni were found
to be about normal or no enrichment (EF ≈ 1). Cu was found moderately enriched as EF for this
was found to be 2.31. The calculated Igeo values based on the concentration of elements in the
upper continental crust was calculated. It is evident that Igeo values for K, Ca, Mn, Zn, Pb, Sr
and Rb fall in class ‘0’ at the sampling locations indicating that there is no pollution from these
metals in the sampling site. The Igeo values of

Ti, Cr, Ni and Fe fall in the range 0–1 (class
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‘2’), indicating unpolluted to moderately polluted levels in sediment core samples. Igeo values
of Cu in sediment core samples found in class ‘3’ reveal moderately polluted levels. The value of
PLI greater than 1 shows that there is also a significant anthropogenic contribution to the surface
sediment sample.
6.8. Conclusion
The pre-concentration of trace element using ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate
- diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate from seawater followed by TXRF measurement is
suitable for analysis of trace elements in the sea water. The chlorine content from seawater
deposited on sample support can be removed by treating with nitric acid vapour for the time
duration of about 30 minute. The slurry preparation coupled with TXRF measurement can be
used for measurement of sediment samples. The method can be used for the estimation of
halogens and “volatile” elements which are not feasible by digestion of sediment and TXRF
measurement. The effluent received by the creek from the city side are enriched in V, Cr and Ni
whereas the effluent received from the industrial side are contributing more Mn, Fe, Cu and Zn.
Comparing with earlier reported data with the present value indicates that the establishment and
operationalisation of the effluents treatment plan on both sides have stopped further deterioration
of the water quality of the creek water. For effective and proper management of the creek,
attention should be directed towards the acquisition of long-term data on trace elements in the
coastal water. The analysis of suspended sediment and estimation of flux indicates a large
amount of elements is flushing out of bay daily. Vertical distribution of most of the elements like
K, Ti, Ca, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu and Rb shows nearly similar variation showing the same source of
contamination. Calculation of Pollution Load Index (PLI) shows that there is also a significant
anthropogenic contribution to the surface sediment sample.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Summary and Conclusion
Uncontrolled and rapid, industrialization and urbanization around the coastal areas have
polluted the groundwater and surface water, discharging into the coastal region. These discharges
carry various nutrients, heavy metals, radionuclides and organic compounds in the marine
ecosystem. Distribution of the elements in any marine system depends on its physical and
chemical properties and on coastal water mixing and movement towards the open sea. The status
of trace and toxic elements in the study area and their mixing and transport towards the open sea
needs to be studied for the better management strategies for protection of the Mumbai Harbour
Bay from the land-based activities. Naturally occurring radioactive tracer can provide insight of
coastal water movement and information related to Submarine Groundwater Discharge.
In the present study, the method for the estimation of tracer (223Ra and

224

Ra) in water

samples was developed and standardized. To understand the time taken by different elements
(discharged in the system) to be removed from the system, the apparent water age, mixing and
flushing rate was estimated. The apparent water age, flushing rate horizontal mixing coefficient
of water mass in the creek was estimated using naturally occurring short-lived radium isotopes.
Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD), an important pathway for the trace and toxic elements
in the creek was estimated using Radium Mass Balance Model. A method based of TXRF was
developed and standardized for the estimation of different trace and toxic elements in seawater
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and sediment using TXRF was developed and standardized. Following are the important
highlights of the present work:
Methods and Techniques


In-situ pre-concentration sampling assembly was designed and fabricated.



Heating bath assembly for preparation of MnO2 coated fiber was designed and fabricated
and MnO2 was coated on acrylic fiber.



The adsorption efficiency of Ra on MnO2-fiber was estimated and found to be 100% for
the water flow rate of 0.80 lpm.



Estimation of efficiency for Helium, Air and Argon as carrier gas indicated higher
efficiency for He compares to others.



Variation of efficiency at a different flow rate of carrier gas showed higher efficiency in
the range of 4-5 lpm flow rate.



Study of water loss during the counting showed after 49 days decay and total 13 hrs of
counting at various time interval water/fiber ratio changes from 1.0 to 0.77



Detection limit for estimation of

224

Ra and

223

Ra was estimated to be 5.6 x 10-4 dpm

100L-1 and 1.4 x 10-4 dpm 100L-1 respectively.


The efficiency of the counting system for 224Ra and 223Ra measurement was estimated to
be 48.5% and 43.4% respectively.



The reference material for multi-element was measured by TXRF and results compared
with reference values.

Longitudinal Variation of Radium activity Concentration


During the sampling trip-1(April 2016), the

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration in the

creek were found in the range of 22.88-51.46 dpm/100L and 1.03-2.26 dpm/100L with
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average value 35.36±9.04 and 1.46±0.33dpm/100L respectively. The average AR in the
creek was found to be 22.52±3.35 having a range from 16.28 to 29.46.


During the sampling trip-2 (March 2017), the

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration in

the creek were found in the range of 17.58-34.22 dpm/100L and 0.83-1.49 dpm/100L
with average value 25.62±4.95 and 1.14±0.18dpm/100L respectively. The average AR in
the creek was found to be 22.52±3.35 having a range from 18.18 to 29.54.


During the trip-3 (May 2017), the 224Ra and 223Ra activity concentration towards the open
sea were found in the range of 7.66-20.56 dpm/100L and 0.52-1.1 dpm/100L with an
average value of 13.11±4.73 dpm/100L and 0.77±0.19 dpm/100L respectively.



During the trip-3 (December 2017), the

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration in the

creek was found in the range of 21.40-29.49 dpm/100L and 1.28-1.47dpm/100L with an
average of 26.69±3.48 and 1.38±0.08 dpm/100L respectively. The average AR in the
creek was found in the range of 14.56 to 23.04 with an average 20.52±3.58.


The average, conductivity, TDS and salinity in the Mumbai Harbour Bay was found to be
7.57±0.14, 43.11±5.28, 30.53±3.40 and 24.70±3.19 respectively.



The average, conductivity, TDS and salinity in the Arabian Sea was found to be
7.61±0.17, 58.07±4.21, 38.58±3.10 and 29.34±1.00 respectively.



Radium activities concentrations were found lower towards the fresh water mixing zone
i.e. where the rivers, a tributary to the creek ecosystem meets.



Higher activity concentration of Ra was observed at locations where reused seawater
from salt pan and surface water discharge in the creek ecosystem.
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Lower activity concentration of Ra compare to shore location, was observed as we move
deeper in the creek from the brink which may be due to dilution and decay of the radium
contributed from the coastal area.



A decreasing in the activity concentration of 224Ra and 223Ra was observed in the creek as
we move towards the open sea.



Higher activity concentration value of

224

Ra and

223

Ra in creek compared to offshore

value indicates the contribution from groundwater discharge in the creek ecosystem of
MHB


The

224

Ra and

223

Ra activity concentration for porewater samples vary at the sampling

locations but the AR value is very well in agreement at different locations, indicates
similar source is contributing in the creek. The AR value at the discharge location of
river and wastewater was also found nearly similar which support the concept of the
similar source of Ra around the creek
Apparent Water Age of the creek water


The apparent water age of the creek water for sampling trip-1, trip-2 and trip-4 were
found to be in the range of 1.58-6.21days, 1.56-5.35 days and 3.50-7.08 days respectively
by Radium Age Model.



The average apparent age of creek water for sampling trip-1, trip-2 and trip-4 were found
3.65±1.22 days, 3.75±1.10 days and 4.51±1.51 days respectively by Radium Age Model.



It was observed that apparent water age increases as one move towards the open mouth of
the bay which indicates the net water mass movement towards the open sea.



The lower value of water age was observed at locations where the fresh water was
contributing to the creek.
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The activity concentration of

223

Ra and

224

Ra in the creek was found almost similar for

the different sampling trips indicating the steady state of the system. Hence, using
Radium Balance Approach, the apparent water age of the creek water was estimated to be
6.51±1.27 days.
Estimation of horizontal mixing and flushing rate of creek water


A linear decrease of 223Ra activity concentration from the open mouth of the bay towards
the open sea shows that the dispersion is the dominant process in this part of the study
area.



The linear fit of ln224Ra and ln223Ra vs. distance beyond the creek in MHB and offshore
locations gives the horizontal dispersion coefficient (Kh) as 800 m2s-1 and 795 m2s-1
respectively.



A similar value of horizontal dispersion coefficient from the both

224

Ra and

223

Ra

isotopes validates our assumption that system is in steady state and dispersion is
dominant process in the study area.


The flushing rate of creek water towards the open sea was estimated from the age
(calculated using average AR value in the creek as source AR i.e. ARi) vs. distance graph
and found to be 6.67 ± 0.89 km.day-1.
Estimation of SGD in Mumbai Harbour Bay



A comprehensive mass balance has been constructed for short-lived Ra isotopes (223Ra
and

224

Ra), in Mumbai Harbour Bay and individual budget components (Input Sources:

Tidal input from the ocean during the high tide, river, sediment and wastewater
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discharge; Loss: Ra export from bay via mixing and radioactive decay) have been
evaluated separately for the estimation SGD in the MHB


The total flux of

223

Ra and

224

Ra in the bay was estimated and found to be 6.4 x 109

dpm.d-1 and 106.1 x 109 dpm.d-1 respectively


Total fluxes out of the system via ocean exchange and decay was found as 7.3 x
109dpm.d-1 and 268.5 x 109 dpm.d-1 for 223Ra and 224Ra respectively



The contribution of radium flux from river, wastewater, surface sediment through
diffusion, suspended sediment 0.01%, 0.1-0.4 %, 2-3% and 0.5- 0.7% of the total flux
respectively.



The tidal input, main contributor for 223Ra and 224Ra was estimated to be 44.1 % and 25.2
% of total radium flux respectively.



The SGD in the bay was estimated based on the imbalance between input and losses
contribution of

223

Ra and

224

Ra and found to be 33.4 x 109 L.d-1 and 64.9 x 109 L.d-1

respectively.


The SGD contribution of 223Ra and 224Ra flux in the bay was found as 53.4 % and 71.7 %
respectively.
Status of Trace and Toxic Elements in Creek Ecosystem



The pre-concentration of trace element using ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate-

diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate from seawater followed by TXRF measurement,
suitable for analysis of trace elements in the sea water was standardized. The validation of
the method was carried out using reference seawater (NAAS-6) and the average deviation of
results from true value was found to be about 16%. The pre-concentration factor up to 250
easily can be reached using this procedure.
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The chlorine content from seawater deposited on sample support can be removed by
treating with nitric acid vapour for a time duration of about 30 minute



The slurry preparation coupled with TXRF measurement of the sediments samples was
standardized and validated using IAEA-Soil-7 reference material and the result showed
average relative error in measurement was found to be 13%.



The analysis of the trace and toxic elements in seawater was carried out to understand the
status of the trace and toxic elements in the creek ecosystem. The obtained value for Zn,
Pb, Cu, Ni, and Co was higher with reported value in the Arabian Sea.



The effluents received by the creek from the city side are enriched in V, Cr and Ni
whereas the effluents received from the industrial side are contributing more Mn, Fe, Cu
and Zn.



The present study indicates that the establishment and operationalisation of the effluents
treatment plan on both sides have reduced further deterioration of the water quality of the
creek water.



The suspended sediment samples from the creek system were collected analysed from the
different element by slurry assisted TXRF. Knowing the suspended silt load, the
concentration of .the elements (Ca, K, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb, Rb and Sr) flux
of these elements going out of the bay daily, were estimated indicates.



Vertical distribution of most of the elements like K, Ti, Ca, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu and Rb in
sediment core sample shows nearly similar variation showing the same source of
contamination.



The estimation contamination factor showed a low level of contamination in the creek.
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Future Work
Low-lying coastal areas are crucial to the development of nature and of society
considered as heterogeneous domains, dynamic in space and time. 70% of cities with more than
1.6 million inhabitants settlements situated in these area comprising less than 20% of the earth’s
surface. Low-lying coastal areas also accounts for 90% of the global fisheries, produce about
25% of global biological productivity and major sink for sediments.
Environmental radiotracers using natural and artificial radionuclides can identify and
model important particle transport processes in diverse water bodies like rivers, lakes and coastal
marine environments. Many contaminants and nutrients in the water move in association with
inorganic and organic particles, including plankton species and their remains. Particle-associated
constituents settle through the water column to underlying sediments, where they may be mixed
and re-suspended by currents or biological action, and are ultimately lost by burial in
accumulating sediments. Along with such pathways, rates of particle transport often can be
determined using particle-associated radionuclides. Naturally occurring Radium isotopes is used
to identify the pathways and fate of environmental pollutants in the marine system. Marine water
mass transport that affects the productivity of the marine waters can be studied.
India has about 7,517 km coastline and groundwater and seawater discharge is
continuously taking place along the coast and within the coastal zone hydrological system. There
are very few related to SGD studies reported in the Indian coastal areas. The present study will
help in full filling lack of easily available and easily accessible data on the hydrological cycle in
Indian coastal areas.


The developed method can be used to study the input of different nutrients and pollutants
via groundwater discharge in the other Bay, knowing the estimate of SGD.
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Natural tracers such as radium will be useful in the understanding and estimating the
different component of SGD viz. freshwater discharge and re-circulated seawater which
are inseparable in nature and being investigated by separate groups using different
methodologies.



Theoretical study or other technique needs to be explored for the SGD estimation in the
present study area.



Developed approach can be used to study the apparent water age, flushing rate,
dispersion coefficient and submarine groundwater discharge in the other coastal area.



The information obtained could be used to help the developing management strategies for
controlling the supply of terrestrial nutrients and contaminants to offshore areas and
protect the environment in the study area.
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